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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION
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1. 1 PURPOSE

This document includes the methodology for the production of the Susquehanna
Specific EPG, the writing guidance for preparing EOPs, the methodology for
verific'ation and validation of the EOPs, a description of the training
program impact, and a synopsis of the EOP upgrade staff. This document is
produced in response to Supplement 1 of NUREG-0737 Item 7.2b, page 15.

I

1.2 BACKGROUND

Following the accident at Three Mile Island Unit Number 2, on March 28,
1979, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff developed a number'of
proposed requirements to be implemented by operating reactors and by plants
under construction. These requirements include operational safety, siting
and design, and emergency preparedness. They are intended to provide
substantial protection in the operation of nuclear facilities and
significant upgrading of emergency response capability based upon knowledge
gained from the accident at TMI-2. NUREG-0737, "Requirements for Emergency
Response Preparedness", and Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 "Clarification of TMI
Action Plan Requirements" illustrate these requirements set forth by the NRC

to which nuclear facilities must adhere.

On December 17, 1982, a letter (Generic Letter 82-33) was sent to all
licensees of operating power reactors, applicants for operating licenses,
and holders of 'construction permits. An attachment to the letter was
Supplement 1 of NUREG-0737. The letter requested nuclear facilities to
furnish the following information pursuant to lOCFR50.54(f):

o A proposed schedule for completion of the requirements of NUREG-0737

o A description of plans for phased implementation and integration of
emergency response activities, including training

Pennsylvania Power and Light Company responded to Generic Letter 82-33 by
letter dated April 15, 1983. 'In this submittal, PPKL committed to complete
the basic requirements which included specific references to.

o Dates for providing submittals

o Dates for implementing requirements

Pursuant to these commitments, and in accordance with NUREG-0899,
"Guidelines for the Preparation of Emergency Operating Procedures",
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company, which, in conjunction with Allegehney
Electric Cooperative, Inc., owns and operates the Susquehanna Steam Electric
Station (SSES) docket numbers 50-387 and 50-388, respectfully submits the
following Procedure Generation Package.
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1.3 PROCEDURE GENERATION PACKAGE ORGANIZATION

The Susquehanna. Steam Electric Station Procedure Generation Package (SSES-
PGP) submittal is comprised of two volumes. Within the first volume, five
aspects of EOP development and implementation are addressed. They are:

o Plant-Specific Technical Guideline

o Writer's Guide

o Verification Program

o Validation Program

o Emergency Operating Procedure Training

The second volume contains referenced documents from volume one. They
include:

o The SSES-EPG
II

o The SSES-Writer's Guide

o Plant-Specific EPG Data Table (Unit 1)

o Tabl e o f Devi at i on s from BWROG-EPG

o Unit Differences Which Affect, EOP Implementation

It is the intent of this PGP to appropriately respond to, and document, all
required items outlined in NUREG-0899.

1.4 PROJECT SCHEDULE

The project schedule, as depicted in Figure 1, is a result of Pennsylvania
Power and Light Company's current response to Generic Letter 82-33. The
original response to 82-33, dated April 15, 1983 illustrated commitment
dates which were later revised in a letter to the NRC from PP8L (PLA-2131)
dated March 14, 1984. Specifically, with regard to the EOPs it was stated
that the upgraded Emergency Operating Procedures will be implemented no
later than December, 1985 for both units. This date was based on several
factors. They were:

o EOPs must be validated prior to being issued

o Validation incorporates simulator use
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o Modifications are required to be done to the simulator prior to
validation

o Training must be performed

o Procedure Generation Package must be accepted by the NRC

All of the above items which affect the upgraded EOP implementation are
included as milestones on Figure 1.

1.5 INTEGRATION OF EOP UPGRADE WITH OVERALL LICENSING COMMITMENTS

PP6L's master plan for integration of Emergency Response Capabilities was
described in PLA 1621 submitted to the NRC April 15, 1983. In that document
the EOP upgrade effort was described as part of the System 1 or "Accident
Mitigating and Prevention System." System 1 revolves around the'ontrol
room operator, and involves the inteoration of the operating shift, the
control room (including all enhancements), the emergency operating
procedures, and operator training. Figure 2 pictorally translates the
functional interrelationships of all System 1 components. The figure
depicts how the "operator-oriented" System 1 components are related. It
also shows that each comoonent is of equal importance. Further, it shows
that when complete, they will be used together to 'prevent and mitigate
accidents, or transients, in the nuclear power plant.

When all components are upgraded the complete Sy's tem 1 will be validated as
part of PP&L's efforts toward an integrated response to the requirements of
Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737.
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The Emergency Operating Procedure upgrade project is centrally coordinated
by a multi-disciplinary "Core" comprised of:

o Nuclear Power Plant Operators

o Start-Up Personnel

o Procedure Writers

o Engineers

o Managers

o Trainers

The Core Group has ultimate responsibility for the overall formulation of
the Emergency Operating Procedures, the Writer's Guide, the Plant Specific
Technical Guidelines, the Procedure Generation Package, and all Emergency
Support Procedures required to augment the EOPs.

The Core Group's organization is as follows:

Gary L. Merrill

Project Supervisor

P.J. Krane

W. A. Thomas

R. D. Martin

S. M. Bergstein

General Electric Co. LOM-TECH, Inc.
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The following paragraphs illustrate the individual qualifications of personnel
which comprise the Core Group.

A. Gary L. Merrill — Power Production Engineer, PP&L

Mr. Merrill started at Susquehanna as a Simulator Instructor where he
licensed as an SRO with the first Cold License group. During the Unit 1

Startup, he was one of the three Shift Test Coordinators responsible for
performing all power ascension testing. Later he supervised the revision of
all Unit 1 Operating, Off-Normal and Emergency Procedures and the writing of
all Unit 2 Procedures. Due to Mr. Merrill's extensive technical knowledge
of the Susquehanna plant, its operating procedures and practices, he was
instrumental in creating a document. that would be .easily used by
Susquehanna's operators. Mr. Merrill was the principal coorinator of all
efforts required to support the implementation of the upgraded EOPs and
possessed the skills which were requi red to manage and integrate the entire
EOP program.

B.'eter J. Krane - STO, General Electric Co.

Mr. Krane, holder of an SRO Certification, has been active in all facets of
GE Owners Group upgrade projects. A past author of BWR EOPs, Mr. Krane
possesses the technical expertise required to assure'proper translation of
the Generic EPG to the Plant Specific Technical Guidelines, and sufficient
background to deliver technical guidance to the core group in areas such as:

o Appendix "C" Calculations
o EPG Intent
o PSTG Development

C. William A. Thomas - STO, General Electric Co.

Mr. Thomas has been a member of GE's Startup Test Operations for 5-1/2
years. He initially certified at the GE Morris Training Center (Dresden)
and has since recertified at the Susquehanna Steam, Electric Station. He was
assigned to the Integrated Startup Group during the construction phase of
Susquehanna Unit 1. Later, he provided technical direction to PP&L

operations shift personnel for the Unit 1 startup. During the Unit 2

Startup, he was one of five shift test engineers responsible for performing
all power ascension testing. As a member of PP&L's EOP Core Group., he has
been in attendance at several EPC meetings.
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D. Richard D. Martin - Technical Director, LOM-TECH, Inc.

Mr. Martin possesses skills which benefit the Core Group in the following
areas:

o EPG/PSTG Preparation
o Flow Chart Development
o Project Coordination
o Writer's Guide Development

The holder of a Susquehanna-specific SRO certification, Mr. Martin'
technical expertise as a degreed engineer with plant specific knowledge has
been enhanced through direct project involvement with prior EOP upgrade
efforts, including:

o Yankee Atomic Electric Company (Rowe)
o Public Service Electric 5 Gas Co. (Hope Creek)
o Philadelphia Electric Company (PBAPS/Limerick)

His past experience also included an assignment as BWR Owner's Group EPC

point of contact for a nuclear utility.
~~ ~E. Sandy M. Bergstein " Sr, Technologist, LOM-TECH, Inc.

Mr. Bergstein, a past Control Room Operator at WNP-2, brings to the Core
Group the elements of operator knowledge and thought important to proper EOP
Development. A past, Equipment Operator, and then SRO Certified operator, he
provides insight into equipment operation/limitation to the BWR during
emergency situations.

1.6. 1 Interdisciplinary Interactions

Six organizations were involved in formulating the total
package required for the creation of the upgraded EOPs.

The Core Group has been described above; the remaining five
groups are outlined below.

Nuclear Operations Support

This organization possesses diverse qualifications,
including opeiations engineering and human factors
expertise. Nuclear Operations Support was tasked with
the following items in support of the EOP upgrade
project:

o „ Perform and document all "Appendix C"

calculations required for the.EOPs

o Prepare and perform EOP validation
program from a Human Factors aspect
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o Review Verification Program and
Writer's Guide from a Human Factors
Aspect

o Document EOP task analysis

o Revise and Create AD-QA-330-333

o Perform Verification of EOPs from
a Human Factors Aspect

b. Nuclear Licensing

Nuclear Licensing resposibilities included
those of:

C.

o Corporate liaison between NRC staff and PP5L

o Review of Safety Analysis issues

Nuclear Training Group

This organization is responsible for the
development, preparation, and integration of
a meaningful training program to support
the upgraded EOP implementation.

Training Group responsibilities included:

o Development of a training
~ program description

Preparation of goals and objectives
based upon a job/task analysis

Creation of training methods
to be utilized in order to
facilitate training on upgraded
EOPs

Conduct of refresher training,
and training on revisions

Coordination of inputs to the
training program, including
operator feedback

Preparation of methods for training
evaluation
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d. Nuclear Plant Engineering

Nuclear Plant Engineering includes experts
in areas of nuclear plant design and nuclear
systems engineering and analysis. This group
was tasked with:

o Implementation of the Verification program

o Calculation of some EPG action levels

o Verification of various "Appendix C" calculations

o Preparation of required safety analyses in support
of the Susquehanna EOPs

o Providing overall technical input to the EOP

upgrade

e. Automated Graphics:

Automated graphics supports the EOP Core Group
in the actual physical production of the EOP

flowcharts. The guidance for the production of
the flowcharts is found in the Writer's Guide.
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SECTION 2
PLANT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL GUIDELINE

2. 1 INTRODUCTION

The following pages describe the methodology for converting the Boiling
Water Reactor Owners'roup Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPG),
generic for BWR-1 through 6 designs, into the SSES-specific Technical
Guidelines (SSES-EPG).

The SSES-EPG was developed from Revision 3 of the EPG, dated December 8,
1982. Approval of this revisi.on was signified by the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) in November, 1983 by the issuance of a

Safety Evaluation Report (Reference 1) ~

The methodology employed for the conversion of the Unit 1 SSES-EPG to
the Unit 2 SSES-EPG is detailed within this document in Section 2.2.4.
The Unit 1 SSES-EPG is enclosed in Appendix A.

2.2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The methodology for converting the EPG to the SSES-EPG consisted of
four distinct processes:

o Determination and substitution of bracketed plant information

o Adaptation of the EPG to the plant design

o Determination of deviations from the EPG

o Documentation and control of the finished product

The following sections describe each of these processes in detail.

2.2. 1 Bracketed Plant Information

At various points throughout the EPG, brackets indicate where
plant unique information"should be entered. Examples of such
information are setpoints, procedure numbers, design limits,
valve numbers, phrases and calculational results. The
appropriate'ction taken when these brackets were encountered
was to determine the correct value for the enclosed variable
and substitute this value for the bracketed segment.
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The latest revisions of the following SSES technical documents
were utilized to determine bracketed plant information:

o Technical specifications

o FSAR

o As-built plant drawings

o Equipment manuals

o Plant operating procedures

o Design documents

o Vendor-supplied documents

All data collected and their sources were independently
checked as part of the verification program.

Where multiple values for the same variable were available,
the most conservative value was chosen. An exception to this
practice is found in the situation where technical
specification values were utilized in preference to operating
setpoints for trips and interlocks. This precludes the need
for revision of the SSES-EPG if a setpoint is altered after
periodic calibration..

Occasionally, brackets enclose a phrase rather than a
variable. This indicated that the applicability of the
phrase to the plant design must be evaluated. Explanatory
material in Appendix B to the EPG was used as an aid in this
process. An example is the phrase:

(SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP MAY BE AUGMENTED BY SPMS)

found in the suppression pool level section of the Primary
Containment Control Guideline. This phrase is to be utilized
only by those plants which have the Suppression Pool Makeup
System. Thus, this bracketed phrase is not applicable to
SSES and was not included in the SSES-EPG.

Some of the bracketed plant information were calculated
action levels and curves based on Appendix C to the EPG,
"Calculational Procedures". These calculations were
performed by the Nuclear Operations Support Group. The input
data and calculational results have been reviewed by General
Electric and have been verified by the Nuclear Fuels and
Systems Engineering Group. Calculational input data and
results are given in Reference 2.
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Most of the bracketed plant information, their values, and
source documents, are given in Appendix B Table 8-2. 1, Plant-
Specific EPG Data Table (Unit I). This table is referenced
as a source document in the SSES-EPG. Occasionally, the
justification for the deletion or retention of a bracketed
phrase is too involved to be easily included in this data
table. In these instances, the justification and source
documents are included in the SSES-EPG at the affected step.

Finally, the format utili ed in the EPG for procedure
identification and numbering was carried over to the SSES-
EPG. For example, the bracketed item (procedure developed
from CONTINGENCY ¹2) was replaced by CONTINGENCY ¹2.

2.2.2 EPG Adaptation

The EPG is generic tc GE-BWR 1 through 6 designs in that it
addresses all major systems which may be used to respond to
an emergency. Because no specific plant includes all of the
systems in these guidelines, the guideline is adapted to
individual plants by deleting statements which are not
applicable, cia.ifying statements where necessary, or by
substituting equivalent systems where

appropriately

This process was applied step-by-step to the EPG in
developing the SSES-EPG. All differences (deletions,
clarifications and substitutions) were identified on a step-
by-step basis and included directly in the SSES-EPG with
justification and source documents.

The following are examples of this process. SSES has no
Isolation Condenser ( IC) system incorporated in its design.
Thus, all instructional steps in the EPG concerning IC were
deleted from the guideline. Many EPG steps give gu',dance on
the use of the Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) System. The
Core Spray System at SSES is functionally equ'.valent to LPCS,
therefore, this system was substituted in all steps where
LPCS was referenced. An example of a clarification involves
the Minimum Subcritical Banked Withdrawal Position. SSES

analysis specifies that the reactor wi 11 remain shu.down if
all control rods are at position 02, with the strongest
control rod fully withdrawn. Thus, the standard EPG phrase
"...all control rods are inserted beyond position (06
(maximum subcritical banked withdrawal position))" was
clarified in the SSES-EPG as "...all control .ods but one are
inserted to or beyond posit';on 02."
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As part of the verification program, all "differences"
between the EPG and SSES-EPG were evaluated for technical
accuracy and applicability. Included in this verification
was a review of all supporting calculations.

The technical basis for the EPG, using the implementation
processes described in sections 2.2. 1 and 2.2.2 is generic to
GE-SWR 1 through 6 designs. Thus, to this extent, this
methodology for the development of the SSES-EPG is
technically j'ustified.

2.2.3 Oeviations

With few exceptions, the SSES-EPG has been developed
predominantly from the guidance given in the EPG. The
exceptions, called deviations, can be sorted into two
distinct classifications. The majority of deviations are
technical improvements to Revision 3, while a few deal with
SSES-specific determinations on risk/benefit judgements. In
all cases, the intent of the EPG guidance is maintained.

Technical improvements to the EPG include those items
discussed at Boiling Water Reactor Owners'roup Emergency
Procedure Committee meetings. Most of these items are
clarifications to the EPG.

The second category of deviations concerns the application of
a plant-specific operating philosophy to the EPG. It is
accepted by all concerned that the EPG is intended for use
only as a guideline and the actual instructions developed
from it will differ from plant to plant.

A list of all SSES-EPG/EPG deviations is summarized in
Appendix B, Table 8-2.2.

Because these deviations are outside of the Safety Evaluation
Report (SER) umbrella created by the NRC (Reference 1), the
justification process for them is necessarily different than
that described in Sections 2.2. 1 and 2.2.2. However, as
before, the written justifications for the deviations are
included directly in the SSES-EPG at the affected step.

All deviations were evaluated and approved by the Nuclear
Fuels and Sys ems Engineering Group. This included the
following analyses:

o A step-specific evaluation to ensure the deviation was
proper and conforms to the EPG intent
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o An overall procedure evaluation to ensure that the EPG

strategy was not adversely affected

o An evaluation of all supporting analysis

o An evaluation of all deviations for safety impact

Finally, SSES-EPG deviations will be validated as part of the
EOP Validation program. Refer to Section 5.0 for a

description of that program.

2;2.4 PSTG Conversion To Unit 2

Because of the similarity between the two units at SSES, the
methodology for SSES-EPG development given in Sections 2.2. 1

through 2.2.3 need not be repeated for Unit 2. The following
is a description of the conversion process utilized.

All source information used to generate the SSES-EPG for
Unit 1 was evaluated for differences between the units that
impact the SSES-EPG. The following documents were involved:

o Revision 3 to the EPG

o EPG Appendices

o Plant data table (Appendix B Table B-2. 1)

o Source document support calculations

o SSES-EPG differences

o SSES-EPG deviation table (Appendix B Table B-2.2)

A list of Unit 1/Unit 2 differences that impact the SSES-EPG
is given in Appendix B Table B-2.3. This list was
subsequently applied'step-by-step to the Unit 1 SSES-EPG to
create the SSES-EPG for Unit 2.

Verification of Unit 2 Technical Guidelines involved an
independent review of both the list of Unit 1/Unit 2
differences and the Unit 2 SSES-EPG. This is described in
the verification program (see Section 4.0). Additional
validation efforts for Unit 2 center on changes made to
deviations or additional deviations associated with Unit 2.
This is discussed in the validation procedure (Section 5.0).
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2.2.5 Documentation And Control

All documentation generated during development of the SSES

Technical Guidelines snail be permanently maintained in
accordance with the Susquehanna Records Management System.
The length of record retention shall be the life of the
plant.

Review, revision and control of the SSES Technical Guidelines
shall be in accordance with Administration Procedure AD-gA-
101, "Procedure Program". The Technical Guidelines for each
unit shall be controlled independently.
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SECTION 3
WRITER'S GUIDE

3. 1 INTRODUCTION

The Writer's Guide for the plant specific Susquehanna Emergency
Operating Procedures is intended to illustrate specific areas of EOP

flowchart preparation from the Boiling Reactor Owners'roup Emergency
Procedure Guidelines {EPG), including procedure interrelationships,
step preparation, vocabulary, and format.

The Writer's Guide is not intended to be a fully encapsulated document,
for philosophical discussions on "approach" may be too abstract to
clearly convey in such a document. Therefore, this document was
created, and is intended for use only as a guide.

3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE WRITER'S GUIDE

In order to maintain consistency in the writing format, and to assure
accurate technology transfer from the EPG to the written flowcharts in
a manner that is clear, concise and incorporates human factors
engineering techniques, a Writer's Guide was created whereby
fundamentals and procedure development are delineated.

3.3 DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION

The Writer's Guide, contained 'in Appendix C, is divided into eleven
(11) sections, and includes guidance in the following general areas:

o EOP Format

o EOP organization

o Procedural interrelationships

o Mechanics of style

o Approved acronyms

o Flowchart examples

3.3. 1 Document Control

Once the EOPs are implemented, the SSES Writer' Guide will become
an administratively controlled document: AD-gA-330.
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SECTION 4
VERIFICATION PROGRAM

4. 1 INTRODUCTION

The EOP Verification and Validation programs are interdependent. The
overall combination of both programs evaluates four EOP
characteristics: written correctness, technical accuracy, usability
and operational correctness.

This section describes the Verification Program which evaluates the EOP
for written correctness and technical accuracy. The evaluation of
usability and .operational correctness is addressed in the EOP
Validation Program (Section 5). This division of the evaluation for
the four characteristics is based on the type of evaluation to be used.
The Verification Program encompasses the efforts necessary to support a
comparative evaluation of EOPs to EOP source documents, whereas the
Validation Program encompasses the efforts necessary to support a
performance evaluation of the EOPs.

4. 2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The EOP Verification Program consists of the following general areas:

The objective of the program

The evaluation criteria used to check that the objective
has been satisfied

o The process.to be followed

In the verification process, the program evaluation criteria are
applied to determine if the program objective has been satisfied. Once
the objective and the evaluation criteria are developed, they are
applied each time the verification is performed.

4.3 PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

The objective of the Verification Program is to determine that
consistency has been maintained between source documents and the EOPs.
This determination is made by evaluating the characteristics of written
correctness and technical accuracy, which are defined as follows:

o Written Correctness — addresses, proper incorporation of
information from the SSES Writer's Guide and other
appropriate administrative policies.
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o Technical Accuracy - addresses proper incorporation of
generic and/or plant-specific technical information from
EOP source documents into the EOPs.

4. 4 PROGRAM EVALUATION CRITERIA

Program evaluation criteria were developed for use during the comparative
evaluation. This comparative evaluation determined whether or not the
Verification Program objective was satisfied. These criteria were developed
by addressing EOP verification principles that are based on the
characteristics of written correctness, technical accuracy and the SANDIA
Checklist (Reference 4). The criteria are in checklist form and are attached
to Appendix D.

4.5 PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION/RESULTS

The Verification Program was conducted by both Nuclear Support and Nuclear
Plant Engineering in PP8 L's General Office. The verifiers used the
Verification Program procedure illustrated in Appendix D. The verifiers
were trained on the use and intent of the Verification Program in November,
1984.

During the initial development of the Emergency Operating Procedures,
operator comments were elicited in order to suggest improvements to the
procedures. The- operators'reliminary review session was held during the
normal Licensed Operator requalification program in February 1985. The
comments from this review were incorporated into the EOP flowcharts by the
Core Group.

Upon completion of the verification process, a thorough review of the EOPs
for written correctness and technical accuracy will have been conducted.
Discrepancies between the EOPs and the EOP source documents will have been
identified, evaluated and resolved. Documentation will exist that records
the performance of the comparative evaluation and that confirms all
discrepancies were addressed.
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SECTION 5
VALIDATION PROGRAM

5. 1 INTRODUCTION

The EOP Validation Program and the EOP Verification Program are
interdependent. The overall combination of both programs evaluates
four EOP characteristics: usability, operational correctness, written
correctness, and technical accuracy.

This section describes the Validation Program which evaluates the EOP
for usability and operational correctness. The evaluation of written
correctness ahd technical accuracy was addressed in the Verification
Program (Section 4). The division of the evaluation for the four EOP
characteristics is based on the type of evaluation to be used. The
Validation Program encompasses the efforts necessary .to support
performance evaluation of the EOPs, whereas the Verification Program
encompasses the efforts necessary to support a comparative evaluation
of the EOPs.

5. 2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

There are three methods which may be used in the SSES EOP validation.
They are: table-top method, walk-through method, and simulator method.

o Table-Top Method — A validation method whereby personnel
explain and/or discuss procedure action steps in
response to a scenario for an observer/reviewer or as
part of an actual industry operating experience review.

o Walk-Through Method - A validation method whereby
control room operators conduct a step-by-step enactment
,of their actions during a scenario for an
observer/reviewer without car rying out actual control
functions.

o Simulator Method - A validation method whereby control
room operators perform control functions on simulated
equipment during a scenario for an observer/reviewer.

Each of the validation methods may yield useful information about EOPs
(see Appendix E Section 6). Some methods permit more comprehensive
testing of the EOPs than others. The SSES-Validation Program,
illustrated in Appendix E, shows how all of the above methods will
interrelate to thoroughly evaluate the EOPs.

Validation shall be done prior to EOP implementation, and shall
demonstrate that the operators can manage the emergency conditions
through the use of procedures and that the EOPs are operationally
correct.
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It is the responsibility of the Human Factors Engineer (HFE) to determine
the point at which he considers the validation effort to be adequate. This
determination will be based on what the HFE has accomplished in addressing
the validation principles of usability and operational correctness. As
described previously, each validation method differs with respect to its
effectiveness for addressing the procedure characteristics associated with
the validation principles. The validation methods will be applied
selectively to yield an efficient and effective Validation Program.

5.3 PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

The overall objective of EOP validation is to determine if the control room
operators can manage emergency conditions in the plant using the EOPs. This
determination will be made by evaluating the EOPs with regard to the
validation principles of usability and operational correctness, which are
defined as follows:

o Usability - The EOPs provide sufficient information that
is understandable to the operator.

o Operational Correctness - The EOPs are compatible with
plant responses, plant hardware, and shift manpower.

5. 4 PROGRAM EVALUATION CRITERIA

It was necessary to develop evaluation criteria or standards to be used
during the assessment of the EOPs to determine that the EOP Validation
Program objectives have been satisfied. These criteria were developed by
addressing EOP validation principles which support the objective of the EOP

Validation Program, and are shown in Section 7 of Appendix E. Another input
to the development of the EOP validation evaluation criteria was the past
validation performed on the SSES Safety Parameter Display System.
Capitalizing on that past knowledge, and improved evaluation criteria was
created.

5.5 RESOLUTIONS OF DEVIATIONS (Corrective Actions)
I

The deviations identified during assessment are evaluated during a
resolution period. For some deviations, no resolution is required.
Deviations that are determined to require resolution will be evaluated for
their apparent cause with relationship to the personnel, training, plant
design, or EOP. Solutions will then be determined for each deviation and a
resolution from the possible solutions is selected to remedy the deviation.
For example, if the operating crew felt that the EOPs were not detailed
enough, possible solutions might be either to increase the level of detail
in the EOP or to increase the training emphasis on the indicated steps with
a follow-up evauation to ensure the operator does not need additional
procedure detail. A resolution would be chosen from these two possible
solutions. Further detail is given in Appendix E Section 8.
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S. 6 OOCUMENTATION

The documentation that results from the Validation Program will provide
a tracable history which can be easily audited by PP&L, and will be

retained for the life of the units.
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SECTION 6
EOP TRAINING

6. 1 INTRODUCTION

The following pages provide a description of the proposed training program
for the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station on upgraded EOPs. It is not
intended that this'escription provide a comprehensive or complete
presentation of the training program, but rather that it illustrates the
prop'osed methodology by which upgraded EOP training will be performed.

Essentially, there exist four broad training objectives which must be met in
order to have a successful EOP training program. They are:

o Trainees must understand the technical bases of the EOPs

o Trainees-must have a working knowledge of the technical
contents of the EOPs

o Trainees must understand the philosophy of the guideline

o Trainees must be capable of executing the EOPs under
.realistic operational conditions

There currently exists an EOP training program which is part of the overall
licensed operator training and r'equalification program. Recently, the
overall program was reviewed for INPO accreditation, and is expected to be
confirmed in the near future. The program was designed and developed based
on specific performance objectives as identified by the training group and
approved by the Supervisor of Operations. These objectives have
subsequently been verified by a job/task analysis for the reactor operator
and senior operator positions at Susquehanna.

The current emergency operating procedure training program has proven to be
an effective method of teaching emergency procedures to operators. This is
evidenced by the continued excellent performance by Susquehanna operators
during the plant startup and test program, and during normal operations.
Susquehanna operators have demonstrated competence in the EOPs during
initial and requalifiaction license examinations. For these reasons it is
believed that the best approach to training on the revised EOPs is to update
the existing training material with the newly developed EOP information,
while maintaining the same format for instruction, thereby maintaining a

proven system of instruction.
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6. 2 TRAINING MATERIAL REVISION/REWRITE

The first step in developing the revised training will be to perform a

task evaluation to determine which additional skills and knowledge are
required in order to perform the EOPs. These additional items will be
formulated into specific performance based learning objectives for the
Unit of Instruction.

The existing information and corresponding simulator scenarios will be
replaced with the revised information. Simulator scenarios will be
developed to allow demonstration of each step of the upgraded EOP.

Where simulator limitations are encountered the scenario will stop, and
the student will be informed of the limitation and the actual plant
response. The Unit of Instruction will clearly identify these
limitations for the instructor.

6.3 PROPOSED EOP TRAINING PROGRAM

The emergency operating procedure training program is a combination of
classroom lecture, simulator demonstration and simulator performance.

o Classroom lectures include a step by step discussion of
the procedures. This includes the procedural
contingencies, cautions and notes, bases documents,
flowcharts and procedural differences between .the two
units.

o Simulator demonstrations are conducted to allow the
student to witness the implementation of the various
procedure steps integrated with their discussion. This
provides the first step of reinforcement.

o Simulator performance will include additional scenarios
that allow the student to perform the procedure steps,
again providing reinforcement to the classroom
discussions. During the performance of the.EOPs the
simulator instructor will make use of the slow time and
freeze features of the simulator. This method will
allow the student to maximize his ability to understand
the preferred actions.

6.3. 1 Training On EOP Revisions

EOP Revisions shall be classified into twb categories:

o Minor Revisions

o Major Revisions
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a. Training will not be conducted on corrections of
spel'ling errors, typographical mistakes or minor
English changes to either the EOP or its bases.

b. A minor EOP revision will be one that makes changes
such as adding or deleting single steps, reordering
two steps or modifying the information in the EOP

bases. 'These type revisions shall be dealt with,
as they occur, during shift turnover in accordance
with existing procedures.

C. A major EOP revision will be one that significantly
changes the EOP and the guidance it gives to the
operator. These type revisions shall be covered
during normal shift requalification training, after
they have been incorporated into the EOP.

The EOP project supervisor, under the direction of
the Supervisor of Operations shall determine the
extent of the revision and will determine how
training will be performed.

6.3.2 Evaluation

The last step in the training program is to evaluate opera or
performance. This will be accomplished by the administration'f

both a written exam and a simulator performance
evaluation. The written exam will be based on the specific
objectives identified in the Unit of Instruction. Simulator
evaluations will be conducted on the normal single unit shift
compliment to ascertain the team and time dependent
performance impact of the Emergency Operating Procedures. It
will be determined if additional training is required at this
time.

6.3.3 Continual Training

The emergency operating procedure training will be
incorporated into initial license and requalification
training.
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Based on the generic Boiling Water Reactor Owners'roup (BWROG) Emergency
Procedure Guidelines (EPG), Rev. 3 (December 8, 1982), the following SSES-

specific symptomatic Emergency Procedure Guidelines (SSES-EPG) have been
developed:

o RPV Control Guideline

o Primary Containment Control Guideline

o Secondary Containment Control Guideline

o Radioactivity Release Control Guideline

o Contingencies

The RPV Control Guideline maintains adequate core cooling, shuts down the
reactor, and cools down the RPV to cold shutdown conditions. This guideline is
entered whenever low RPV water level, high RPV pressure, high drywell pressure,
or a condition which requires MSIV isolation has occurred, or whenever a

condition which requires reactor scram exists and reactor power is above the
N downscale trip or cannot be determined.

e Primary Containment Control Guideline maintains primary containment
integrity and protects equipment in the primary containment. This guideline is
entered whenever'suppression pool temperature, drywell temperature, drywell
pressure, or suppression pool water level is above its high operating limit or
suppression pool water level is below its low operating limit.

The Secondary Containment Control Guideline protects equipment in the secondary
containment, limits radioactivity release to the secondary containment, and
either maintains secondary containment integrity or limits radioactivity
releases from the secondary containment. This guideline is entered whenever a

secondary containment temperature, radiation level, HVAC exhaust radiation
level, or pump room differential temperature is above its maximum normal
operating value or secondary containment differential pressure reaches zero.

The Radioactivity Release Control Guideline limits rad;oactivity release 'into
areas outside the primary and secondary containments. This guideline is entered
whenever off-site radioactivity release rate is above that which requires an
Alert.

The SSES-EPG contingencies provide instructions for plant conditions which are
more degraded than those addressed by the guidelines:

o Contingency ¹1 restores RPY water level to above the top of the active
fuel
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o Contingency ¹2 rapidly depressurizes the RPV to as low a pressure as
possible

o Contingency ¹3 cools the core by steam updraft through the fuel
assemblies when no sourc'e of injection into the RPV is available

o Contingency ¹4 cools the core with spray flow when RPV water'level
cannot be restored and maintained above the top of the active fuel

o Contingency ¹6 floods the RPY with liquid to the elevation of the main
.steam lines as a minimum

o Contingency ¹7 controls RPV water'level and, to a degree, reactor power
when boron injection into the RPV's required

The following information can be found in the SSES-EPG:

o The plant-specific statement incorporating SSES information

o The generic BWROG statement as written in Revision 3

o Identification and justification of any discrepancies (differences and
deviations) between the generic guideline and the plant-specific
guideline

o References to source documentation

The first two items are self-explanatory. Discrepancies are discussed in the
"Differences and Justification" section in the order that they occur, starting
at the beginning of the SSES-specific step. The applicable source documents are
specifically referenced in the justification only if it would be otherwise
confusing.

Abbreviations used are standard and are listed in the SSES Writers Guide. All
curves are identified by title in the text of the plant-specific statements and
are given. in Attachment 1.

At various points throughout these guidelines, precautions are noted by the
symbol ¹ . The associated number refers to a numbered "Caution" contained in
the Operator Precautions section. These "Cautions" are brief and succinct red
flags for the operator.
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At'arious points within these gui'delines, limits are specified beyond which
certain actions are required. While conservative, these limits are derived from
engineering analyses utilizing best-estimate (as opposed to licensing) models.
Consequently, these limits are not as conservative as the limits specified in
the SSES Technical Specifications. This is not to imply that operation beyond
the Technical Specifications is recommended in an emergency. Rather, such
operation may be required, under certain degraded conditions, in order to safely
mitigate the consequences of those degraded conditions. The limits specified in
the guidelines establish the boundaries within which continued safe operation of
the plant can be'assured. Therefore, conformance with the guidelines does not
ensure strict conformance with the SSES Technical Specifications or other
licencing bases.

The entry conditions for these emergency procedure guidelines are symptomatic of
both emergencies and events which may degrade into emergencies. The guidelines
specify actions appropriate for both. Therefore, entry into procedures
developed from these guidelines is not conclusive that a'n emergency has
occurred.
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CAUTION ¹1

Monitor the general state of the plant. If an entry condition for a symptomatic
Emergency Operating Procedure occurs, enter that procedure. When it is
determined that an emergency no longer exists, enter the appropriate normal
operating procedure.

EPG

OPERATOR PRECAUTIONS - GENERAL

CAUTION ¹1

Monitor the general state of the plant. If an entry condition for a (procedure
developed from the Emergency Procedure Guidelines) occurs, enter that procedure.
When it is determined that an emergency no longer exists, enter (normal

rating procedure).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

None

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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EPG:CAUTION ¹2

Monitor RPV water level and pressure and primary containment temperatures and
pressure from multiple .indications.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This caution is appropriate under all plant conditions. Thus, it was deleted
from the SSES-EPG and placed in the "Conduct of Operations" administrative
procedure. This guidance will also be" covered in training.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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EPG:CAUTION 83

If a safety function initiates automatically, assume a true initiating event has
occurred unless otherwise confirmed by at least two independent indications.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This guidance is already given to the operator in administrative procedures.
Thus, to prevent confusion, it was deleted from the SSES-EPG.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Whenever RHR is in the LPCI mode, inject through the heat exchangers as soon as
possible.

EPG:CAUTION ¹4

Whenever RHR is in the LPCI mode, inject through the heat exchangers as soon as
possible.

None

l

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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(Deleted)

EPG:CAUTION ¹5

Suppression pool temperature is determined by (procedure for determining bulk
suppression pool water temperature). Drywell temperature is determined by
(procedure for determining drywell atmosphere average temperature). Containment
temperature-is determined by (procedure for determining Mark III containment
atmosphere average temperature).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This guidance is incorporated into the SSES-EPG as instruction steps rather than
as a general precaution. The instruction steps are located in the Primary
Containment Control Guideline (SSES-EPG: SP/T-1 and DW/T-l).

re is only one instance where an action may be based on one of these
meters and an entry condition for the Primary Containment Control Guideline
not exist. This is in SSES-EPG: C6-3.4. Instruction on determining drywell

temperature is also given in that step.

The containment temperature guidance was deleted as it is applicable only to
Mark III containments.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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CAUTION ¹6

Whenever average drywell temperature exceeds the temperature in the table and
the instrument reads below the indicated level in the table, the actual RPV

water level may be anywhere below the elevation of the lower instrument tap.

Tem erature
Indicated
Level Instrument

106~F
150oF
195~F

17.82 in.
62.44 in.

-119. 8 in.

Shutdown Range Level
Upset Range Level
Extended Upset Range

(, 0 to +400 in.)
( 0 to +180 in.)
(-150 to +180 in.)

EPG:.CAUTION ¹6

Whenever (temperature near the instrument reference leg vertical runs) exceeds
temperature in the table and the instrument reads below the indicated level
he table, the actual RPV water level may be anywhere- below the elevation of

e lower instrument tap.

Tem erature "
Indicate'd
Level

l

Instrument

( any
(107'F
(310oF
(545~F

617 in.
-107 in.

19 in.
168 in.

Shutdown Range Level
Wide Range Level
Narrow Range Level
Fuel Zone Level

( 500 to 900 in.))
(-150 to +60 in.))
( 0 to +60 in.))
( 200 to 500 in.))

(*List in order of increasing temperature.)
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Average drywell temperature is utilized as the indication of temperature near
the level instrument reference leg vertical runs. This is done because no other
subset of the drywell temperature elements will give a better indication.

Calculations indicate that only Shutdown Range, Upset Range and Extended Upset
'Range level instrumentation are affected by elevated drywell temperature to the
extent specified by this caution. Since these instruments would not be the
primary indicators used in determining RPV level, this instruction can be made a
step-specific note rather than a general caution.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 3
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EPG:CAUTION ¹7

(Heated reference leg instrument) indicated levels are not reliable during rapid
RPV depressurization below 500 psig. For these conditions, utilize (cold
reference leg instruments) to monitor RPV water level.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Caution deleted due to no RPV water level instrumentation utilizing heated
reference legs at SSES.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. FSAR, 7.7.1.1.3.1.2
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EPG:CAUTION 08

Observe NPSH requirements for pumps taking suction from the suppression pool.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATiON

t
Calculations indicate that adequate NPSH for ECCS pumps (and RCIC) is assured,
even at elevated suppression pool water temperatures, if the suction strainers
are submerged. This guidance is incorporated into the SSES-EPG as an
instruction step (SSES-EPG: SP/L-2) and deleted as a general precaution.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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If signals of high suppression pool water level (23'ft. 9 in.) or low condensate-
storage tank water level (3 ft.) occur, confirm automatic transfer of or
manually transfer HPCI and RCIC suction from the condensate storage tank to the
suppression pool.

EPG:CAUTION 09

If signals of high suppression pool water level (12't. 7 in. (high level
suction interlock)) or low condensate storage tank water level (0 in. (low level
suction interlock)) occur, confirm automatic, transfer of or manually transfer

, HPCI, HPCS, and RCIC suction from the condensate storage tank to the suppression
pool.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This guidance is presented in Alarm Procedures and normal operator training,
thus it need not be presented as a general. precaution in the. EOPs. This
uidance is retained as a specific caution, applicable'o section SP/L and

'nstruction steps where HPCI or RCIC are utilized.

Bracketed pl.ant data was determined per source document 1.

Deleted reference to HPCS - system not utilized at SSES.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 4 5 5
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Do not secure or place an ECCS in MANUAL mode unless, by at least two
independent indications, ( 1) misoperation in AUTOMATIC mode is confirmed, or (2)
adequate core cooling is assured.. If an ECCS is placed in MANUAL mode, it will
not initiate automatically. Make frequent checks of the initiating or
controlling parameter. When manual operation is no longer required, ~ restore the
system to AUTOMATIC/STANDBY mode if possible.

OPERATOR PRECAUTIONS-SPECIFIC

EPG:CAUTION ¹10

Do not secure or place an ECCS in MANUAL mode unless, by at least two
independent indications, ( 1) misoperation in AUTOMATIC mode is confirmed, or (2)
adequate core cooling is assured. If an ECCS is placed in MANUAL mode, it will
not initiate automatically. Make frequent checks of the initiating or
controlling parameter. When manual operation is no longer required, restore the
system to AUTOMATIC/STANDBYmode if possible.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

None

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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If a high drywell pressure ECCS initiation signal (1.72 psig) occurs or exists
while depressurizing, prevent injection from those Core Spray and LPCI pumps not
required to assure adequate core cooling prior to reaching their maximum
injection pressures.

EPG:CAUTION ¹11

If a high drywell pressure ECCS initiation signal (2.0 psig (drywell pressure
which initiates ECCS)) occurs or exists while depressurizing, prevent injection
from those LPCS and LPCI pumps not required to assure adequate core cooling
prior to reaching their maximum injection pressures. When the high drywell
pressure ECCS initiation signal clears, restore LPCS and LPCI to
AUTOMATIC/STANDBYmode.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.
e final sentence was deleted because it is an action statement and may conflict

ith instructions on controlling RPV water level (i.e. SSES-EPG:RC/L-2). However,it is useful guidance and will be addressed in EOP training and included in the
EOP bases.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 6
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Do not throttle HPCI turbine below 2150 rpm or RCIC turbine below 2200 rpm.

EPG: CAUTION ¹12

Do not throttle HPCI or RCIC systems below (2200 rpm (minimum turbine speed
limit per turbine vendor manual)).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Minor word changes were made to clarify the intent of the caution.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 7 & 8
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Cooldown rates above 100'F/hr may be required to accomplish this step.

EPG: CAUTION ¹13

Cooldown rates above (100'F/hr (RPV cooldown rate LCO)) may be "required to accomplish
this step.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 9
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Do not depressurize the RPV below 104 psig unless motor driven pumps sufficient
to assure adequate core cooling are running and available for injection.

EPG:CAUTION 814

Do not depressurize the RPV below (100 psig (HPCI or RCIC low pressure isolation
setpoint, whichever is higher)) unless motor driven pumps sufficient to maintain
RPV water level are running and available for injection.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.
The phrase "maintain RPV water level" was replaced with "assure adequate core
cooling" to allow for depressurization below the HPCI isolation setpoint if
adequate core cooling can be obtained via spray cooling.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 10
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EPG: CAUTION ¹15

Open SRVs in the following sequence if possible: (SRV opening sequence).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

~ Bracketed plant data was determined per so'urce document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 11
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EPG: CAUTION 016

Bypassing low RPV water level (ventilation system and) MSIV isolation interlocks
may be required to accomplish this step.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This guidance is incorporated as an EOP support procedure, detailing how to
defeat the appropriate MSIV-related interlocks, if required. Reference to this
support procedure is included in the instruction where this caution applies
(SSES-EPG: RC/P-1 Box 2).

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Cooldown rates above 100'F/hr may be required to conserve RPV water inventory,
protect primary containment integrity, or limit radioactive release to the
environment.

EPG: CAUTION 017

Cooldown rates above (100 F/hr (RPV cooldown rate LCO)) may be required to
conserve RPV water inventory, protect primary containment inteority, nr limit
radioactive release to the environment.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 9
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If continuous LPCI operation of any RHR pump is required to assure adequate core
cooling, do not divert that pump from the LPCI mode.

EPG:CAUTION 018

If continuous LPCI operation is required to assure adequate core cooling, do not
divert all RHR pumps from LPCI mode.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Wording of the caution was altered to clarify the intent (i.e. an RHR pump may
be utilized intermittently in a non-LPCI mode if adequate core cooling is
assured.)

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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S

Hanually trip SLC pumps when SLC Storage Tank 1T204 indicates empty.

EPG:CAUTION 019

Confirm automatic trip or manually trip SLC pumps at (0% (low level trip)) in the SLC

tank.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

There is no automatic SLC pump trip due to low SLC tank level. Proper guidance
when the pump should be manually tripped was determined per existing procedures.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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EPG:CAUTION ¹20

Defeating RSCS interlocks may be required to accomplish this step.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This guidance is incorporated as an EOP support procedure, detailing how to
defeat the appropriate RSCS interlocks, if required. Reference to this support
procedure is included in the instruction where this caution applies (SSES-EPG:
RC/Q-5.5).

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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SSES" EPG: CAUTION ¹21
4

Elevated suppression chamber pressure may trip the RCIC turbine on high exhaust
pressure (50 psig).

EPG: CAUTION ¹21

Elevated suppression chamber pressure may trip the RCIC turbine on high exhaust
pressure.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Included the trip setpoint for quick reference.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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EPG: CAUTION 822

Defeating isolation interlocks may be required to accomplish this step.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This guidance is incorporated as an EOP support procedure, detailing how to
defeat the appropriate isolation interlocks if required. Reference to this
support procedure is included in the instructions where this caution applies
(SSES-EPG: PC/P-6 and C2-1.2).

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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EPG:CAUTION 023

Do not initiate drywell sprays if suppression pool water level is above
(17 ft. 2 in. (elevation of bottom of Mark I internal suppression chamber
to drywell vacuum breakers less vacuum breaker opening pressure in feet
of water)).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Thi s cauti on was de 1 eted as i t i s app1 icabl e only to Mark I contai nments.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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EPG:CAUTION ¹24

Bypassing high drywell pressure and low RPV water level secondary containment
HVAC isolation interlocks may be required to accomplish this step.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This guidance is incorporated as an EOP support procedure, detailing how to
defeat the appropriate isolation inter locks if required. Reference to this
support procedure is included in the instruction where this caution applies
(SSES-EPG: Secondary Containment Control Operator Actions Box 2).

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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A rapid increase in injection into the RPV may induce a large power excursion
and result in substantial core damage.

EPG:CAUTION ¹25

A rapid increase in injection into the RPV may induce a large power excursion
and result in substantial core damage.

None

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Large reactor power oscillations may be observed while executing this step.

EPG:CAUTION ¹26

Large reactor power oscillations may be observed while executing this step.

None

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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The purpose of this guideline is to:

1.
2.
3.

Maintain adequate core cooling,
Shut down the reactor, and
Cool down the RPV to cold shutdown conditions (RPV water
temperature < 200'F).

EPG

RPV CONTROL GUIDELINE

PURPOSE

The purpose of this guideline is to:

Maintain adequate core cooling,
Shut down the reactor, and
Cool down the RPV to cold shutdown conditions (( 100'F < RPV. water
temperature < 212'F (cold shutdown conditions))).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 12
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ENTRY CONDITIONS

The entry conditions for this guideline are any of the following:

1. RPV water level below -38 in.
2. RPV pressure above 1037 psig
3. Drywell pressure above 1.72 psig
4 ~ A condition which requires an MSIV isolation
5. A condition which requires a reactor scram and reactor power above

5% or cannot be determined

EPG

ENTRY CONDITIONS

The entry conditions for this guideline are any of the following:

1. RPV water level below (+ 12 in. (low level scram setpoint))
2. RPV pressure above (1045 psig (high RPV pressure scram setpoint))

Drywell pressure above (2.0 psig (high drywell pressure scram setpoint))
A condition which requires MSIV isolation
A condition which requires reactor scram, and reactor power above (3X
(APRM downscale trip)) or cannot be determined
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

The RPV water level entry condition for the RPV Control Guideline has been
changed from the low level scram setpoint of +13 in. (Level 3) to -38 in. (Level
2).

The choice of the low level scram setpoint for use in the EPG was based on two
reasons. First, it gives advance warning that an emergency condition exists and
second, it gives ample time for the operator to reverse the level trend without
automatic initiation of ECCS.

At SSES, a plant transient from power levels > 50% which results in a turbine
trip, and therefore a reactor scram, will result in an instrument transient
during which water level decreases below +13 in. This is caused by the pressure
spike after rapid closure of the turbine stop and control valves. In an effort
not to commit the operator into an unwarranted entry of the RPV Control
Guideline, the entry condition was lowered to below the observed level
instrument transient point. Level 2 (-38 in.) was chosen as this is the next
ac ion level with an accompanying annunciator between the low level scram
setpoint and the TAF.

Therefore, -38 in. is a more reliable indication of an emergency situation for
SSES than the low level scram seipoint. Addressing the second EPG basis, there
exists a scram procedure in flowchart format at SSES. This is entered if RPV
water level decreases below the scram setpoint and provides guidance to reverse
the trend before ECCS would be automatically initiated.

For these reasons, lowering the entry condition to -38 in. is technically
justified. Analysis of this deviation is given in source document 2.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 14, 15 & 16

2. Evaluation of SSES Deviations from BWR Owners'roup
Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Non-ATWS)



0
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OPERATOR ACTIONS

RC-1

If reactor scram has not been initiated, initiate reactor scram.

Irrespective of the entry condition, execute Steps RC/L, RC/P, anJ RC/Q
concurrently.

EPG

OPERATOR ACTIONS

RC-1

.If reactor scram has„ not been initiated, initiate rea'ctor scram.

!

Irrespective of the entry condition, execute (Steps RC/L, RC/P, and RC/Q)
concurrently.

None

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Monitor RPV water level.

RC/L-1

Initiate each of the following which should have initiated, but did not:

1. I sol ati on
2. ECCS
3. Emergency diesel generator

EPG:RC/L

Monitor and control RPV wate~ level.

RC/L-1

Confirm initiation of any of the following:

1. I so 1 ati on
ECCS

(Emergency diesel generator)

Initiate any of these which should have initiated but did not.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Deleted the phrase "and control" from step RC/L as it is confusing and
redundant. The remainder of the section delineates how RPV water level is to be
controlled.

Reworded Step RC/L-1 to clarify its intent.

The D/G initiation statement is included in the SSES-EPG due to the fact that
during abnormal pressure and level transients, certain parameters may exceed
specific initiation setpoints. A general status check of the plant is
warranted. All major equipment is listed, therefore, to remind the operator to
query automatic actions.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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If while executing the following step:

1. Reactor power is above 5% or cannot be determined and an SRV is open or
opens, enter CONTINGENCY ¹7.

2. RPV water level. cannot be determined, RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED; enter
CONTINGENCY ¹6.

3. RPV Flooding is required, enter CONTINGENCY ¹6.

EPG

If while executing the following step:

1. Boron Injection is required, enter (procedure developed from CONTINGENCY ¹7).

2. RPV water level cannot'be determined, RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED;enter
(procedure, developed from CONTINGENCY ¹6).

3. RPV Flooding is required, enter (procedure developed'rom CONTINGENCY ¹6.).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Direction is civen to enter Contingency ¹7 if an ATWS condition is present with
'heat being added to the suppression pool, rather than waiting until boron
injection is required. This change is consistent with additional changes made

to Contingency ¹7.

Evidence of an ATWS condition is given in SSES-EPG: RPV Control Guideline Entry
Conditions as any condition which requires reactor scram and,reactor power above
5% or cannot be determined. The phrase "any condition which requires reactor
scram" was deleted as SSES-EPG:RC-l, which will be performed before this
instruction, instructs that a reactor scram is to be initiated.

Heat addition to the suppression pool can be best detec-.--d by noting if an SRV

is open or opens. The basis behind this is found in EPi-;: C7-1.

This deviation to the EPG guidance is conservative and meets the intent of the
EPG. Analysis of this deviation is given in source document 1.

SOUR": DOCUMENTS

1. Evaluation of Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Emergency Procedures Relating to ATWS
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Restore and maintain RPV water level between +13 in. and
+54 in. with one or more of the following systems:

1. Feedwater system-(289-1110 psig)
2. Condensate system-(0-600 psig)
3. CRD system-(0-1510 psig)
4. RCIC system - (50-1157 psig)
5. HPCI system - (150-1157 psig)
6. Core Spray system - (0-289 psig)
7. LPCI system - (0-280 psig)

¹9
¹10
¹11

¹12

If RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above +13 in., maintain RPV

water level above -161 in.

If RPV water level can be maintained above -161 in. and the ADS timer has
initiated, inhibit ADS.

If RPV water level cannot be maintained above -,161 in., enter CONTINGENCY ¹1 ~

EPG:RC/L-2

store and maintain RPV water level between (+12 in.
( low level scram setpoint)) and (+58 in. (high level trip
setpoint)) with one or more of the following systems:

¹9
810
¹11

1. Condensate/feedwater system (1110 - 0 psig (RPV pressure range for
system operation))

2. CRD system (1110 — 0 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation))
3. RCIC system ( 1110 - 50 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation)) ¹12
4. HPCI system (1110 — 100 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation))
5. HPCS system (1110 - 0 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation))
6. LPCS system (425 - 0 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation))
7. LPCI system (250 — 0 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation))

IIf RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above (+12 in. (low level
scram setpoint)),- maintain RPV water level above (-164 in. (top of active
fuel)).

If RPV water level can be maintained above (-164 in. (top of active fuel)) and
the ADS timer has initiated, prevent automatic RPV depressurization by resetting
the ADS timer.

If RPV water level cannot be maintained above (-164 in. (top of active fuel)),
enter (procedure developed from CONTINGENCY ¹1).

Alternate Shutdown Cooling is required, enter (procedure developed from
INGENCY ¹5).
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.
Increased the level of detail in utilization of Condensate and Feedwater systems
to provide additional information to the operator.

HPCS was deleted as an injection system - not utilized at SSES.

The ADS bypass switch installed at SSES has the same function as resetting the
timer. Its use is preferred to save manpower for more vital functions.

Removed the instruction to enter Contingency ¹5 as that procedure has been
deleted from the SSES-EPG. Refer to EPG: Contingency ¹5 for the basis behind
this deviation.

0

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 13, 17, 18 & 19
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When directed by step RC/P-5 to exit the RPV Control Guideline, proceed to cold
shutdown in accordance with G0-100-005.

EPG:RC/L"3

Proceed to cold shutdown in accordance with (procedure for cooldown to cold
shutdown conditions).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Exit from section RC/L is tied to completion of section RC/P to ensure that the
plant is in a stable condition prior to entering a normal operating procedure.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 20
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Monitor RPV pressure.

If while executing the following steps:

1. Emergency RPV Depressurization is anticipated and all control ¹13
rods but one. are inserted to or beyond position 02, rapidly ¹14
depressurize the RPV with the main turbine bypass valves.

2. Emergency RPV Depressurization is required and less than 6 SRVs are open,
enter CONTINGENCY ¹2.

3. RPV Flooding is required, enter CONTINGENCY ¹6.

EPG:RC/P

Monitor and control RPV pressure.

If while executing the followihg steps:

Emergency RPV Depressurization is anticipated, rapidly depressurize ¹13
the RPV with .the main turbine bypass valves.

2. Emergency RPV Depressurization or RPV Flooding is required and less than
(7 (number of SRVs dedicated to ADS)) SRVs are open, enter (procedure developed
from CONTINGENCY ¹2).

3. RPV Flooding is required and at least (7 (number of SRVs dedicated to ADS))
SRVs are open, enter (procedure developed from CONTINGENCY ¹6).
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The phrase "and control" was deleted from step RC/P as it is confusing and
redundant. The remainder of the section delineates how to control RPV pressure.

The phrase "and all control rods but one are inserted to or beyond position 02"
was added as a condition to the first bullet to preclude a power"transient
caused by rapid injection of cold water (from low pressure ECCS pumps) if rapid
depressurization is performed with all control rods not fully inserted into the
core.

Bracketed plant information was determined per source document l.
Direction to depressurize the RPV prior to RPV Flood has been removed from the
RPV pressure control section and placed in. the Flooding contingency (SSES-EPG:
C6-1. 1 and C6-2). This is done to make the depressurization step in the
Flooding contingency more explicit.

Added Caution 14 in order to correct a deficiency in this instruction. The RPV

should not be depressurized below the isolation setpoint of the steam driven
pumps unless motor driven pumps sufficient to maintain adequate core cooling are

ilable.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 21
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If any SRV is cycling, manually open SRVs until RPV pressure drops to 932 psig.

EPG:RC/P-1

If any SRV is cycling, initiate IC and manually open SRVs until RPV pressure
drops to (935 psig (RPV pressure at which all turbine bypass valves are fully open)).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The instruction concerning the use of IC was deleted as the system is not
incorporated into the SSES design.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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If while executing the following steps:

Suppression pool temperature cannot be. maintained
below the appropriate Heat Capacity Temperature Limit,
maintain RPV pressure below the Limit.

Suppression pool water level cannot be maintained
below the Suppression Pool Load Limit,
maintain RPV pressure below the limit.

3. Steam Coolin is required, enter CONTINGENCY ¹3.

¹13
¹14

¹13
¹14

If while executing the following steps:

EPG

). Suppression pool temperature cannot be maintained
below the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit, maintain
RPV pressure below the Limit.

Suppression pool water level cannot be maintained
below the Suppression Pool Load Limit, maintain
RPV .pressure below the Limit.

¹ 8
¹13
¹14

¹13
¹14

3. Steam Cooling is required, enter (procedure developed from CONTINGENCY ¹3).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTiFICATION

Refer to the Operator 'Precautions section for ihe rationale behind the deletion
of Caution ¹8.

Refer to SSES-EPG: SP/T-4 for the rationale behind the inclusion of the
Alternate Heat Capacity Temperature Limit.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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If while executing the following steps:

1. The main condenser is available, and
2. There has been no indication of gross fuel failure or steam line break,

open HSIVs to re-establish the main condenser as a heat sink.

The guidance of ES-184-001 may be required to perform this instruction.

EPG

If while executing the following steps:

1. Boron Injection is required, and
2. The main condenser is available, and
3. There has been no indication of gross fuel failure or

steam line break,

open MSIVs to re-establish the main condenser as a heat sink. //16

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This instruction is appropriate under all conditions, thus the first bullet
concerning boron injection was deleted. Analysis of this deviation is given in
source document 1.

Caution 816 was deleted with the guidance of this caution being incorporated
into the SSES-EPG step as an EOP support procedure.

SOURCE DOCUi4IENTS

1. Evaluation of SSES Deviations from BWR Owners'roup
Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Non-ATWS)
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Control RPV pressure below 1076 psig with the main turbine
bypass valves. ¹14

RPV pressure control may be augmented by one or more .of the following systems:

1. SRYs only when suppression pool water level is above 4.5 ft. ¹15
If continuous SRV pneumatic supply is or becomes unavailable,
place the control switch for each ADS valve in the OFF position.

2. HPCI ¹12
3. RCIC
4. Steam Jet Air Ejectors
5. Steam to Reactor Feed Pumps
6. Steam to Steam Seal Evaporator
7..Main Condenser De-aerating Steam
8. RWCU (recirculation mode) if no boron has been injected into the RPV.

9. Main steam line drains
10. RWCU (blowdown mode) if no boron has been injected into the RPV. Refer

to appropriate sampling procedures prior to initiating blowdown.

EPG:RC/P-2

trol RPV pressure below ( 1090 psig (lowest SRV lifting pressure))
with the main turbine bypass valves. ¹14

RPV pressure control may be augmented by one or more of the following systems:

¹12

1. IC
2. SRVs only when suppression pool water level is above (4 ft. 9 in. ¹15

(elevation of top of SRV discharge device)). If the continuous
SRV pneumatic supply is or becomes unavailable, depressurize with
sustained SRV opening.

3. HPCI
4. RCIC
5. (Other steam driven equipment)
6. RWCU (recirculation mode) if no boron has been injected into the RPV.
7. Main steam line drains
8. RWCU (blowdown mode) if no boron has been injected into the RPV. Refer to

(sampling procedures) prior to initiating blowdown.
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Reference to IC deleted - none at SSES.

Because this is a pressure "control" step, it is not appropriate to specify a

depressurization action if the continuous pneumatic supply to the SRVs.is lost.
That is done in the pressure "depressurization" (SSES-EPG: RC/P-3). Here it is
appropriate to save accumulator pressure for the case that raoid
depressurization is required. Thus, the control switches for the ADS valves are
place to OFF, assuring that'he valves will not be opened except for Emergency
RPV Depressurization or the safety mode of operation.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 22, 23 & 24
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If while executing the following steps the reactor is not shutdown,
return to Step RC/P-2.

When either:
RC/P-3

1. All control rods but one are inserted to or beyond position 02, or
2. 971 pounds of boron have been injected into the RPV,. or
3. The reactor is shutdown and no boron has been injected into the RPV,

depressurize the RPV and maintain cooldown rate
below 100'F/hr.

¹14
¹17

If one or more SRVs is being used to depressurize the RPV and the continuous SRV
pneumatic supply is or becomes unavailable, depressurize with sustained SRV
opening.

EPG

while executing the following steps the reactor is not shutdown, return to
p RC/P 2)

RC/P"3

When either:

1. All control rods are inserted beyond position (06 (maximum subcritical banked
withdrawal position)), or

2. (280 pounds (Cold Shutdown Boron Weight)) of boron have been injected into
the RPV, or

3. The reactor is shutdown and no boron has been injected into the RPV,

depressurize the RPV and maintain cooldown
rate below ( 100'F/hr (RPV cooldown rate LCO)).

¹14
¹17
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Refer to SSES-EPG: RC/P-2 for a discussion of the instruction to depressurize
the RPV if the SRV preumatic supply becomes

unavailable'OURCE

DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 9 & 25
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When the RHR shutdown cooling interlocks clear, initiate the shutdown ¹18
cooling mode of RHR.

If the RHR shutdown cooling mode cannot be established and further cooldown is
required, continue to cool down using one or more of the systems used for
depressurization.

EPG:RC/P-4

When the RHR shutdown cooling interlocks clear,
initiate the shutdown cooling mode of RHR.

¹18

If the RHR shutdown cooling mode cannot be established and further cooldown is
required, continue tn cool down using one or more of the systems used for
depressurization.

I RPV cooldown is required but cannot be accomplished and all control rods are
inserted beyond position (06 (maximum subcritical banked withdrawal position)),

LTERNATE SHUTDOWN COOLING IS REQUIRED; enter (procedure developed from
ONTINGENCY ¹5)

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Removed the instruction to enter Contingency ¹5 as that procedure has been
deleted from the SSES-EPG. Refer to EPG: Contingency ¹5 for the basis behind
this deviation.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Exit the RPV Control Guideline and proceed to cold shutdown in accordance with
GO-100-005 "Plant Shutdown from Minimum Power Operation or Following a Scram."

EPG:RC/P-5

Proceed to cold shutdown in accordance with (procedure for cooldown to cold
shutdown conditions).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Step r eworded for clarity.
Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 20
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Monitor reactor power.

If while executing the following steps:

1. All control rods but one are inserted to or beyond position 02,
terminate boron injection and enter E0-100-101, "Reactor Scram".

2. The reactor is shutdown, and no boron has been injected into the
RPV, enter E0-100-101, "Reactor .Scram".

~EPG: RC/

Monitor and control reactor power.

If while executing the following steps:

1. All control rods are inserted beyond position (06 (maximum subcritical
banked withdrawal position)), terminate boron injection and enter
(scram procedure).

2. The reactor is shutdown and no boron has been injected into the RPV, enter
(scram procedure).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The phrase "and control" was deleted from step RC/Q as it is confusing and
redundant. The remainder of this section delineates how to control reactor
power.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS,

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 25 & 26
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Confirm or place the reactor mode switch in SHUTDOWN.
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~PG:RC/(P-1

(Confirm or place the reactor mode switch in SHUTDOWN.)

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This step is bracketed in the EPG as it is not appropriate for those BWRs where
placing the mode switch in SHUTDOWN with main steam flow above 405 of rated will
initiate MSIV closure. This is not the case at SSES, thus this step is
retained.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

SSES Technical Specifications, Table 3.3.2-2
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Confirm or initiate recirculation flow runback to minimum.

EPG:RC/ -2

If the main turbine-generator. is on-line (and the MSIVs are open), confirm or
initiate recirculation flow runback to minimum.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The conditional statement to perform this step was deleted as this step should
always be performed. If the main turbine-generator is on-line, recirculation
flow runback should be done to prevent a RPV water level transient and
subsequent trip of the main turbine-generator. If the main turbine-generator
has already tripped off-line, recirculation pump trip should have already taken
place and should be confirmed. If the main turbine-generator was never on-line
(i.e., an ATWS event occurs during a startup), the time taken to perform this
step will not impact the successful handling of the event.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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E
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If reactor power is above 5% or cannot be determined, trip the recirculation
pumps.

!
Execute Steps RC/Q-4 and RC/Q-5 concurrently.

EPG:RC/ -3

If reactor power is above (3% (APRM downscale trip)) or cannot be determined,
trip the recirculation pumps.

!
Execute (Steps RC/Q-4 and RC/Q-5) concurrently.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 16
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If the reactor cannot be shut down before suppression pool temperature ¹19
reaches 110'F, BORON INJECTION IS REQUIRED; inject boron into the
RPV with SLC and prevent automatic initiation of ADS.

If boron cannot be injected with SLC, inject boron into
the RPV by one or more of the following alternate methods:

1. RCIC
2. RWCU

EPG:RC/ -4

If the reactor cannot be shutdown before suppression pool temperature ¹19
reaches ( 110'F (Boron Injection Initiation Temperature)), BORON

INJECTION IS REQUIRED; inject boron into the RPV with SLC and prevent
automatic initiation of ADS.

If boron cannot be injected with SLC, inject boron into the
RPV by one or more of .he following alternate methods:

CRD)
HPCS)

(3. RWCU)

(4. Feedwater)
(5. HPCI)
(6. RCIC)
(7. Hydro pump)



DiFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION
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For the Susquehanna SES the only viable methods for alternate boron injection
are RWCU and RCIC. Toward this end, only these two (2} methods of the seven (7)
alternates noted by the Owners Group are considered.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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If boron is not being injected into the RPV by RWCU, confirm automatic isolation
of or manually isolate RWCU.

RC/Q-4.2

Continue to inject boron until 971 pounds of boron have been injected into the
RPV.

RC/Q-4,3

Enter E0-100-101, "Reactor Scram".

EPG:RC/ -4. 1

If boron is not being injected into the RPV by RWCU, confirm automatic isolation
of or manually isolate RWCU.

RC/Q"4.2

e
ontinue to inject boron until (280 pounds (Cold Shutdown Boron Weight)) of

boron have been injected into the RPV.

RC/Q"4.3

Enter (scram procedure).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant,-specific EPG Data Table, item 26
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Insert control rods as follows:

RC/Q-5.1

If any scram valve is not open:

Remove the following RPS fuses:
Panel 1C609 C72-F18A,E,C,G
Panel 1C611 C72-F18B,F,D,H
Close Inst. Air Filter A 8 B Valves 1<7002 A and B and uncan and onen Scram
Air Header Drain Valve 147007. Valves are located at 25-719'.

When control rods are not moving inward:

1. Replace:
Panel 1C609 C72-F18A,E,C,G
Panel 1C611 C72-F18B,F,D,H

2. Close Scram Air Header Drain Val've 147007 and open Inst. Air Filter A and B

Valves 147002 A and B.

Insert control rods as follows:

EPG:RC/(P-5

RC/Q-5. 1

If any scram valve is not open:

1. (Remove:
H11-P 609 C71- F18A, E, C, G

H11-P611 C71-F18B, F,D,H
(fuses which de-energize RPS scram solenoids)).

2. Close (Cll-F008 (scram air header vent valve)) and open (Cll-F095 (scram air
header supply valve)).

When control rods are not moving inward:

l. (Replace:
H11-P609 C71-F78A, E, C, G

H11-P611 C71-F78B, F, D, H

(fuses which de-energize RPS scram solenoids)).

2. Close (Cll-F008 (scram air header vent valve)) and open (Cll-F095 (scram air
header supply valve)).
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'IFFERENCESAND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data determined per source document 1.

CE DOCUMENTS

Plant-specific EPG-Data Table, items 27, 28 6 29
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Reset the reactor scram.

If the reactor scram cannot be reset, continue in this procedure at Step RC/Q-5.5.

EPG:RC/ -5.2

Reset the reactor scram.

If the reactor scram cannot be reset:

2.
3.

4.
5.

Start all CRD pumps.
If no CRD pump can be started, continue in this procedure at (Step RC/Q-5.6. 1):
Close (Cll-F034 (HCU accumulator charging water header valve)).
Rapidly insert control rods manually until the reactor ¹20
scram can be reset.
Reset the reactor scram.
Open (C11-F034 (HCU accumulator charging water header valve)).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

nformation contained in EPG:RC/Q"5.2 Steps 1-4 is contained in SSES-EPG:RC/Q"
5.5. Item 5 is contained in SSES-EPG: RC/Q-5 '. This ordering of the
instruction steps adds clarity to the procedure.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Drain the scram discharge volume, open Charging WTR HDR ISO Valve 146F034 and
initiate a manual reactor scram.

1. If control rods moved inward, return to Step RC/g-5.2
2. Reset the reactor scram.

If the reactor scram cannot be reset, continue
in this procedure at Step RC/g-5.5.

EPG:RC/ -5.3

If the scram discharge volume vent .and drain valves are open, initiate a manual
reactor scram.

1.
2.

If control rods moved inward, return to (Step RC/(}-5.2).
Reset the reactor scram.
If the reactor scram cannot be reset,
continue in this procedure at (Step RC/g-5.5. 1').
Open the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Instruction to drain the scram discharge volume meets the intent in the EPG step
of checking that the vent and drain valves are open. Instruction to open valve
146F034 has its basis in EPG: RC/9-5.2. Instruction to open the scram discharge
volume vent and drain valves was deleted as they should open when the scram is
reset and there is no means to manually open them otherwise.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Individually open the scram test switches for control rods not inserted to or
.beyond position 02.

When a control rod is not moving inward, close its scram test switch.

EPG:RC/ -5.4

Individually open the scram test switches for control rods not inserted beyond
position (06 (maximum subcritical banked withdrawal position)).

When a control rod is not moving inward, close its scram test switch.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1 ~

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 25
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Manually insert control rods as follows:

If while executing the following steps the reactor scram can be reset and
control rods moved inward following the last scram, reset the reactor scram and
return to step RC/Q-5.3.

1. Start all CRD pumps.

If no CRD pump can .be started, continue in this procedure at Step RC/Q-5.5.4.

2. Close Charging WTR HDR ISO Valve 146F034 .

3. Rapidly insert control rods manually. Defeating RSCS interlocks may be
required in accordance with ES-156-001

'.

If any control rod cannot be inserted to or beyond position 02, individually
direct the effluent from Withdrawal Line Vent Valve 147F102 to a contained
radwaste drain and open 147F102 for that control rod until it is not
moving inward.

EPG:RC/ "5.5

et the reactor scram.

If the reactor scram cannot be reset:

1. Start all CRD pumps.
If no CRD pump can be started,
continue in this procedure at (Step RC/Q-5.6. 1).

2. Close (Cll-F034 (HCU accumulator charging water header valve)).

RCI(C-5. 6

Rapidly insert control rods manually until all control rods are
inserted beyond .position (06 (maximum subcritical banked withdrawal
position)):

¹20

1. Individually direct 'the effluent from (C11-F102 (CRD withdraw line vent
valve)) to a contained radwaste drain and open (Cll-F102 (CRD withdraw
line vent valve)) for each control rod not inserted beyond position
(06 (maximum subcritical banked withdrawal position)).

2. When a control rod is not moving inward, close its (Cll-F102 (CRD
withdraw line vent valve)).

-
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Steps EPG:RC/Q-5.5 and RC/Q-5.6 are combined into SSES-EPG:RC/Q-5.5

Added instruction on action to take if the scram can be reset while manually
inserting control rods. This corrects a discrepancy in the EPG.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Caution 820 was deleted with the guidance of this caution being incorporated
into the SSES-EPG step as an EOP support procedure.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG-Data Table, items 25, 30 & 31
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this guideline is to:

1. Maintain primary containment integrity, and
2. Protect equipment in the primary containment.
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EPG

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL GUIDELINE

PURPOSE

The purpose of this guideline is to:

1. Maintain primary containment integrity, and
2. Protect equipment in the primary containment.

None

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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ENTRY CONDITIONS

The entry conditions for this guideline are any of the following:

1. Bulk suppression pool temperature above 90 F

2. Average drywell temperature above 150 F

3. Drywell pressure above 1.72 psig
4 ~ Suppression pool water level above 24 ft
5. Suppression pool water level below 22 ft

EPG

ENTRY CONDITIONS

The entry conditions for this guideline are any of the following:
I

1. Suppression pool temperature above (95~F(most limiting suppression pool
temperature LCO))

2 Drywell temperature above ( 135~F (drywell temperature LCO or maximum normal
operating temperature, whichever is higher))
Containment temperature above (90~F (containment temperature LCO))
Drywell pressure above (2.0 psig (high drywell pressure scram setpoint))

5. Suppression pool water level above (12 ft. 6 in. (maximum suppression pool
water level LCO))

6. Suppression pool water level below ( 12 ft. 2 in. (minimum suppression pool
water level LCO))

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

The containment temperature entry condition is applicable only to plants with
Mark III containments and has therefore been deleted.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 15, 32, 33, 34, 35 5 36
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Irrespective of the entry condition, execute Steps SP/T, DW/T, PC/P, and SP/L
concurrently.

EPG

OPERATOR ACTIONS

Irrespective of the entry condition, execute (Steps SP/T, DW/T, CN/T, PC/P, and
SP/L) concurrently.

OIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Step CN/T was deleted as it is applicable only to plants with Mark III
containments.

SOURCE OOCUMENTS

None
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Monitor suppression pool temperature (suppression pool temperature is determined
by the SPOTMOS average temperature),

If suppression pool temperature is increasing or exceeds
90~F, operate available suppression pool cooling.

SP/T"2

¹18

Close all SORVs.

If any SORY cannot be closed within 2 minutes, perform the actions for imminent
scram and scram the reactor.

EPG:SP/T

Monitor and control suppression pool temperature.

SP/T-1

se all SORVs.

If any SORY cannot be closed (within 2 minutes (optional plant-specific time
interval)), scram the reactor.

SP/T-2

When suppression pool temperature exceeds (95 F (most limiting
suppression pool temperature LCO)), operate available suppression
pool cooling.

¹18
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The phrase "and control" was deleted from step SP/T as it is redundant and
confusing. The remainder of the section delineates how suppression pool
temperature is to be controlled.

Added the means by which suppression pool temperature is to be determined. This
instruction replaces EPG: Caution ¹5, which was deleted.

Reseouenced EPG: SP/T-l and SP/T-2. This is permissible with the chanae made to
EPG: SP/T-2, described below.

Added. instruction to also operate suppression pool cooling if pool temperature
is increasing to signal that there is no need to wait until 90'F for this
action. This is important that as suppression pool cooldown is a relatively
slow process and should be initiated as soon as possible.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

It is not desirable to scram the reactor at high power in order to avoid severe
level and pressure transients. Thus EPG: SP/T-1 is reworded to allow for power

ction prior to scram, if required.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 1,.32 & 37
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Before suppression pool temperature reaches 110'F, perform the actions for
imminent scram and scram the reactor.

EPG:SP/T-3

Before suppression pool temperature reaches (110'F (Boron Injection Initiation
Temperature)), scram the reactor.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

It is not desirable to scram the reactor at high power. Thus, this step is
reworded to allow for power reduction prior to scram, if required.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Maintain suppression pool temperature below the appropriate Heat Capacity
Temperature Limit.

If suppression pool temperature reaches 170~F and suppression pool level is
below the Suppression Pool Load Limit, HPCI and RCIC suction should be
transferred from. the suppression pool to the CST.

If suppression pool temperature cannot be maintained ¹13
below the appropriate Heat Capacity Temperature Limit, '14
maintain RPV nressure below the Limit.

If suppression pool temperature and RPV pressure cannot be restored and
maintained below the appropriate Heat Capacity Temperature Limit, EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; enter the RPV Control Guideline at Step RC-1 and
perform it concurrently with this procedure.

EPG:SP/T-4

If suppression pool temperature cannot be maintained below ¹ 8
Heat Capacity Temperature Limit, maintain RPV pressure ¹13
w the Limit. ¹14

If suppression pool temperature and RPV pressure cannot be restored and
maintained below the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit, EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION 'IS REQUIRED; enter (procedure developed from the RPV Control
Guideline) at (Step RC-1) and execute it concurrently with this procedure.
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The Alternate Heat Capacity Temperature Limit accounts for SRV quencher
submergence and allows a higher suppression pool temperature limit for certain
conditions. This limit is in effect if reactor power is above 5% or unknown
following scram and there is no indication of a primary system break.

Added instruction to the effect that HPCI and RCIC suction should be transferred
to the CST if suppression pool temperature exceeds 170'F. This is based on
source documents 2 and.3. Further predicated this action on suppression pool
water level to avoid conflict with instruction given in SSES-EPG: SP/L-3.2. The
wording of this instruction is such that continued HPCI/RCIC use with suction
from the suppression pool is allowed if needed for adequate core cooling and
transfer to the CST cannot be

accomplished.'aution

08 concerning the assurance of adequate NPSH for pumps taking a

suction from the suppression pool was deleted as adequate NPSH for these
pumps is a function of suppression pool level only. Instruction on the means
to assure adequate NPSH is included at SSES-EPG: SP/L-2.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

~ None
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Monitor drywell temperature (drywell temperature is determined per the method
delineated in S0-100-007, "Daily Surveillance Log").

DW/T-1

When drywell temperature exceeds 150~F, operate available
drywell cooling.

¹6

EPG:DW/T

Monitor and control drywell temperature.

DW/T-1

When drywell temperature exceeds (135 F (drywell temperature
LCO or maximum normal operating temperature, whichever is higher)),
operate available drywell cooling.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The phrase "and control" was deleted from step DW/T as it is redundant and
confusing. The remainder of the section delineates how drywell temperature is
to be control 1 ed."

Added the means to determine bulk drywell temperature. This instruction
replaces EPG: Caution ¹5, which was deleted from the Operator Precautions
section.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 2 8 33
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If average drywell temperature reaches the RPV Saturation Temperature, RPV

FLOODING IS REQUIRED; enter the RPV Control Guideline at Step RC-1 and execute
it concurrently with this procedure.

EPG

Execute (Steps DW/T-2 and DW/T-3) concurrently.

DW/T-2.

If drywell temperature (near the cold reference leg instrument vertical runs)
reaches the RPV Saturation Temperature, RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED; enter
(procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC-1) and execute
it concurrently with this procedure.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Refer to SSES-EPG: Caution $/6 for an explanation of why average drywell
temperature was chosen for the indication of temperature near the cold reference
leg instrument vertical runs.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Before drywell temperature reaches 340'F but only if either the
containment has not been vented or suppression chamber
temperature and pressure are below the Drywell Spray
Initiation Pressure Limit, shut down recirculation pumps
and drywell cooling fans and initiate drywell sprays.

If drywell temperature cannot be maintained below 340'F, EMERGENCY RPV
DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; enter RPV Control Guideline at Step RC-I and
execute it concurrently with=-this procedure.

¹18

EPG:DW/T-3

Before drywell temperature reaches (340~F (maximum ¹18
temperature at which ADS qualified or drywell design
temperature, whichever is lower)) but only if (suppression
chamber temperature and drywell pressure are below the Drywell
Spray Initiation Pressure Limit), (shut down recirculation
pumps and drywell cooling fans and) initiate drywell sprays

t(restricting flow rate to 'less than 720 gpm (Maximum Drywell
pr ay Flow Rate Limit) ) .

If drywell temperature cannot be maintained below (340'F (maximum temperature at
which ADS qualified or drywell design temperature, whichever is lower)),
EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; enter (procedure developed from the
RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC-1) and execute it concurrently with this
procedure.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.
The initiation of drywell sprays is also allowed if no venting of the
containment atmosphere was performed. The only means of reducing the non-
condensible atmosphere mass in the primary containment at SSES is by venting.

'herefore, if this mass is not diminished, there is no possiblity of reducing
'containment pressure below the design limit by spraying the drywell.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 38, 39, 40 & 41
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EPG:CN/T

Monitor and control containment temperature.

CN/T-1

When containment temperature exceeds (90'F (containment temperature
LCO)), operate available containment cooling.

CN/T-2

Before conta'inment temperature reaches ( 185~F (containment design
temperature)) but only if (suporession chamber pressure is above 1.7
psig (Mark III Containment Spray Initiation Pressure Limit)), initiate
suppression pool sprays.

CN/T-3

¹18

If containment temperature cannot be maintained below (185~F (containment design
temperature)), EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; enter (procedure
developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC-1) and execute it
concurrently with this procedure.

CN/T-4
r

If containment temperature (near the cold reference leg instrument vertical
runs) reaches the RPV Saturation Temperature, RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

This section is only applicable to a plant with a Mark III containment, thus it
was deleted from the SSES-EPG.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Monitor drywell and suppression chamber pressure.

PC/P-1

Operate the following systems, as required:

1. Drywel1 cooling per OP-160-001.

2. Containment vent and purge via SBGT, only when drywell and
suppression chamber temperatures are below 212~F. Refer
to ON-134-001.

¹21

EPG:PC/P

Monitor and control primary containment pressure.

Operate

i.
(2 )

PC/P-)

(the following systems, as required:

Containment pressure control systems. Use containment
pressure control system operating procedure.)

SBGT (and drywell purge), only when the temperature in the
space being evacuated is below (212'F (Maximum
Noncondensible Evacuation Temperature)). Use (SBGT and
drywell purge operating procedures).

¹21
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The phrase "and control" was deleted from step PC/P as it is redundant and
confusing. The remainder of the section delineates how drywell and suppression
chamber pressure are to be controlled.

Note that proper SSES terminology for primary containment pressure is "drywell
and suppression chamber pressure."

The only containment pressure control system at SSES is the drywell cooling
system. Although instruction concerning the operation of the coolers is given
in section OW/T, reference to that system is also included here.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SSES terminology was used to describe he normal containment venting procedure.

If evidence of a significant steam leak exists (as indicated by temperature
above 212'F in either the drywell or suppression chamber) it would be unwise to
remove the non-condensible atmosphere and possibly preclude initiation of
drywell sprays. The step was altered to reflect this fact.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 43 5 44
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Before suppression chamber pressure reaches the Pressure
Suppression Pressure, perform the following:

1. If suppression pool water level is below 49 ft., initiate
suppression pool sprays.

¹18

2. If suppression pool sprays are ineffective in controlling suppression
chamber pressure, but only if either the containment has not been vented
or suppression chamber pressure and temperature are below the Drywell
Spray Initiation Pressure Limit, shut down reicrculation pumps and
drywell cooling fans and initiate drywell sprays.

„EPG:PC/P-2

Before suppression chamber pressure reaches (the Pressure Suppression
Pressure) ( 17.4 psig (Suppression Chamber Spray Initiation Pressure)),
but only if ( suppression chamber pressure is above 1.7 psig (Mark III
Containment Spray Initiation'Pressure Limit)) (suppression pool water
level is below 24 ft. 6 in. (elevation of suppression pool spray

les)), initiate suppression pool sprays.

¹8
¹18

PC/P-3

If suppression chamber pressure exceeds (17.4 psig (Suppression Chamber ¹18
Spray Initiation Pressure )) but only if (suppression chamber temp"
rature and drywell pressure are below the Drywell Spray Initiation
Pressure Limit), (shut down recirculation pumps and drywell cooling I

fans and) initiate drywell sprays (restricting flow rate to less than
720 gpm (Maximum Drywell Spray Flow Rate Limit)).
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

A portion of these EPG steps addresses the post-LOCA chugging phenomenon. This
will not occur in the SSES containment per source documents 2 and 3. T'hus, the
proper adaptation of the EPG to the SSES design will call for utilization of
containment sprays prior to suppression chamber pressure reaching the Pressure
Suppression Pressure. Suppression chamber sprays are utilized first and if they
are ineffective, drywell sprays are initiated.

Refer to SSES-EPG: DM/T-3 for the rationale behind the limitations placed upon
the initiation of drywell sprays.

Caution ¹8 concerning maintaining adequate NPSH for pumps taking a suction from
the suppression pool was deleted. Adequate NPSH is a function of suppression
pool level only and appropriate guidance has been placed in SSES-EPG: SP/L-2.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 42, 45 8 46

2. FSAR, 6.2.1.1.3.2

3. GE Nuclear Services Information Letter No. 321, December 1979
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If suppression chamber pressure cannot be maintained below the Pressure
Suppression Pressure, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS, REQUIRED.

EPG:PC/P-4

If suppression chamber pressure cannot be maintained below (the Pressure
Suppression Pressure), EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The choice in this step was to either include the Pressure Suppression Pressure
curve or utilize one suppression chamber pressure value, good for all
containment water levels. The former was selected as the additional margin to
Emergency RPV Depressurization at expected suppression pool water levels is
desirable.

OURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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If suppression chamber pressure cannot be maintained below the Primary
Containment Design Pressure, RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED.

PC/P"5

If suppression chamber and drywell pressure cannot be mai,ntained below 53 psig,
then irrespective of whether adequate core cooling is assured:

1. If suppression pool water level is below 49 ft., initiate suppression pool
sprays.

2. If the containment has not. been vented or suppression chamber temperature
and pressure are below the Drywell Spray Initiation Pressure Limit, shut
down recirculation pumps and drywell cooling fans and initiate drywell
sprays.

EPG:PC/P"5

:~ "I nIf suppression chamber pressure cannot be mainta'i'ned below (the Primary
ntainment Design Pressure), RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED.

PC/P-6

If suppression chamber pressure cannot be maintained below the Primary
Containment Pressure Limit, then irrespective of whether adequate core cooling
is assured:

1. (If suppression pool water level is below 24 ft. 6 in. (elevation of
suppression pool spray nozzles),) initiate suppression pool sprays.

2. If (suppression chamber temperature and drywell pressure are below the
Drywell Spray Initiation Pressure Limit), (shut down recirculation pumps and
drywell cooling fans and) initiate drywell sprays (restricting flow rate to
less than 720 gpm (Maximum Drywell Spray Flow Rate Limit)).



e
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The choice of the action level for suppression chamber pressure in SSES-
EPG:PC/P-4 was to either include the curve or utilize one suppression chamber
pressure value, good for all containment water levels. The former was selected
as the additional margin to RPV flooding at expected water levels is desirable.

The Primary Containment Pressure Limit is 53 psig based on vent valve
operabi 1 i ty.

Added the appropriate action level to perform SSES-EPG:PC/P-5 based on drywell
pressure.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

The initiation of drywell sprays is also allowed if no venting of the
containment atmosphere was performed prior to this step. This is because the
only means of reducing the non-condensible atmosphere mass in the primary
containment at SSES is by venting. If this mass's not diminished, there is no
possibility of reducing containment pressure below the design limit by
initiating drywell sprays

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 39, 40, 41, 45, & 46
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If suppression'chamber and drywell pressure exceed 53 psig, vent the primary
containment in accordance with ON-134-001, irrespective o off-site
radioactivity release, to reduce and maintain pressure below the limits.

EPG:PC/P-7

If suppression chamber pressure exceeds the Primary Containment
Pressure Limit, vent the primary containment in accordance with
(procedure for containment venting) to reduce and maintain
pressure below the Primary Containment Pressure Limit.

022

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The Primary Containment Pressure Limit is 53 psig based on vent valve
operability.

Added the appropriate action level to perform this step based on drywell
ressure.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Added the phrase "irrespective of off-site radioactive release" to clarify the
intent of the step.

Caution 822 was deleted and the means to bypass isolation interlocks, if
required, are included in existing procedures.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 44
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Monitor suppression pool water level.

SP/L-1

Maintain suppression pool water level between 24 ft. and
22 ft. Refer to OP-159-001. ¹9

If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained
above 22 ft., execute Step SP/L-2.

If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained
below 24 ft., execute Step SP/L-3.

EPG:SP/L

Monitor and control suppression pool water level.

SP/L-1

'ntain suppression pool water level between (12 ft. 6
in'imumsuppression pool water level LCO)) and (12 ft. 2 in.

nimum suppression pool water level LCO)). Refer to (sampling ¹8, ¹9
procedure) prior to discharging water. (Suppression pool makeup may be
augmented by SPMS).

If SPMS has been initiated, maintain suppression pool water level between (23
ft. 9 in. (SPMS initiation setpoint plus'uppression pool water level increase
which results from SPMS operation)) and (19 ft. 11 in'minimum suppression
pool water level LCO)).

If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained above (12 ft. 2 in.
(minimum suppression pool water level LCO)) execute (Step SP/L-Z).

If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained below (12 ft. 6 in.
(maximum suppression pool water level LCO)) ((23 ft. 9 in'SPMS initiation
setpoint plus suppression pool water level increase which results from SPMS

operation)) if SPMS has been initiated), execute (Step SP/L-3).
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The phrase "and control" was deleted from step SP/L as it is redundant and
confusing. The remainder of the section delineates how suppression pool level
is to be controlled.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1'.

Caution 08 concerning maintenance o'f adequate NPSH for pumps taking suction from
the suppression pool was deleted. This guidance is covered in SSES-EPG: SP/L-2.

Deleted specific instruction on sampling suppression pool water prior to
discharging. This is covered in existing procedures.

All instruction dealing with SPMS (Suppression Pool Makeup System) was deleted
as there is no such system at SSES.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 35, 36, 47, 48, 49, 50 5 51
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SUPPRESSION POOL WATER LEVEL BELOW 22 ft.
Maintain suppression pool water level above the Heat Capacity Level Limit.

If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained above 18.5 ft., HPCI and
RCIC should not be utilized.

When suppression pool water level cannot be maintained above 12 ft., all pumps
taking a suction from the suppression pool should not be utilized.

If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained above the Heat
Capacity Level Limit, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; enter
the RPV Control Guideline at Step RC-1 and execute it concurrently with
this procedure.

.EPG:SP/L-2

SUPPRESSION POOL WATER LEVEL BELOW ( 12 ft. 2 in. (minimum suppression pool water
level LCO))

aintain suppression pool water level abo've the Heat Capacity Level Limit.

If'uppression pool water level cannot be maintained above the Heat
Capacity Level Limit, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; enter
(procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC-1) and
execute it concurrently with this procedure.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.
Added direction in this step to assure adequate NPSH is maintained for
pumps taking a suction from the suppression pool. The technical basis for
this is EPG: Caution ¹8. HPCI and RCIC should not be utilized, even if taking
a suction from the CST, as their discharge spargers become uncovered below
18.5 ft. Note that the instructional steps are worded to allow use of these
pumps to assure adequate core cooling.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 36
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SUPPRESSION POOL WATER LEVEL ABOVE 24 ft.
Execute Steps SP/L-3. 1 and SP/L-3.2 concurrently.

EPG:SP/L-3

SUPPRESSION POOL WATER LEVEL ABOVE ( 12 ft. 6 in..(maximum suppression
pool water level LCO)) ((23 ft. 9 in. (SPMS initiation setpoint plus
suppression pool water level increase which results from SPMS operation))if SPMS has been initiated)

Execute (Steps SP/L-3. 1 and SP/L-3.2) concurrently.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

CE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 35, 49 t 50
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Maintain suppression pool water level below the Suppression Pool Load Limit.

If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained below the nl3
Suppression Pool Load Limit, maintain RPV pressure below the Limit. 814

If suppression pool water level and RPV pressure cannot be restored and
maintained below the Suppression Pool Load Limit, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION
IS REQUIRED; enter the RPV Control Guideline at Step RC-1 and execute it
concurrently with this procedure.

EPG:SP/L-3. 1

Maintain suppression pool water level below the Suppression Pool Load Limit.

If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained below the 813
Suppression Pool i oad Limit, maintain RPV pressure below the Limit. 014

If suppression pool water level and RPV pressure cannot be maintained below the
Suppression Pool Load Limit but only if adequate core cooling is assured,
terminate injection into the RPV from source external to the primary containment
except from boron injection systems and CRD.

If suppression pool water level and RPV pressure cannot be restored and
maintained below the Suppression Pool Load Limit, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION
IS REQUIRED; enter (procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step
RC-1) and execute it concurrently with this procedure.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The instruction to terminate injection from sources external to the primary
containment was deleted. This instruction is given in SSES-EPG: SP/L-3.2 which
is performed concurrently with this step. It is felt that the same instruction
in two different steps with two different action levels is confusing.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Before primary containment pool water level reaches 124 ft. 6 in., but only if
adequate core cooling is assured, terminate injection into the RPV from sources
external to the primary containment except from boron injection systems and CRD.

When primary containment water level reaches 124 ft. 6 in., terminate injection
into the RPV from sources external to the primary containment irrespective of
whether adequate core cooling is assured.

EPG:SP/L-3.2

Before suppression pool water level reaches (17 ft. 2 in. (Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit or elevation of bottom of Mark I internal
suppression chamber to drywell vacuum breakers less vacuum breaker opening
pressure in feet of water, whichever is lower)) but only if adequate core
cooling is assured, terminate injection into the RPV from sources external to
the primary containment except from boron injection systems and CRD ~

1. When suppression pool water level reaches (17 ft. 2 in. (elevation ¹18
of bottom of Mark I internal suppression chamber to drywell vacuum
breakers less vacuum breaker opening pressure in feet of water))
but only if (suppression chamber temperature and drywell pressure
are below the Drywell Spray Initiation Pressure Limit), (shut down
recirculation pumps and drywell cooling fans and) initiate drywell
sprays (restricting flow rate to less than 720 gpm (Maximum
Drywell Spray Flow Rate Limit)).

2. If suppression pool water level exceed (17 ft. 2 in. (elevation
of bottom of Mark I internal suppression chamber to drywell vacuum
breakers less vacuum breaker opening pressure in feet of water)),
continue to operate drywell sprays (below 720 gpm (Maximum Drywell
Spray Flow Rate Limit)).

¹23

3. When primary containment water level reaches (104 ft. (Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit)), terminate injection into the RPV from
sources external to the primary containment irrespective of whether adequate
core cooling is assured.
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

All steps concerned with the submergence of suppression chamber to drywell
vacuum breakers were deleted. Refer to SSES-EPG: Caution 823 for discussion of
why this is not a concern at SSES.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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SECONDARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL GUIDELINE

PURPOSE

The purpose of this guideline is to:

1. Protect equipment in the secondary containment,
2. Limit radioactivity release to the secondary containment, and either:
3. Maintain secondary containment integrity, or
4. Limit radioactivity release from the secondary containment.

EPG

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL GUIDELINE

PURPOSE

The purpose of this guideline is to:

Protect equipment in the secondary containment,
Limit radioactivity release to the seconday containment, and either:
Maintain secondary containment integrity, or

4. Limit radioactivity release from the secondary containment.

None

DIFFERENCES AND.JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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The entry conditions for this guideline are any of the following secondary
containment conditions:

1. Differential. pressure at or above 0 in. of water for longer than 4 hours
2. An area temperature above the maximum normal operating temperature
3. A HVAC cooler differential temperature above the maximum

normal operating differential temperature
4. Zone III HVAC exhaust radiation level above 2.5 mr/hr
5. An area radiation level above the maximum normal operating radiation level

EPG

ENTRY CONDITIONS

The entry conditions for this guideline are any of the following secondary
containment conditions:

Differential pressure at or above 0 in. of water
An area temperature above the maximum normal operating temperature
A HVAC cooler differential temperature above the maximum normal operating
differential temperature

4. A HVAC exhaust radiation level above the maximum normal operating radiation
level

5. An area radiation level above the maximum normal operating radiation level
6. A floor drain sump water level above the maximum normal operating water level
7. An area water level above the maximum normal operating water level
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The entry condition of secondary containment differential pressure was altered
to reflect the guidance of source document 1, specifically that it be set at an
adequate percent change of the Technical Specification value. The Technical
Specification value is given in source document 2. Source document 1 delineates
an adequate percent change to this value.

Adapted the HVAC exhaust radiation level entry condition to SSES, listing only
the secondary containment system that isolates on high radiation levels. The
maximum normal operating radiation level was set at the Technical Specification
value. This value was determined per source document 3.

The secondary containment entry conditions on area or floor drain sump water
levels were deleted. Refer to EPG: SC/L for the justification of this
deviation.

Maximum normal operating levels for secondary containment parameters are given
in source document 3.

RCE DOCUMENTS

1. D.M. Crutchfield letter, "Safety Evaluation of 'Emergency Procedure
Guidelines, Revision 3'," dated 11/23/83

2. SSES Technical Specifications, 3.6.5. 1

3. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 52 & 53
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OPERATOR ACTIONS

If while executing the following steps Zone III HVAC System exhaust radiation
level exceeds 2.5 mr/hr:

1. Confirm or manually initiate isolation of Zone III HVAC, and
2. Confirm initiation of or manually initiate SBGT.

EPG

OPERATOR ACTIONS

If while executing the following steps secondary containment HVAC exhaust
radiation level exceeds (20 mr/hr (secondary containment HVAC isolation
setpoint)):

1. Confirm or manually initiate isolation of secondary containment HVAC, and
2. Confirm initiation of or manually initiate SBGT (only when the space being

evacuated is below 212'F);

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Adapted the EPG step to address the. only secondary containment HVAC system which
isolates on high radiation levels.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

The 212'F restriction for initiation of SBGT is applicable only to plants that
have a deluge sprinkler system that can spray a major portion of the secondary
containment. This is to prevent a rapid pressure reduction that could exceed
the negative design pressure of the secondary containment. No such system
exists at SSES, thus the bracketed restriction is deleted.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 52
2. FSAR Vol. 8 Sec. 6.2
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If while executing the following steps:

1. Secondary containment HVAC isolates, and
2. The cause of secondary containment isolation was c LOCA signal only,

restart secondary containment HVAC. Refer to ES-134-002 for instructions on
bypassing secondary containment HVAC system interlocks if required.

EPG

If while executing the following steps:

1. Secondary containment HYAC isolates, and
2. Secondary containment HVAC exhaust radiation level is below (20 mr/hr

(secondary containment HVAC isolation setpoint)),

restart secondary containment HYAC.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Some SSES secondary containment HVAC subsystems do not isolate on high exhaust
radiation level. Thus, the second condition in this instruction was altered to
meet the EPG intent, that being to bypass secondary containment LOCA signal
isolation interlocks if a high radiation condition,does not exist.

Caution ¹24 was deleted as the means to bypass secondary containment isolation
interlocks, if required, are included in existing procedures.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Irrespective of the entry condition, execute Steps SC/T and SC/R concurrently.

EPG

Irrespective of the entry condition, execute (Steps SC/T, SC/R, and SC/L)
concurrently.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Section SC/L was deleted from the SSES-EPG. Refer to EPG:SC/L for the
justification of this deviation.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Monitor secondary containment temperatures.

SC/T"1

Operate available area coolers.

EPG:SC/T

Monitor and control secondary containment temperatures.

SC/T-1

Operate available area coolers.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The phrase "and control" was deleted from step SC/T as it is confusing and
r dundant. The remainder of the section delineates how to control secondary

ainment temperature.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

'one
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SC/T-2

If Zone III HVAC exhaust radiation level is below 2.5 mr/hr, and the SPING
System release rates are below:

o Nobel Gas - 8.51 x 10'Ci/Min

o Iodine 131 - 141 pCi/Min

o Particulates — 772 yCi/Min

operate available secondary containment HVAC.

EPG

SC/T-2

If secondary containment HVAC exhaust radiation level is below (20 mr/hr
(secondary containment HVAC isolation setpoint)), operate available, secondary

tainment HVAC

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Some secondary containment HVAC subsystems do not isolate on high exhaust
radiation level. Thus, this step was altered to meet the EPG intent, that being
to operate secondary containment HVAC if the technical specifications limit for
release is not exceeded.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1 and 2.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 52
2. Offsite Dose Calculation Manual, dated 7/9/84
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SC/T-3

If any area temperature exceeds its maximum normal operating temperature,
isolate all systems that are discharging into the area except systems required
to shut down the reactor, assure adequate core cooling, or suppress a working.
fire.

EPG

SC/T-3

If any area temperature exceeds its maximum normal operating temperature,
isolate all systems that are discharging into the area except systems required
to shut down the reactor, assure adequate core cooling, or suppress a working
fire.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

temperature maximum normal operating levels are given in source
ment l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 53
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SC/T-4

If a primary system is discharging into an area, then before any area
temperature reaches its maximum safe operating temperature, enter the RPV

Control Guideline at Step RC-1 and execute it concurrently with this procedure.

EPG

SC/T"4

If a primary system is discharging into an area, then before any area
temperature reaches its maximum safe operating temperature, enter (procedure
developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC-1) and execute if
concurrently with this procedure

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

a temperature maximum safe operating levels are given in source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 53
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If a primary system is discharging into an area and an area temperature exceeds
its maximum safe operating temperature in more than one area, EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

EPG

SC/T"5

If a primary system is discharging into an area and an area temperature exceeds
its maximum safe operating temperature in more than one area, EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Area temperature maximum safe operating levels are given in source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 53
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Monitor secondary containment radiation
levels'C/R-1

If any area radiation level exceeds its maximum normal operating radiation
level, isolate all systems that are discharging into the area except systems
required to shut down the reactor, assure adequate core cooling, or suppress a

working fire.

EPG:SC/R

Monitor and control secondary containment radiation levels.

SC/R-1

If any area radiation level exceed its maximum normal operating radiation level,
isolate all systems that are discharging into the area except systems required
to shut down the reactor, assure adequate core cooling, or suppress a working
fire.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The phrase "and control" was deleted from step SC/R as it is confusing and
redundant. The remainder of the section delineates how to control secondary
containment radiation levels.

Area radiation maximum normal operating levels are given in source document l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 53
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If a primary system is discharging into an area, before any area radiation level
reaches its maximum safe operating radiation level, enter the RPV Control
Guideline at Step RC-1 and execute it concurrently with this procedure.

EPG:SC/R-2

If primary system is discharging into an area, then before any area rarliation
level reaches its maximum safe operating radiation level, enter (procedure
developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC-1) and execute it
concurrently with this procedure.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Area radiation maximum safe operating levels are given in source
document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 53
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If a primary system is discharging into an. area, and an area radiation level
exceeds its maximum safe operating radiation level in more than one area,
EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

EPG:SC/R-3

If a primary system is dischargi'ng into an area and an area radiation level
exceeds its maximum safe operatino radiation level in more than one area,
EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Area radiation maximum safe operating levels are given in source document l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 53
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EPG:SC/L

Monitor and control secondary containment water levels.

SC/L" 1

If any floor drain sump or area water level is above its maximum normal
operating water level, operate available sump pumps to restore and maintain it

'elow its maximum normal operating water level.

If any floor drain sump or area water level cannot be restored and maintained
below its maximum normal operating water level, isolate all systems that are
discharging water into the sump or area except systems required to shut down the
reactor, assure adequate core cooling, or suppress a wor king fire.

SC/L-2

a primary system is discharging into an area, then before any 'floor drain
or area water level reaches its maximum safe operating water level, enter

cedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC-1) and execute
concurrently with this procedure.

SC/L-3

If a primary system is discharging into an area and a floor drain sump or area
water level exceeds its maximum safe operating water level in more than one
area, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The secondary containment water level control section has been deleted from the
SSES-EPG. This section is not applicable to SSES as there is no water level
indication installed in the SSES secondary containment that would all'ow
determination of the maximum normal or safe operating water levels. This would
have to be done by visual inspectioh. However, before water levels reached
these action levels, it would be appropriate to shut the water-tight doors to
isolate the affected rooms, thus losing all indication.

Action steps that do not require the determination of the above described action
levels (i.e ~ monitoring water levels and starting sump pumps) are covered in the
current SSES off-normal procedures. These procedures will be performed in
concert with the EOPs when an alarm is received.

A safety analysis of this deviation from the EPG was performed in source
document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

l.'valuation of SSES Deviations from BMR Owners'roup
Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Non-ATMS)
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The purpose of this guideline is to limit radioactivity release into areas
outside the primary and secondary containments.

EPG

RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE CONTROL GUIDELINE

PURPOSE

The purpose of this guideline is to limit radioactivity release into areas
outside the primary and secondary containments.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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ENTRY CONDITIONS

The entry condition for this guideline is:

l. Off-site radioactivity release rate above that which requires an Alert.

EPG

ENTRY CONDITIONS

The entry condition for this guideline is:

1. Offsite radioactivity release rate above (3 Ci/sec (release rate which
requires an Alert) ) .

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

o required bracketed information was replaced with the condition rather than a

ific number. This is acceptable for the purposes of a symptom based
eline.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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OPERATOR ACTIONS

RR" 1

Isolate all primary systems that are discharging into areas outside the primary
and secondary containments except systems required to assure adequate core
cooling or shut down the reactor.

EPG

OPERATOR ACTIONS

RR-1

Isolate all primary systems that are discharging into areas outside the primary
and secondary containments except systems required to assure adequate core
cooling or shut down the reactor.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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SSES-EPG:RR-2

Before the projected Emergency Plan Boundary (EPB) dose rate exceeds the
criteria for the declaration of a Site Area Emergency (>50 mR/hr Whole Body or
2500 mR/hr Thyroid for two minutes or the EPB dose is projected to exceed 500
mrem within one hour), and a primary system is discharging into an area outside
of primary and secondary containments, enter the RPV Control Guideline at step
RC-1 and execute it concurrently with this procedure.

EPG

None

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFiCATION

Included the criteria for the declaration of a Site Area Emergency as an action
level for entry into the RPV Control Guideline.

Entry into the RPV Control Guideline at step RC-1 initiates a reactor scram and
provides for RPV depressurizati,on and cooldown. This will reduce ihe driving
force and radioactivity of the discharge through the break in the primary
system.

The action of step RR-2 should be adequate to reverse the increasing
radiological release trend. Analysis of this deviation is given in source
document 3.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. SSES Technical Specifications, 3. 11.2. 1

2. EP-IP-001, "Emergency Classification"

3. Evaluation of SSES Deviations from BWR Owners'roup
Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Non-ATWS)
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Before the projected Emergency Plan Boundary (EPB) dose rate exceeds the
criteria for the declaration of a General Emergency (>1 R/hr Whole Body or 5

R/hr to the child thyroid at the EPB or offsite doses are projected to exceed 1

rem whole body or 5 rem thyroid), and a primary system is discharging into an
area outside the primary and secondary containments, EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION. IS REQUIRED.

EPG:RR-2

If offsite radioactivity release rate approaches or exceeds (91 Ci/sec (release
rate which requires a General Emergency)) and a primary system is discharging
into an area outside the primary and secondary containments, EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; enter (procedure developed from the RPV Control
Guideline) at (Step RC-1) and execute it concurrently with this procedure.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

he action level for this step was determined per source documents 1 and 2.

~-EPG: RP,-2 provides for entry into the RPV Control Guideline. Thus, that
guidance was deleted from this step.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. SSES Technical Specifications, 3. 11.2. 1

2. EP-IP-001, "Emergency Classification"
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If while executing the following steps:

1. Reactor power is above 5X or cannot be determined and an SRV is open or
opens, enter CONTINGENCY ¹7.

2. RPV water level cannot be determined, RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED; enter
CONTINGENCY ¹6.

3. RPV Flooding is required, enter CONTINGENCY ¹6.

EPG

CONTINGENCY ¹1

LEVEL RESTORATION

h'le execut>ng the follow>ng steps:

1. Boron Injection is required, enter (procedure developed from CONTINGENCY ¹7).
2. RPV water level cannot be determined, RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED; enter

(procedure developed from CONTINGENCY ¹6).
3. RPV Flooding is required, enter (procedure developed from CONTINGENCY ¹6).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Refer to SSES-EPG: RC/L-1 Box 1 for the rationale behind the change in action
level to enter Contingency ¹7.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Initiate IC.

EPG: C1" 1

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Step deleted as the IC system is not included in the SSES plant design ~

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Line up for injection and start pumps in 2 or more of the following injection
subsystems:

1. Condensate
2. LPCI Loop A
3. LPCI Loop B .

4. Core Spray Loop A
5. Core Spray Loop 8

If less than 2 of the injection subsystems can be lined up, commence lining up
as many of the following alternate injection subsystems as possible:

1. RHR-RHRSW crosstie
2. Fire system
3. Interconnections with Unit 2
4. ECCS keep-full systems
5. SLC (test tank)
6. SLC (boron tank)

EPG: C1-2

up for injection and start pumps in 2 or more of the following injection
subsystems:

r

1. Condensate
2. HPCS
3. LPCI-A
4. LPCI "B
5. LPCI "C
6. LPCS-A
7. LPCS-B

If less than 2 of the injection subsystems can be lined up, commence lining up
as many of the following alternate injection subsystems as possible:

(1. RHR service water crosstie)
(2. Fire system)
(3. Interconnections with other units)
(4. ECCS keep-full systems)
(5. SLC (test tank))
(6. SLC (boron tank))
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References to HPCS and LPCI-C have been deleted as they do not apply -to the SSES
design.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 54
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1. The RPV water level trend reverses or RPV pressure changes region, return
to Step C1-2.

2. RPV water level drops below -129 in., prevent automatic initiation of ADS.

C1-2

Monitor RPV pressure and water level. Continue in this procedure at the step
indicated in the following table.

RPV PRESSURE REGION

314.3 psig 104 psig

RPV LEVEL

INCREASING

EASING

HIGH

C1-3

C1-6

INTERMEDIATE

C1-4

LOW

C1-5

C1-7
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Monitor RPV pressure and water level. Continue in this procedure at the step
indicated in the following table.

RPV PRESSURE REGION

RPV LEVEL

INCREASING

DECREASING

HIGH

Cl"4

Cj-7

Cj-5

(425
psig)'NTERMEDIATE

(100 psig)'OW

C1-6

C1-8

'(RPV pressure at which LPCS shutoff head is reached)
'(HPCI or RCIC low pressure isolation setpoint, whichever is higher)

If while executing the following steps:

2.

The RPV water level trend reverses or RPV pressure changes region, return
to (Step C1-3).
RPV water level drops below (-146 in. (ADS initiation setpoint)), prevent
automatic initiation of ADS.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

The "if while executing the following steps" note was resequenced before the
step as it also applies .to this step.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 10, 55 6 56





SSES-EPG: CI-3

RPV WATER LEVEL INCREASING, RPV PRESSURE HIGH

Enter the RPV Control Guideline at Step RC/L.
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EPG: Cl-4

RPV WATER LEVEL INCREASING, RPV PRESSURE HIGH

Enter (procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) a. (Step RC/L).

None

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS



SSES-EPG: C1-4

RPV WATER LEVEL INCREASING, RPV PRESSURE INTERMEDIATE
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If HPCI and RCIC are not available and RPV pressure is increasing, EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED. When RPV pressure is decreasing, enter the RPV

Control Guideline at Step RC/L.

If HPCI and RCIC are not available and RPV pressure is not increasing, enter the
RPV Control Guideline at Step RC/L.

Otherwise, when RPV water level reaches +13 in., enter the RPV Control Guideline
at Step RC/L.

EPG: C1-5

RPV WATER LEVEL INCREASING, RPV PRESSURE INTERMEDIATE

If HPCI and RCIC are not available and RPV pressure is increasing, EMERGENCY RPV
DEPRFSSURIZATION IS REQUIRED. When RPV pressure is decreasing, enter (procedure
developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC/L).

PCI and RCIC are not available and RPV pressure .is not increasing, enter
cedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC/L):

Otherwise, when RPV water level reaches (+12 in. (low level scram setpoint)),
enter (procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC/L).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 13
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RPV WATER LEVEL INCREASING, RPV PRESSURE LOW
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If RPV pressure is increasing, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED. When

RPV pressure is decreasing, enter the RPV Control Guideline at Step RC/L.

Otherwise, enter the RPV Control Guideline at Step RC/L.

EPG:Cl-6

RPV WATER LEVEL INCREASING, RPV PRESSURE LOW

If'RPV pressure is increasing, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED. When
RPV pressure is decreasing, enter (procedure developed from the RPV Control
Guideline) at (Step RC/L).

Otherwise, enter (procedure developed from RPV Control Guideline) at (Step
RC/L) .

None

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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RPV WATER LEVEL DECREASING, RPV PRESSURE HIGH OR INTERMEDIATE

If HPCI or RCIC is not operating, restart whichever is not operating.

If no injection subsystem is lined up for injection with at least one pump
running, start pumps in alternate injection subsystems which are lined up for
injection.

When RPV water level drops to -161 in.:

1. If no system, injection subsystem or alternate injection subsystem is lined
up with at least one pump running, STEAM COOLING IS REQUIRED. When any
system, injection subsystem, or alternate injection subsystem is lined up
with at least one pump running, return to Step C1-2.

2. Otherwise, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED. When RPV water level
is increasing or RPV pressure drops below 104 psig, return to Step Cl-2.

EPG: C1-7

WATER LEVEL DECREASING, RPV PRESSURE HIGH OR INTERMEDIATE

f HPCI or RCIC is not operating, restart whichever is not operating.

If no injection subsystem is lined up for injection with at least one pump
running, start pumps in alternate injection subsystems which are lined up for
injection.

When RPV water level drops to (-164 in. (top of active fuel)):

l. If no system, injection subsystem or alternate injection subsystem is lined
up with at least one pump running, STEAM COOLING IS REQUIRED. When any
system, injection subsystem or alternate injection subsystem is lined up
with at least one pump running, return to (Step C1-3).

2. Otherwise, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED. When RPV water level
is increasing or RPV pressure drops below (100 psig (HPCI or RCIC low
pressure isolation setpoint, whichever is higher)), return to (Step C1-3).
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 10 8 19





SSES-EPG: C1 "7

RPV WATER LEVEL DECREASING, RPV PRESSURE LOW
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If no Core Spray subsystem is operating, start pumps in alternate injections
subsystems which are lined up for injections

If RPV pressure is increasing, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

When RPV water level drops to -161 in. and at least one Core Spray subsystem is
operable, enter CONTINGENCY ¹4.

EPG: C1-8

RPV WATER LEVEL DECREASING, RPV PRESSURE LOW

(If no HPCS or LPCS subsystem is operating,) start pumps in alternate injection
subsystems which 'are lined up for injection.

If RPV pressure is increasing, EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

When RPV water level drops to ("164 in. (top of active fuel)), enter (procedure
loped from CONTINGENCY ¹4).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The phrase "If no HPCS or LPCS subsystem is operating" was made SSES-specific
(only Core Spray exists at SSES) and retained because it was determined
preferable to utilize spray cooling to assure adequate core cooling rather than
injecting with water of questionable quality.

Bracketed plant data was determined per soruce doucment l.
Altered entry condition to Contingency ¹4 to assure that spray cooling can be
achieved. If no Core Spray pumps are operable, entry into the contingency
should be avoided as its instructions cannot be accomplished.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 19
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CONTINGENCY ¹2

EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION

If while executing the following steps the MSIVs are open and the main condenser
is available, then BPVs may be used in lieu of SRVs'(4 BPV = 3 SRV) to provide
for rapid depressurization.

C2-1

When either: ¹13, ¹14

1. All control rods but one are not inserted to or beyond position 02 and all
injection into the RPV except from boron injection systems and CRD has
been prevented or placed in manual control, or

2. All control rods but one are inserted to or beyond position 02,

C2-1,.1

If suppression pool water level is above 4.5 ft:
1. Open all ADS valves.

If 'any ADS valve cannot be opened, open other SRVs until 6 valves are open.

EPG

CONTINGENCY ¹2

When either:

EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION

C2-1

¹13, ¹14

1. Boron Injection is required and all injection into the RPV except from
boron injection systems and CRD has been terminated and prevented, or

2. Boron Injection is not required,

C2-1.1

Initiate IC.





C2-1.2
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If suppression pool water level is above (4 ft. 9 in. (elevation of top of SRV

discharge device)):

l. Open all ADS valves.
2. If any ADS valve cannot be opened, open other SRVs until (7 (number of

SRVs dedicated to ADS)) valves are open.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Utilization of the bypass valves for use in Emergency RPV Depressurization is
allowed if MSIV's are open and the main condenser is available. It will be
stressed in the EOP bases and training that this substitution is only allowable
if the prerequisites are met and is no longer in effect if either condition
ceases to be met. Analysis of this deviation is given in source document 2.

il

It is appropriate to take control of injection into the RPV prior to rapid
blowdown if all control rods but one are not inserted to or beyond position 02
to avoid unanticipated power transients. This change to the EPG is
conservative.

he basis behind the termination of existing injection is to preclude a step
increase in injection flow that could occur with rapid depressurization'. This
concern is adequately handled by instructing the operator to take manual control
of systems injecting into the RPV. See SSES-EPG: C6-1. 1 and C7-2. 1.

Instruction to initiate IC was deleted as this system is not incorporated in the
SSES design.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 21

2. Evaluation of SSES Deviations from BMR Owners'roup,
Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Non-ATNS)
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If less than 3 SRVs are open, rapidly depressurize the RPV using one
or more of the following systems:

1. Available SRVs
2. BPVs to Main Condenser
3. RHR (steam condensing mode)
4. Steam Jet Air Ejector s
5. Steam to Reactor Feed Pumps
6. Steam to Steam Seal Evaporator
7. Main Condenser De-aeratina Steam
8. Main steam line drains
9. HPCI steam line
10. RCIC steam line
11. Head vent

Refer to ES-184-001 for means to bypass isolation interlocks.

EPG: C2-1. 3

less than (3 (Minimum Number of SRVs Required for Emergency
essurization)) SRVs are open (and RPV pressure is at least
sig (Minimum SRV Re-opening Pressure) above suppression chamber

pressure), rapidly depressurize the RPV using one or more of the
following systems (use in order which will minimize radio'active
release to the environment):

¹22

1. Main condenser
2. RHR (steam condensing mode)
3. (Other steam driven equipment)
4. Main steam line drains
5. HPCI steam line
6. RCIC steam line
7. Head vent
8. IC tube side vent
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Deleted the prioritizing statement on the utilization of alternate
depressurization systems. There are more important considerations in the choice
of systems to be considered (i.e. rate of depressurization, minimizing the
thermal load on the containment, plant conditions). Prioritization can only be
done in general terms in a procedure that is meant to address the complete
spectrum of emergencies. Proper considerations will be discussed in the EOP
bases and training sessions.

Added "available SRYs" as a possible depressurization means to make the step
more explicit. This means is implied in the EPG (i.e. EPG: C2-1.3 instructs
that as many .SRVs are to be opened as necessary until a total of 6 are open).

Spelled out the appropriate flow path for utilization of the main condenser as a
depressurization system.

Reference to the IC tube side vent was deleted as this system is not

~

~

incorporated in the SSES design.
1

aution ¹22 was deleted and replaced by reference to an EOP support procedure
detailing instruction on how to bypass isolation interlocks if required.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 57
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If RPV Flooding is required, then:

1. If all control rods but one are not inserted to or beyond position 02, enter
CONTINGENCY ¹6 at Step C6-1.2.

2. Otherwise, enter CONTINGENCY ¹6 at Step'C6-2.

C2-2

Enter the RPV Control Guideline at Step RC/P-3.

EPG

If RPV Flooding is required, enter (procedure developed from CONTINGENCY ¹6).

C2-2

Enter (procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC/P-4).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

If RPV Flooding is required, the operator is directed back to the proper step in
Contingency ¹6 as determined by control rod position. This change is necessary
due to the reorganization of Contingency ¹6,

The operator is directed back to SSES-EPG: RC/P-3 in the RPV Control Guideline
instead of RC/P-4 to ensure the reactor is shutdown prior 'to further cooldown.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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CONTINGENCY ¹3

STEAM COOLING

If while executing this step, Emergency RPV Depressurization is required or any
system, injection subsystem, or alternate injection subsystem is lined up for
injection with at least one pump running, enter CONTINGENCY ¹2.

C3-1

When RPV water level drops to -276 in. or if RPV water level cannot be
determined, open one SRV.

[When RPV pressure drops below 700 psig, enter CONTINGENCY ¹2.

EPG

CONTINGENCY ¹3

STEAM COOLING

C3-1

Confirm initiation of IC.

If while executing the following steps Emergency RPV Depressurization is
required or any system, injection subsystem, or alternate injection subsystem is
lined up for injection with at least one pump running, enter (procedure
developed from CONTINGENCY ¹2).

If IC cannot be initiated:

When RPV water level drops to (-272 in. (Minimum Zero-Injection RPV Water
Level)) or if RPV water level cannot be determined, open one SRV.

When RPV pressure drops below (700 psig (Minimum Single SRV Steam Cooling
Pressure)), enter (procedure developed from CONTINGENCY ¹2).
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Reference to IC deleted as this system is not incorporated in the SSES design.

OURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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CORE COOLING WITHOUT LEVEL RESTORATION

If while executing the following steps reactor power is above 5% or cannot be
determined and an SRV is open or opens, enter CONTINGENCY ¹7.

C4-1

Open al l ADS val ves

If any ADS .valve cannot be opened, open other SRVs until 6 valves are open.

EPG

CONTINGENCY ¹4

CORE COOLING WITHOUT LEVEL RESTORATION

all ADS valves.

C4-1

¹13

If any ADS valve cannot be opened, open other SRVs until (7 (number of SRVs
dedicated to ADS)) valves are open.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Added an "ifwhile executing the following steps" instruction to direct the
operator to Contingency ¹7 if reactor power should increase to above 5%. This
corrects a descrepancy in the EPG as there is no guarantee that a power
transient will not occur during this evolution if all control rods are not
inserted. .In fact, spraying cold water directly into the core could trigger
such an excursion. Thus, this added step serves the dual purpose of warning the
operator of such an event and directing him to the proper contingency if it
should occur. Refer to SSES-EPG: RC/L-1 Box 1 for the rationale behind the
action level used.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS
1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 21
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Operate Core Spray subsystems with suction from the suppression pool.

When at least one Core Spray subsystem is operating with suction from the
suppression pool and RPV pressure is within 105 psi of suppression chamber
pressure, terminate injection into the RPV from sources external to the primary
containment.

EPG:C4-2

Operate HPCS and LPCS subsystems with suction from the suppression pool.

When at least one core spray subsystem is operating with suction from the
suppression pool and RPV pressure is below (310 psig (RPV pressure for rated
LPCS oz HPCS flow, whichever pressure is lower)), terminate injection into the
RPV from sources external to the primary containment.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

and LPCS systems are-not incorporated into the SSES Design; a similar
em is Core Spray.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Step was reworded to indicate that an RPV to suppression chamber differential
pressure must be satisfied for rated Coze Spray flow.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 58
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When RPV water level is restored to -161 in., enter the RPV Control Guideline at
Step RC/L.

EPG:C4-3

When RPV water level is restored to (-164 in. (top of active fuel)), enter
(procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC/L).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS
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(Section deleted)

EPG

CONTINGENCY ¹5

ALTERNATE SHUTDOWN COOLING

C5-1

Initiate suppression pool cooling.

C5-2

Close the (RPV head vents,) MSIVs, main steam line drain valves, and HPCI and
RCIC isolation valves.

C5-3

o'e the control switch for (one (Minimum Number of SRVs Required for Alternate
down Cooling)) SRV(s) in the OPEN position.

C5-4

Slowly raise RPV water level to establish a flow path through the open SRV back
to the suppression pool.

I'5-5

Start one LPCS or LPCI pump with suction from the suppression pool.

C5-6

Slowly increase LPCS or LPCI injection into the RPV to the maximum.

C5-6.1

If RPV pressure does not stabilize at least (94 psig (Minimum Alternate Shutdown
Cooling RPV Pressure)) above suppression chamber pressure, start another LPCS or
LPCI pump.
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If RPV pressure does not stabilize below (172 psig (Maximum Alternate Shutdown
Cooling RPV Pressure)), open another

SR'5-6'.3

If the cooldown rate exceeds ( 100'F/hr (maximum RPV cooldown rate LCO)), reduce
LPCS or LPCI injection into the RPV until the cooldown rate decreases below
( 100 F/hr (maximum RPV cooldown rate LCO)) (or RPV pressure decreases to within
50 psig (Minimum SRV Re-opening Pressure) of suppression chamber pressure,
whichever occurs first).

C5-7

Control suppression pool temperature to maintain RPV water temperature above
(70'F(RPV NDTT or head tensioning limit, whichever is higher)).

C5"8

Proceed to cold shutdown in accordance with (procedure for cooldown to cold
,shutdown conditions).
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICA ION

Removed the Alternate Shutdown Cooling contingency procedure from the SSES-EPG
for the following reasons:

1. An alternate shutdown cooling method is needed most when there is an
unisolatable break and the systems which brought the plant to the shutdown
cooling interlocks are no longer available (i.e. loss of main condenser).
Contingency 05 effectively raises RPY pressure to implement cooldown. This
action increases inventory loss rate. If the break were in a steam line,
there may be some radiological benefit to flooding water out the break, but
overall a better method would be to continue injecting to maintain water
level while steaming out the break (or an open SRY). The most desirable
choice for cooldown is to continue use of the systems which brought the
plant to the shutdown cooling interlocks (SSES-EPG: RC/P-4) or other systems
which may be used for cooldown until normal shutdown cooling can be
restored.

Breaks outside the primary containment are addressed in the Se ondary
Containment Control Guideline.

Loss of RHR shutdown cooling is an event which already requires a specific
plant procedure. As such, it is- better to leave Contingency 05 as an
abnormal operating procedure. Burying Contingency 85 in the symptomatic
EOPs technically requires an entry condition to the EOP before the procedure
can be accessed. Loss of normal shutdown cooling does not necessarily
require use of the symptomatic EOPs. Rather than complicate EOPs developed
from the EPGs with an additional entry condition, this contingency should be
left out of the guidelines.

4. All entry conditions to the guidelines can be cleared without the use of
Alternate Shutdown Cooling and further use of the EOPs should not be
mandated.

The guidance given in EPG: Contingency 85 will be incorporated into SSES Off-
Normal procedures.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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RPV FLOODING

C6-1

If more than one control rod is not inserted to or beyond position 02,
flood the RPV as follows':

If while executing the following steps:
II

1. RPV water level can be determined, and
2. Suppression chamber pressure is below the Primary Containment Design

Pressure, and
3. Drywell pressure is below 53 psig,

Then:

1. If previously controlling RPV level per Contingency ¹7,'nter CONTINGENCY ¹7
and the'PV Control Guideline at Step RC/P-3 and execute these procedures
concurrently.

Otherwise, enter the RPV Control Guideline at Steps RC/L and RC/P-3 and
execute these procedures concurrently.

C6-1.1

If less than 6 SRVs are open:

1. Take manual control of already established injections and prevent any new
injections into the RPV except from boron injection systems and CRD.

2. Enter CONTINGENCY ¹2 and execute it concurrently with this procedure.

3. Reduce injection and monitor RPV depressurization until RPV pressure is at
or stabilizes above the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure.

Number oi'pen SRVs

6 or more
5

3.
2
1

Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding .Pressure (psig)

135.7
163.4
204.2
272.3
408.0
817.0

o SRV can be opened, continue in this procedure.
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EPG:C6-2

If any control rod is not inserted beyond position (06 (maximum subcritical
banked withdrawal position)):

C6-2.1

Terminate and prevent all injection into the RPV except from boron injection
systems and CRD until RPV pressure is below the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding
Pressure.

Number of open SRVs
Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure (psig)

(7 or more
( 6

( 5

( 4

( 3

( 2

155)
185)
225)
285)
385)
585)

If less than (2 (minimum number of SRVs for which the Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure is below the lowest SRV lifting pressure)) SRVs can be opened,
continue in this procedure.

If while executing the following step, RPV water level can be determined and RPV
Flooding is not required, enter (procedure developed from CONTINGENCY P7) and
(procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at (Step RC/P-4) and
execute these procedures concurrently.



l
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Contingency ¹6 was reorganized for clarity.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

The "if while executing the following step" instruction was resequenced to
before this step as it applies to this step also.

Replaced the phrase "RPV Flooding is not required" with the symptoms that must
clear.

There is no need to always proceed to"Contingency ¹7 when RPV Flooding is not
required. If previously in Contingency ¹7, the operator is directed back to
that contingency. Otherwise, he is to return to section RC/L of the RPV Control
Guideline.

When RPV Flooding is no longer required, the operator is directed back to SSES-
EPG: RC/P-3 (instead of RC/P-4) for pressure control to ensure the reactor is
properly shutdown prior to further cooldown.

Clarified the phrase "terminate ... all injection". This action'must occur in a
controlled fashion to preclude potential reactor instabilities. Before SRVs are

pened in Contingency ¹2, all existing injection is placed in manual control. to
revent a rapid increase in injection due to RPV depressurization. Thereafter,

this injection is reduced as required to all'ow for a rapid pressure decrease.
This instruction meets the intent of the EPG step.

Made the step to depressurize the RPV (inherent in the EPG) more explicit by
placing the instruction from EPG: RC/P Box 1 in this step.

If RPV pressure is reduced below the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure,
adequa .e core cooling is not assured. Thus the EPG step was revised to allow
RPV pressure to decrease until it reaches or stabilizes above the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 25 5 59
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If at least 3 SRVs are open, close the MSIVs, main steam line drain valves, RCIC
and RHR steam condensing isolation valves.

EPG:C6-1

If at least (3 (Minimum Number of SRVs Required for Emergency Depressurization))
SRVs can be opened, or if HPCS or motor driven feedwater pumps are available for
injection, close the MSIVs, main steam line drain valves, IC, HPCI, RCIC and RHR

steam condensing isolation valves.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

ontingency P6 was reorganized for clarity.

A min-mum RPV pressure is not required to operate the SSES SRVs. Thus, when the
control switch for an SRV is manipulated, the valve either opens or does not.
By this reasoning, the "can be opened" language was deleted from the generic
step.

Deleted instruction to close the HPCI isolation valve. This allows the usage of
"the high pressure injection system to assure adequate core cooling (via
maintenance of RPV pressure above the limit given in SSES-EPG:C6-1 ') while
problems which required RPV flooding are being corrected. Analysis of this
deviation is given in source document 1.

Instruction concerning HPCS, IC and motor-driven feedwater pumps was deleted as
this equipment is not incorporated in the SSES design.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. „ Evaluation of Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Emergency Procedures Relating to ATWS
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Commence and slowly increase injection into the RPV with the
following systems until RPV pressure is above the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure;

¹25

1. HPCI
2. Condensate pumps
3. CRD

4. LPCI

If no SRV can be opened or RPV pressure cannot be increased to above the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure, commence and slowly increase injection into the
RPV with the following systems until RPV pressure is above the Minimum Alternate
RPV Flooding Pressure:

1.
2.
3.

5.

Core Spray
RHR-RHRSM crosstie
Fire System
Interconnections with Unit 2
ECCS keep-full systems
SLC (test tank)
SLC (boron tank)

EPG:C6-2.2

Commence and slowly increase injection into the RPV with the
following systems until at least (2 (minimum number of SRVs

~ for which the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure is below
the lowest SRV lifting pressure)) SRVs are open and RPV pressure
is above the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure:

1. Motor driven feedwater pumps
2.. Condensate pumps
3. CRD

(4. LPCI)

¹25
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If at least (2 (minimum number of SRVs for. which the Minimum Alternate RPV

Flooding Pressure is below the lowest SRV lifting pressure)) SRVs are not open
or RPV pressure cannot be increased to above the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding
Pressure, commence and slowly increase injection into the RPV with the following
systems until at least (2 (minimum number of SRVs for which the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure is below the low'est SRV lifting pressure)) SRVs
are open and RPV pressure is above the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure:

1. HPCS
2. LPCS

(3. RHR service water crosstie)
(4. Fire System)
(5. Interconnections with other units)
(6. ECCS keep-full systems)

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Contingency /f6 was reorganized for clarity.

The "at least 1 SRV is open" phrase was deleted in the two instances that occurs
'n this step. This guidance was included in the EPG for plants that utilize
RVs which require RPV pressure to open. This is not the case at SSES.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

HPCI was added to the list of injection systems. Refer to SSES-EPG: C6-1.2 for
the basis behind this deviation.

LPCI was included in the first grouping of injection systems as it injects into
the recirulation system piping, thus outside the core shroud. For this reason,
its use is preferred before any of the systems in the second grouping.

Reference to motor-driven feedwater pumps and HPCS was deleted as there is no
such equipment at SSES.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 54 & 59
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SSES-EPG:C6"1.4

Control injection to maintain RPV pressure above the Minimum Alternate RPV

Flooding Pressure but as low as practicable.

EPG:C6-2.3

Maintain at least (2 (minimum number of SRVs for which the Minimum Alternate RPV

Flooding Pressure is below the lowest SRV lifting pressure)) SRVs open and Rpu

pressure above the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure by throttling
injection.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The "at least 1 SRV open" phrase was deleted. This guidance was included in the
EPG for plants that utilize SRYs which require RPV pressure to open. This is
not the case at SSES.

ded instruction to maintain RPV pressure."as low as practicable" above the
mum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure due to NDTT considerations.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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When all control rods but one are inserted to or beyond position 02, continue
in this procedure at step C6-3.

EPG:C6-2.4

'hen:

1. All control rods are inserted beyond position (06 (maximum subcritical
banked withdrawal position)), or

2. The reactor is shutdown and no boron has been injected into the RPV,
continue in this procedure.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

second condition of the step was deleted. There i.s no guarantee that the
tor will remain subcritical during the subsequent cooldown and this could

have dire consequences for a flooded RPV.

To maintain the same sequencing as the EPG it was necessary to add the proper
step number to continue to in the SSES-EPG.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 25
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If less than 6 SRVs are open, enter CONTINGENCY ¹2 and execute it concurrently
with this procedure.

If at 1'east 3 SRVs are open, close the MSIVs, main steam line drain valves, and
the HPCI and RCIC isolation valves.

EPG:C6"1,

If at least (3 (Minimum Number of SRVs Required for Emergency Depressurization))
SRVs can be opened or if HPCS or motor driven feedwater pumps are available for
injection, close the MSIVs, main steam line drain valves, IC, HPCI, RCIC and RHR

steam condensing isolation valves.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Contingency ¹6 was reorganized for clarity.

he depressurization instruction (implied in the EPG) was made more explicit by
lacing the instruction from the beginning of EPG section RC/P in this step.

A minimum RPV pressure is not required to operate the SSES SRVs. Thus, when the
control switch for or SRV is manipulated, the valve either opens or does not.
By this reasoning, the "can be opened" language was deleted from the generic
step.

/
Instruction concerning HPCS, IC and motor-driven feedwater pumps was deleted as
this equipment is not incorporated in the SSES design.

Instruction to close the steam condensing isolation valve was deleted as this
will be accomplished when the HPCI isolation valve is closed.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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If RPV water level cannot be determined, flood the RPV as follows:

If while executing the following steps RPV water level can be determined,
continue in this procedure at Step C6-4.2.

C6-3.1

Commence and increase injection into the RPV with the following systems until at
least 3 SRVs are open and. RPV pressure is not decreasing and is 111 psig or more
above suppression chamber pressure:

1. Core Spray
2. LPCI
3. Condensate pumps
4. CRD

5. RHR-RHRSW crosstie
6. Fire System'. Interconnections with Unit 2
8. ECCS keep-full systems
9. SLC (test tank)
10. SLC (boron tank)

EPG:C6-3

If RPV water level cannot be determined:

C6-3.1
P

Commence and increase injection into the RPV with the following systems until at
least (3 (Minimum Number of SRVs Required for Emergency Depressurization)) SRVs
are open and RPV pressure is not decreasing and is at least (77 psig (Minimum
RPV Flooding Pressure)) above suppression chamber pressure.

l.
2.
3.
4
5.
6.

(7.
(8.
(9.

(10.
(11.
(12.

HPCS
Motor driven feedwater pumps
LPCS
LPCI
Condensate pumps
CRD

RHR service water crosstie)
Fire System)
Interconnections with other units)
ECCS keep-full systems)
SLC (test tank))
SLC (boron tank))
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Added instruction as to where to proceed if RPV level is no longer indeterminable.
This is basically a resequencing of the boxed instruction following
EPG: C6-5.2.

References to HPCS and motor-driven feedwater pumps were deleted as this
equipment is not included in the SSES design.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document l.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 54
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Control injection to maintain RPV pressure at least 111 psig above suppression
chamber pressure bu. as low as practical with at least 3 SRV's open.

EPG:C6-3.2

Maintain at least (3 (Minimum Number of SRVs Required for Emergency
Depressurization)) SRVs open and RPV pressure at least (77 psig (Minimum RPV

Flooding Pressure)) above suppression chamber pressure by throttling injection.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Properly replaced the instruction to "throttle" injection with "control"
inject:on. This is the intent of the step.

Deleted the instruction to maintain a minimum number of SRVs open by controlling
injection. This guidance was included in the EPG for plants that utilize SRVs
which require RPV pressure to open. This is not the case at SSES.

dded the instruction to maintain RPV pressure "as low as practical" above the
inimum RPV Flooding pressure to minimize hydraulic and thermal loads on the

containment.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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Fill all RPV water level instrumentation reference columns.

EPG:C6-5

If RPV water level cannot be determined:

C6-5.1

Fill all RPV water level instrumentation reference columns.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Deleted the phrase "If RPV water level cannot be determined". It is
unneccessary due to Contingency ¹6 reorganization.

CE DOCUMENTS
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Continue injecting water into the RPV unti 1 all of the following conditions are
met:

1. RPV water level instrumentation is available.

2. Average drywell temperature (as determined by SO-100-007) is below 212'F.

3. The Minimum Core Flooding Interval has elapsed.

Number of open SRVs
Minimum Core
Flooding Interval (min)

6 or more
5
4
3

11.1
15.5
25.2
53.8

C6-3.5

Terminate all injection into the RPV and reduce water levels

EPG: C6-5.2

Continue injecting water into the RPV until (temperature near the cold reference
leg instrument vertical runs) is below 212'F and RPV water level instrumentation
is available.

If while executing the following steps, RPV water level can be determined,
continue in this procedure at (Step C6-6).

C6-5.3

If it can be determined that the RPV is filled or if RPV pressure is at least
(77 psig (Minimum RPV Flooding Pressure)) above suppression chamber pressure
terminate all injection into the RPV and reduce RPV water level.
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Refer to SSES-EPG Caution P6 for the rationale behind utilizing the average
drywell temperature for indication of temperature near the cold reference leg
instrument vertical runs.

Included the means to determine average drywell temperature. Th'is was necessary
due to the deletion of EPG: Caution 85.

The conditions of EPG: C6-5.3 were replaced by the Minimum Core Flooding
Interval. This limit ensures that RPV water level is above the TAF. Therefore,
the mode of core cooling is submergence and the initial conditions of the
Maximum Core Uncovery Time Limit (SSES-EPG: C6-3.6) are met. This modification
represents an improvement over the current guidance in the EPG.

Deleted the boxed instruction concerning the regaining of level indication.
This is covered in SSES-EPG: C6-3.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

+one
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If RPV wate~ level indication is not restored within the Maximum Core Uncovery
Time Limit after commencing termination of injection into the RPV, return to
Step C6-3. 1.

EPG:C6"5.4

If RPV water level indication is not restored within the Maximum Core Uncovery
Time Limit after commencing termination of injection into the RPV, return to
(Step C6-3).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The number of the step returned to has been altered due to Contingency 06
reorganization.

OURCE DOCUMENTS

None
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SSES-EPG:C6-4

If RPV water level can be determined, flood the RPV as follows:

If while executing the following steps RPV water level cannot be determined,
continue in this procedure at Step C6-3.

C6-4.1

Commence and increase injection into the RPV with the following systems until
RPV water level is increasing:

1. Core Spray
2. LPCI
3. Condensate pumps
4. CRD

5. RHR-RHRSW crosstie
6. Fire System
7. Interconnections with Unit 2
8. ECCS keep-full systems
9. SLC (test tank)
10. SLC (boron tank)

C6-4.2

Control injection to maintain RPV water level increasing.

EPG:C6-4

If RPV water level can be determined, commence and increase injection into the
RPV with the following systems until RPV water level is increasing:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(7.
(8.
(9.

'(10.
(11.
(12.

HPCS
Motor driven feedwater pumps
LPCS
LPCI
Condensate pumps
CRD

RHR service water crosstie)
Fire System)
Interconnections with other units)
ECCS keep-full systems)
SLC (test tank))
SLC (boron tank))
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Added instruction in the case RPV water level becomes indeterminable.'his
eliminates a deficiency in the EPG.

Deleted references to HPCS and motor-driven feedwater pumps as this equipment is
not included in the SSES design.

Bracketed olant data was determined Per source document 3.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 54
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When drywell pressure can be maintained below 53 psig and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Primary Containment Design Pressure, enter
the RPV Control Guideline at Steps RC/L and RC/P-4 and execute these steps
concurrently.

EPG:C6-6

When suppression chamber pressure can be maintained below the Primary
Containment Design Pressure, enter (procedure developed from the RPV Control
Guideline) at (Steps RC/L and RC/P-4) and execute these steps concurrently.

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTiFICATION

Added the drywell pressure condition that must be cleared for RPV flooding to
not, be required.

SOURCE DOCUMENTSE

None
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SSES-EPG

CONTINGENCY ¹7

LEVEL/POWER CONTROL

If while executing the following steps:

1. RPV water level cannot be determined, RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED; enter
CONTINGENCY ¹6.

2. RPV Flooding is required, enter CONTINGENCY ¹6.

EPG

CONTINGENCY ¹7

LEVEL/POWER CONTROL

while executing the following steps RPV Flooding is required or RPV water
l cannot be de'termined, control injection into the RPV to maintain reactor

er above (8% (Reactor Flow Stagnation Power)) but as low as practicable.
However, if reactor power cannot be determined or maintained above (8'Reactor
Flow Stagnation Power)), RPV FLOODING IS REQUIRED; enter (procedure developed
from CONTINGENCY ¹6).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The use of reactor flow stagnation power has been eliminated from the SSES-EPG.

The purpose of this parameter was to provide an alternate means to ensure
adequate core cooling in the event that RPV water level indication (the primary
means) was lost. However, determining the value of this parameter is highly
dependent upon the nature of the emergency. Because these guidelines are to !be
appropriate for the entire spectrum of emergencies, the BWR industry has elected
to remove this event-based guidance from the symptomatic guidelines. This is
documented in source document l.
Thus, if RPV water level cannot be determined or RPV flooding is otherwise
required, the operator is directed to Contingency ¹6, where other means to ensure
adequate core cooling are located.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

R. A. Stratman letter to W. H. Layman, dated 7/13/84
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SSES-EPG:C7-1

Control RPV water level subject to the following constraints:

If a conflict exists between the following level and flow steps, the level
step will take precedence. In all cases, continue injection from boron
injection systems and CRD.

1. Maintain RPV water level between -38 in. and -129 in., and

2. Maintain total RPV makeup flow rate less than 3 x 10'bm/hr.

¹26

EPG: C7-1

1. Reactor power is above (35 (APRM downscale trip)) or cannot be determined,
and

Suppression pool temperature is above (110'F (Boron Injection Initiation
Temperature)), and

3. Either an SRV is open or opens or drywell pressure is above (2.0
psig (high drywell pressure scram setpoint)),

lower RPV water level by terminating and preventing all injection into ¹26
the RPV except from boron injection systems and CRD until either:

1. Reactor power drops below (3% (APRM downscale trip)), or

2. RPV water level reaches (-164 in. (top of active fuel)), or

3. All SRVs remain closed and drywell pressure remains below (2.0 psig (high
drywell pressure scram setpoint)).
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The intent of Contingency ¹7 is to give vessel injection guidance during the
Anticipated Transient without Scram (ATWS) scepario that will minimize boron
dilution, prevent cold water injection into the core and promote boron mixing.
The intent is also to control vessel injection to minimize thermal loading of
the containment if the main condenser cannot be utilized as the sole heat sink
for reactor power. This is accomplished by reducing RPV water level, thereby
redu'cing the driving head for natural circulation core flow. Reduced core flow
will result in increased voiding in the core region,. thereby reducing reactor
power.

The dual intent of the EPG guidance is maintained by the performance of SSES:
C7-1 and C7-2. The difference between the two guidelines is the SSES-specific
priority attached to the individual elements of the EPG intent and the extent to
which these elements are exercised in the SSES-EPG.

The lower limit for level reduction is raised by 32 inches to -129 in. (Level 1)
instead of Top of Active Fuel (TAF). This still allows a level reduction of 164
inches from normal water level. This level reduction is 84% of the EPG level
reduction and will result in a substantial portion of the proposed reduction of

~

n

eactor power. Several reasons contributed to limiting level reduction to Level
First, further level reduction to TAF will result in an additional power

eduction of only a few percent. Second, maintain~in a higher level will
promote increased boron mixing (further diminishing the importance of the "lost"
few percent of reactor power decrease). Finally, maintaining the higher level
precludes containment isolations and ECCS initiations which would occur at -129
in., including MSIV closure and loss of drywell cooling. Both of these events
would seriously impair efforts o prevent containment heatup.

The guidance to lower level in a controlled manner to between -38 in. and "129
in. is conservative in the event that predicted core instabilities and level and
pressure oscillations do occur. It is anticipated that as level is lowered
below -90 in., these instabilities will increase, making it difficult for the
operator to control RPV water level and pressure. These instabilities are
expected to be well dampened, but uncertainties exist. Therefore, by giving a

band in which to control level, containment heatup can be reduced as much as
prudent while still maintaining adequate control of the plant.

The second of the three EPG prerequisites to perform the level reduction was
deleted. Guidance to lower level (and thus reduce containment heatup) is
appropriate even before suppression pool temperature reaches 110'F. This is
permissible as the SSES level reduction step is a more controlled evolution than
the EPG guidance (terminating all injection) and the operator will not be
challenged to maintain MSIVs open. The intent of the other two prerequisites is
contained in the instructions which direct the operator to this contingency
(SSES-EPG: RC/L-1 Box, Contingency ¹1 Box, and Contingency ¹4 Box).
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Direction is given to lower RPV water level below -38 in. in all cases where
Contingency 07 is entered. This level reduction of 73 inches does allow a

substantial reduction of reactor power and suppression pool heatup rate. This
level reduction still provides good margin to adequate core cooling and the
level at which RPV water level and pressure instabilites are expected to occur.

Guidance to terminate and prevent injecton was replaced with specific flow
guidance. The full power, MSIV closure ATWS case was analyzed in source
document 1. Flow from HPCI, RCIC, CRD and SLC (approximately 5800 GPM or 3 x
10'b/hr-see source document 3) resulted in an initially stable reactor power
of 28io and a RPV water level of approximately -60 in. Thi s analysi s showed that
the reactor was shutdown on boron before any primary con'tainment design
parameters were exceeded. Thus if vessel makeup flow was reduced to this value
for all ATWS scenarios, the end result would be successful. A note was added to
ensure that the level guidance takes precedence over the flow guidance.

All aspects of these deviations from the EPG have been analyzed as part of the
Safety Evaluation Report given in source document 1.

SOURCE DOCUMENT

Evaluation of Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Emergency Procedures Relating to ATWS
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If while executing the following steps Emergency RPV Depressurization is
required, continue in this procedure at step C7-2. 1.

C7-2

Maintain RPV water level/makeup flow rate as given in Step C7-1
with the following systems:
1. Feedwater system (289-1110 psig)

2. Condensate system (0-600 psig)

3. CRD system (0-1510 psig)

4. RCIC system (50-1157 psig)

5. HPCI system (150-1157 psig)

¹ 9, ¹10,¹ll, ¹25

¹12

6. LPCI system (0-280 psig)

PV water level cannot be so maintained, maintain RPV water level above -161

EPG

If while executing the following steps Emergency RPV Oepressurization is
required, continue in this procedure at (Step C7-2. 1).

If while executing the following step:

1. Reactor power is above (3% (APRM downscale trip)) or cannot be determined,
and

RPV water level is above (-164 in. (top of active fuel)), and

Suppression pool temperature is above (110~F (Boron Injection Initiation
Temperature)), and

Either an SRV is open or opens or drywell pressure is above (2.0 psig (high
drywell pressure scram setpoint)),

return to (Step C7-1).
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C7"2

Maintain RPV water level either: ¹9, ¹10,
¹11, ¹25

1. If RPV water level was deliberately lowered in (Step C7-1), at the level to
which it was lowered, or

2. If RPV water level was not deliberately lowered in (Step C7-1), between (+12
in. (low level scram setpoint)) and (+58 in. (high level trip setpoint)),

with the following systems:

3. Condensate/feedwater system (1110 — 0 psig (RPV pressure range for system
operation))

4. CRD system (1110 - 0 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation))

5. RCIC system (1110 - 50 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation)) ¹12

6. HPCI system ( 1110 - 100 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation))

7. LPCI system (250 — 0 psig (RPV pressure range for system operation))

PV water level cannot be so maintained, maintain RPV water level above (-164
(top of active fuel)).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The second EPG boxed instruction was deleted for the same reasons as in SSES-
EPG: C7-1. Refer to that step for the explanation.

This section was reworded for enhanced clarity and to amplify that this
procedure now gives guidance in both makeup flow rate and level control.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1..

SOURCE DOCUMENT

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 18 5 19
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SSES-EPG
If RPV water level cannot be maintained above -161 in., EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED:

C7-2.1

Take manual control of already established injections and prevent any new
injections into the RPV except from boron injection systems and CRD.

Enter CONTINGENCY ¹2 and execute it concurrently with this procedure.

Reduce injection and monitor RPV depressurization until RPV pressure is at or
stabilizes above the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure.

Number of
Open SRVs

Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure (psig)

6 or More 135.7

163.4

204.2

272.3

408.0

817.0

If no SRV can be opened, continue in this procedure.
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EPG

If RPV water level cannot be maintained above (-164 in. (top of active fuel)),
EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED:

C7-2.1

Terminate and prevent all injection into the RPV except from boron injection
systems and CRD until RPV pressure is below the Minumum Alternate RPV Flooding
Pressure.

Number of open'RVs
Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure (psig)

(7 or more

(6

(5

(3

(2

155)

185)

225)

285)

385)

585)

If less than (2 (minimum number of SRVs for which the Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure is below the lowest SRV lifting pressure)) SRVs can be opened,
continue in this procedure.
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Clarified the phrase "terminate ... all injection". This action must occur in a
controlled fashion to preclude potential reactor instabilities. Before SRVs are
opened in Contingency P2, all existing injection is placed in manual control to
prevent a rapid increase in injection due to RPV depressurization. Thereafter,
this injection is reduced as required to allow for a rapid pressure decrease.
This instruction meets the intent of the EPG step.

Made the instruction to depressurize the RPV (inherent in the EPG) more
explicit.

If RPV pressure is reduced below the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure
adequate core cooling is not assured. Thus, the EPG step was revised to allow
RPV pressure to decrease until it reaches or stabilizes above the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure.

OURCE DOCUMENTSE E

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 19 8 59
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SSES"EPG:C7-2.2

Slowly increase injection into the RPV with the following systems to
restore and maintain RPV water level above -161 in.:

¹25

1. Feedwater system

2.. Condensate system

3. CRD system

4. RCIC system

5. HPCI system

6. LPCI system

If RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above -161 in., commence
and slowly increase injection into the RPV with the following systems to restore
and maintain water level above -161 in.:

1. Core Spray

3HR-RHRSW crosstie

3. Fire System

4. Interconnections with Unit 2

5. ECCS keep-fill systems

EPG:C7-2.2

Commence and slowly increase injection into the RPV with the following
systems to restore and maintain RPV water level above (-164 in. (top of
active fuel)):

¹25

1. Condensate/feedwater system

2. CRD

3. RCIC

4. HPCI

5. LPCI
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If RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above (-164 in. (top of
active fuel)), commence and slowly increase injection into the RPV with the
following systems to restore and maintain RPV water level above (-164 in. (top
of active fuel)):

1. HPCS

2. LPCS

3. RHR service water crosstie

4. Fire System

5. Interconnections with other units

6. ECCS keep-full systems

.DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

"Commence and" was deleted because SSES-EPG: C7-2. 1 injections were never
inated. Refer to SSES-EPG: C7-2. 1 for reasons.

keted plant data was determined per source document l.
The instruction concerning the use of HPCS and LPCS were deleted as the systems
are not incorporated into the SSES design. Core Spray is a similar system and
was substituted in the SSES-EPG.

SOURCE DOCUMENT

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 19 8 54
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SSES-EPG

If while executing the following step reactor power commences and continues to
increase, return to step C7-1.

C7-3

When 463 pounds of boron have been injected or all control rods but one are
inserted to or beyond position 02, restore and maintain RPV water level between
+13 in. and +54 in.

If RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above +13 in., maintain RPV

water level above -161 in.

If RPV water level cannot be maintained above -161 in., EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; return to step C7-2.1.

EPG

If while executing the following step reactor power commences and continues to
increase, return to (Step C7-1).

C7-3

When (204 pounds (Hot Shutdown Boron Weight)) of boron have been injected or all
control rods are inserted beyond position (06 (maximum subcritical banked
withdrawal position)), restore and maintain RPV water level between (+12 in.
(low level scram setpoint))and +58 in. (high level trip setpoint)).

If RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above (+12 in. ( low level
scram setpoint)), maintain RPV Water Level above (-164 in. (top of active
fuel)).

If RPV water level cannot be maintained above (-164 in. (top of active fuel)),
EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; return to (Step C7-2.1).

If Alternate Shutdown Cooling is required, enter (procedure developed from
ONTINGENCY ¹5).
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

The Hot Shutdown Boron Weight was determined by an Appendix C calculation
(24.0), given in source document 2.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Removed the instruction to enter Contingency ¹5 as that procedure has been
deleted from the SSES-EPG. Refer to EPG: Contingency ¹5 for the basis behind
this deviation.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 13, 17, 19 5 25

2. SRMS File No. 835-02
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DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATION

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

Removed the instruction to enter Contingency 85 as that procedure has been
deleted from the SSES-EPG. Refer to EPG: Contingency P5 for the basis behind
this deviation.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, items 13, 17, 19 & 25
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When directed by step RC/P-5 to exit the RPV Control Guideline, proceed to cold
shutdown in accordance with G0-100-005.

EPG:C7-4

Proceed to cold shutdown in accordance with (procedure for cooldown to cold
shutdown conditions).

DIFFERENCES AND JUSTIFICATIONS
I

Exit from Contingency ¹7 is tied to completion of section RC/P to ensure that
the plant is in a stable condition prior to entering a normal operating
procedure.

Bracketed plant data was determined per source document 1.

RCE DOCUMENTS

1. Plant-specific EPG Data Table, item 20
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Attachment 1

SSES-EPG CURVES

(listed in order of appearance in the SSES-EPG)

Figure 1 - Heat Capacity Temperature Limit

Figure 2 - Suppression Pool Load Limit

Figure 3 — RPV Saturation Temperature

Figure 4 - Drywell Spray Initiation Pressure Limit

Figure 5 — Pressure Suppression Pressure

Figure 6 — Primary Containment Design Pressure

Figure 7 — Heat Capacity Level Limit

Figure 8 - Maximum Core Uncovery Time Limit
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PLANT-SPECIFIC TA TABLE B2.1

PLAtIT: Siis uohanna Steam Elec i ic S a ion Unl I REV ~ 0
BWROG EPG REV.

I em Descri ion

BWROG
EPG
Se No aluo Source

Pa rame teroiifiod

Procedure for Determining C//5
Bulk Suppression Pool
Water Temperature

Procedure for Determining Ct/5
Orywell Atmosphere
Average Temperature

OPERATOR PRECAUTIONS

SPOTIIOS Average
Temperature

S0-100-007 Tech Specs, 4.6.1.7

Range of the Following:
Instruments ( Level):
a. Shutdown Range
b. Wide Range
c. Ilarrow Range
d. Fuel Zone
e. Upset Rang'e
f. Extended Upset Range

Cg6

0-
-150-0-
-3100-
-150-

+IIOO in.
+ 60 in.
+ 60 In.
-110 in.
+180 in.
+180 in.

5.

6.

9-

Suppression Pool High
Water Level Suction
In te r I ock

Condensate Storage Tank
low level suction
interlock
Drywol I Pressure
which initiates ECCS

HPCI tlinimum Turbine
Speed Limit
RCIC Hinimum Turbine
Speod Limit
RPV Cooldown Rate LCO

C//9

C$9

Cg1 1

Cj/12

Cg1 2

C//13
Cg17
RC/P-3
C5-6.3
(2pl )

23 ft. 9 In.

3 ft.

1.72 psig

2150 rpm

2200 rpm

100o F/hr

Tech Specs,
Table 3.3.3-2.3.o

Tech Specs,
Table 3.3.5-2.c

Tech Specs,
Table 3.3.3-2. l.b

Tech Specs,
3.II.6.1.b

Page 1



PLANT-SPECIFIC ATA TABLE 82. 1

PLANT: Sus uehanna S earn Electric Station Uni I REV. 0
BWROG EPG REV.

Item Oescri ion

BWROG
EPG
Se No a lue Source

Pa rame ter
eri f ied

10. HPCI or RCIC low pressure
isolation setpolnt
(higher of)
Setpoint for HPCI

Setpoint I'r RCIC

SRV Opening Sequence

C//14
C1-3
C1 "7

C//15

104 psig

60 psig

Alphabetics I

Tech Specs,
Table 3.3.2-2.6.b
Tech Specs,
Table 3.3.2-2.5.b

RPV CONTROL GUIDELINE

15.

High RPV Pressure Scram
Setpoint

High Orywol I Pressure
Scram Setpoint

16. APRN Oownsca le Trip

17. RPV Water Level High
Level Trip Setpoint

12. Cold Shutdown
Conditions

13. RPV Water Level - Low
level scram setpoint

RPV Control
Purpose

RPV Ent Cond.
RC/L-2
RC/L-2
C1-5
C7-2
C7-3
(2 pi )

RPV Ent Cond

RPV Ent Cond.
PC Ent Cond.
C7"1
(2 pl)
C7-1 Box

RPV Ent Cond.
RC/0-3
C7-1
(2 I I.)
C7-1 Box

RC/L-1
C7-2
C7-3

200oF

+13 in.

1037 pslg

1.72 psig

+54 in.

Tech Specs,
Table 1.2.ll
Tech Specs,
Table 2.2.1-1.4

Tech Specs,
Table 2.2.1-1.3
Tech Specs,
Table 2.2.1-1.7

Tech Specs,
Table 3.3.6-2.2.c

Tech Specs,
Table 3.3.3-2.3.d

Page 2





REV. 0

PLANT-SPEC I F I C TA TABLE 82. 1

PLANT: Sus uehanna S earn Electr ic Sta ion Uni I
BWROG EPG REV. 3

Item Descri ion

BWROG
EPG
Ste~io a lue Sourre

Pa rametor
erl f i ed

18.

19.

20.

RPY Prossure range for
system operation for:
a. Feedwa ter
b. Condensate

c. CRD

d. RCIC

e. IIPCI

f. Coro Spray

9. LPCI

Top of Active fuel

Procedure for cooldown
to Cold Shutdown
Conditions

RC/L-2
C7-2

RC/L-2
(3 pl)
C1-7
C1-3
C1-8 Box
Ch-3
C7-1
C7-1 Box
C7-2
(2 pl)
C7-2.2
(3 pl)
C7-3
(2 pl)
RC/L-3
RC/P-5
C5-8
C7-II

289-1110 psig

0-600 psig
0-1510 psig

50-1157 psig

150-1157 psig

0-289 psig

0-280 psig
-161 in.

GO"100-005

21. Number of SRV's
dedicated to AOS

RC/P Box
(2 pl)
C2-1.2
CII-1

Tech Specs, 3.F 1:d

Pago 3



PLANT-SPECIFIC A TABLE 82. 1

PLANT: ~S«s uehanna Steam Elec ric Sta ion Uni .
I REV. 0

BWROG EPG REV. 3

item Descri ion

22.

23.

Elevation of top of
SRV discharge device

Lowest SRV Lifting
Pressure

BWROG
EPG
Ste No

RC/P-2
C2-1.2

RC/P-2

a I ue

4.5 ft.

1076 psig

Source

DAR, Rov. 2
Figure 4.1

Pa rame ter
Veri I'led

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

Determine appl icable
(Other steam driven
equipment) for use in
controlling RPV pressure
below SRV setpoint
llaximum subcri tica I
banked withdrawal position

Scram Procodure

Fuses which de-energize
RPS scram solenoids

Scram Air Header Supply
Va Ive

Scram Air Header Vent
Va I ve

HCU Accumulator Charging
Water Header Valve

CRD Withdraw Line Vent
Va Ive

RC/P-2
C2-1. 3

RC/P-3
RC/P-4 Box
RC/Q Box
RC/Q-5.4
RC/Q-5.6
(3 I I)
C6-2
C6-2.4
C7-3

RC/Q Box
(2 pl.)
RC/Q-4.3

RC/Q-5. 1

(2 pl)

RC/Q-5. 1

(2 pl)
RC/Q-5.1
(2 pl)
RC/Q-5.2(2II )
RC/Q-5.5

RC/Q"5.6
(3 pl)

SJAEs
RFPTs
Stm Sca I Evap.
IIC De-aeratin9
Steam

02 w/strongest
rod withdrawn

EO-100-101

Pane I 1C609,
C72-FIBA, E, C, G
Panel 1C611,
C72- F188, F, D, H

147002 ASB

147007

146F034

147 F102

Pa9e 4



PLANT-SPECIFIC A TABLE B2. 1

PLANT: ~Sus uehanna S earn lec ric S ation Uni I REV. 0
-BWROG EPG REV.

I tern Descri tion
BWROG
EPG
Ste Ho Va luo Source

Pa ra mete rerif led

32. Most limiting suppression
pool temperature LCO

PR I MARY CONTA I NMENT CONTROL GU I DEL I NE

PC Entry 904F Tech Specs, 3.6.2. 1.a.2
Cond.
SP/T-2

33.

34.

Higher of
a. Drywell temperature

LCO

b. Maximum normal drywel I

operating temperature

Conta inment temperature
LCO

PC Entry
Cond.
DW/T"1

PC Entry
Cond.
CH/T-1

135oF

150oF

HA

Tech Specs, 3.6. 1.7

FSAR, Table 3.11-1. I

Applicable to Mark III
conta lnments only

35. Maximum Suppression
Pool Water Level LCO

PC Entry
Cond.
SP/L-1
(2 pl)
SP/L-3

2ll ft. Tech Specs, 3.6.2.1.a.l

36.

37.

38.

Minimum Suppression Pool
Water Level 'LCQ

Optional plant specific
time interval to scram
reactor with SORY

Lower of:
a. Maximum temperature

at which ADS qualified
b. Drywell design

tempera ture

PC Entry
Cond.
SP/L-1
(2 pl)
SP/L-2

SP/T-1

OW/T-3
(2 pl)

22 ft.

2 min.

5754 F

3rIO F

Tech Specs, 3.6.2. l.a. 1

FSAR, Table 5.2-3

FSAR, 6.2. 1. 1.3. 1. b

39. Determine if phrase
appl ies: (suppression
clramber temperature and
drywe I I pressure are
below the Orywel I Spray
Initiation Pressure
Limit)

OW/T-3
PC/P-3
PC/P-6
SP/L-3. 2. 1

Applies.
Appropriate
wording for SSES:
"suppression chamber
temperature and pressure
are below the Orywel I Spray
Initiation Pressure Limit.

'ago

5





PLANT-SPECIFIC E A TABLE B2. 1

PLAIIT: Sus uehanna S earn Elec ric S ation Unit I REV. 0
BWROG EPG REV.

I tern

40.

Oescrl ion

Determine if phrase
applies: (shut down
rec I rcul a t I on pumps
and drywel I cooling
fans)

BWROG
EPG
Sto o

OW/T"3
PC/P"3
PC/P-6
SP/L-3. 2. 1

Va lue

Applies

Source

Very desirable to
protect this equipment
located in the drywel I

Pa ramotorerif led

41. Determine If phraso
applies: ( restricting
flow rate to less than
720 gpm (Maximum Drywall
Spray Flow Rate Limit))

DW/T-3
PC/P"3
PC/P-6
SP/L-3.2. 1

SP/L-3.2.2

Not applicablo It is pormissiblo
to spray tho drywell
with rated flow.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

Determine if phrase
applios: (suppression
chamber pressure Is
abovo 1.7 psig (HarkIII Containment Spray
Initiation Prossuro
Limit))
Dotermino i f phrase
applies: (and drywell
purgo)
Procedures for operating:
a. SBGT
b. Orywo I I purge

Determine if phraso
applies: (suppression
pool wator lovel is
below 2~> ft. 6 in.
(elevation of suppression
pool spray nozzlos))

Elevation of suppression
pool spray nozzles

Sampling procedure for
discharge suppression
pool water

Determine if'hrase
applies: (Suppresslorl
pool makeup may be
augmented by SPMS)

CN/T-2
PC/ P-2

PC/P-1

PC/P-1
PC/P-7

PC/P-2
PC/P-6

PC/P"2
PC/P-6

SP/L-1

SP/L-1

NA

NA

ON-134"001
IIA

Appl les

49 ft.

OP-159-001

NA

Applicable to Mark I I I
conta inments only

Applicablo to Hark III
containments only

Applicable to Mark III
containments only
Phrase appl icable
for Hark I It I I
containments.

No SPMS System
incorporated into

=SSES design

Pago 6





PLANT-SPECIFIC E DATA TABLE B2. 1

PLANT: Susquehanna Steam Electric
BWROG EPG REV. 3

Uni I REV. 0

I tern Descri t ion

Determine if phrase
applies: (23 ft. 9 in.
(SPMS initiation
setpoint plus suppression
pool water level increase
which results from
SPHS Operation) if'PHS
has been initiated)

BWROG
EPG
Ste No.

SP/L-1
(2 pl)
SP/L-3

Va I ue

NA

Source

No SPMS System
incorporated into
SSES design

pa ra mete r
eri fied

50.

51.

SPHS initiation
setpoint plus suppression
pool water level increase
which results from
SPHS operation

Determine i f phrase
applies: (19 ft. 11 in.
(minimum suppression
pool water level LCO))

SP/L-1
(2 pl)
SP/L-3

SP/L-1 NA

No SPHS System
incorporated into
SSES design

~ No SPHS System
incorporated Into
SSES design

SECONDARY CONTAINHENT CONTROL GUIDELINE

52.

53

'econda ry conta inment
IIVAC isolation setpoint

Operating Values
of Secondary
Containment Parameters

SC. Oper.
Actions Box
(2 pi)
SC/T-2

Table 1

2.5 mr/hr

See following
table

Tech Specs,
Table 3.3.2-2.2.c

Page 7





OPERATING VALUES OF SECOND CONTAINMENT PARAMETERS

Seco Containment
Paramet r Location Alarm Source

Max. Norma
0 er Va lue Source

Max. Sa I'e
0 er. glue

Area Temperature

RWCU Pump Room

- RWCU Hx Room- RWCU F/0 Room

- RHR Pump Room

- RHR Pipe Routing
& Penetration Area

~oF

120

120
120

140

140

- HPCI Equipment Area 120

- HPCI Pipe Routing
Area- HPCI Emergency Area
Cooler

120

120

- RCIC Equipment Area 120

- RCIC Pipe Routing
Area- RCIC Emergency Area
Cooler

120

120

- Main Steam Tunnel 157

AR-101-001(A04) 147

147
118. 3

AR-109-001( E06) 167

II 167

AR-114-001( E05) 167

II 167

147

AR-108-001( E05) 167

II 167

147

AR-112-001(C03 ) 177

Tech Spec Table
3.3.2-2.4.b

Tech Spec Table
3.3.2-2.7.d

Tech Spec Table
3.3.2-2.6.d
3.3.2-2.6.g
3.3.2-2.6.f
Tech Spec Table
3.3.2"2.5.d

3.3.2-2.5.f
3.3.2-2.5.h
Tech Spec Table

3.3.2-2.3.f'12

for 40 sec

135 for 40 sec
104

296 for 60 sec

300 for 60 sec

300 for 60 sec

300 for 60 sec

300 for 60 sec

240 for 25 sec

240 for 25 sec

240 for 25 sec

300 For 15 sec

FSAR Table 3.11-6

FSAR Table 3. 11-6

FSAR Table 3.11-6

FSAR Table 3.11-6

FSAR Table 3.11-6

Page 8



OPERATING VALUES OF SECONDAB TAIIIHENT PARAHETERS

Seconda ry ta inment
Parameter Location Alarm Source

Hax. No rma I

0 er. Value Source
Hax. Safe
0 er Va lue Source

IIVAC coo I er
differentia I

tempe ra ture ~oF ~oF ~oF

RWCU Pump Room ll5 AR-101-001 ( A04 ) 69 Tech Specs Table
3.3.2-2.4.c

RWCU Ilx Boom
RWCU F/0 Room

ll5
45

69
35.3

- RIIR, Equipment Area 45

- IIPCI Equipment Aroa 45- NPCI Pipe Ro6tlng
Area 45

- RCIC Equipment Area 45- RCIC Pipe Routing
Area 45

- Hain Steam Tunnel 60

AR"109.-001( E06) 89

AR-114-001( E05) 89

AR-112-001 ( C03 )

89

99

89

AR-108-001( E05) 89

3.3.2-2.7.c
3.3.2-2.6.e
3.3.2-2.6.h
3.3.2-2.5.e
3.3.2-2.5.g
3.3;2-2.3.g

N/A (Not Required for the
purpose of the EPG)

Area radiation level

1. RNR Area

2. RCIC Pump 8c Turbine
Room

3. IIPCI Pump k Turbine
Room

4. CRD IICU - North
5. CRD IICU - South
6. RWCU Recirc Pump

Access
7. Recirc Fan Room
8. Refuel Floor
9. Access to Remote

S/0 Panel
10. RIIR Room

mr hr

200

30

30
100
100

5
200

Plant Setpoint
Documont

mr hr

2000

300

300
1000
1000

50
50
50

50
2000

R hr

G.L. Herri I I letter 8.6E4
PL1S-19009

6. 9E3

4.4E3
1. 4E2
1.4E2

3.6E2
l.liE2
1. 4E2

2.7El
8. 6EII

FSAR Table 3.11-6

Hain Steam Line
Radiation

2. 5E3 AR-111-001 ( C03 ) 5E3 FSAR Table 3.11-6 1.1E5 FSAR Table 3. 11-6

Note: Secondary containment differential pressure values are not included
in this tablo as they are not required for the purpose of the EPG.
Secondary containment IIVAC exhaust radiation values are referenced
directly in the body of the SSES-EPG.
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PLANT-SPECIFIC DATA T 2.1

PLANT: Sus uehanna S earn Flectrlc Sta ton Uni I REV.O
BWROG EPG REV.

I em Descri tion
BWROG
EPG
Se No

CONTINGENCIES

a Iue Source
Pa rame tererff ied

54. Alternate injection
subsystems

55. RPV pressure at.which
CS shutoff head fs
reached

C1-2
C6-2.2
C6-3. 1

C6-4

C7-2.2

C1-3

RHR-RIIRSW
crosst le
Fire System
FCCS Keep-full
systems
SLC ( tost tank
SLC (boron tank)
Interconnections
with Unit 2

314.3 psig

56.

57.

58.

59.

ADS initiation setpoint

Determine if phase
applies: (Bnd RPV
pressure is at least
50 psig (Ilinimum SRV
Re-opening Pressure)
above suppression
chamber pressure)

COI 7 I NGEI CY

Lower of:
a. RPV pressure for

rated CS flow
b. RPV pressure for

rated IIPCS flow

~COl Tl GEt O~Y6

llinimum Number of SRVs
for which the llinimum
Alternate RPV Flooding
Pressure is below the
lowest SRV lifting
pressure

C1-3 Box

C2-1. 3
C5-6.3

C»-2

C6-2. 1

C6-2.2
(3 pl)
C6-2.3
C7-2.1

-129 in.

105 psid

NA

Tech Specs,
Table 3.3.3-2.4.a
SRVs do not
require reactor pressure'o open

FSAR, Table 6.3-2

No IIPCS System
incorporated into
SSES design

Page 10



TABLE B2 ~ 2
SUMMARY OF DEVIATIONS FROM BWROG EPG

SSES-EPG Ste

1. None

2. None

3. Caution ¹6

4. RC/P-1 Box 1,
SP/T-4, PC/P-2,
SP/L" 1, SP/L-2

5. Caution ¹9

6. Caution ¹11

7. Caution ¹14

8. RPV Control
Entry Conditions

9. RC/L-1 Box 1

RC/L-3

11. RC/P Box 1

12. RC/P-1 Box 2

13. RC/P-2

14. RC/P-3

15. RC/Q-2

16. RC/Q-5.2. through
5.5

17. SP/T-2

18. SP/T-1

"P/T-3

~EPG Ste

Caution ¹2

Caution ¹3

Caution ¹6

Caution ¹8

Caution ¹9

Caution ¹11

Caution ¹14

RPG Control
Entry Conditions

RC/L-1 Box 1

RC/L-3

RC/P Box 1

RC/P-1 Box 2

RC/P-2

RC/P-3

RC/Q-2

RC/Q-5.2 through
5.5

SP/T-1

SP/T-2

SP/T-3

Deviation

Caution deleted

Caution deleted

General precaution made step-specific

Location of NPSH information
altered

General precaution made step-specific

Instruction deleted

Altered conditional statement

RPV water level entry condition
changed

Altered condition to enter
Contingency ¹7

Added conditional statement

Altered'onditional statement
of first bullet, added Caution ¹14

Deleted first bullet of
conditional statement

Altered instruction if SRV
pneumatic supply lost

Added instruction if SRV
pneumatic supply lost

Deleted conditional statement

Reorganized and altered
some instructions

Altered sequencing, altered
instruction

Altered sequencing, altered
conditional statement

Altered instruction



SSES-EPG Ste

21. DW/T-3

22. PC/P"1

23.
PC/P-2'4.

PC/P-4

25. PC/P-5

26. Secondary
Containment (SC)
Control Guideli'ne

27. SC Control
Operator Actions
Box 2

C/T-2

Radioactive
Release Entry
Conditions

30. RR-2

31. Contingency ¹1
Box 1

32. Cl-1 Box 1,
Cl-2

33. Cl-7 Box 1

3~. Contingency ¹2
Box 1

~EPG See

SP/T-4

DW/T"3

PC/P-1

PC/P-3

PC/P-5 8(

PC/P-6

PC/P"7

Secondary
Containment (SC)
Control Guideline

SC Control
Operator Actions
Box 2

SC/T-2

Radioactive
Release Entry
Conditions

None

Contingency ¹1
Box 1

C1-2,
Cl"2 Box 1

Cl-8 Box 1

None

Deviation

Added new curve, added instruction

Altered conditional statement

Altered conditional statement
in 2nd bullet

Altered conditional .statement

Altered conditional statement to
perform step, altered sequencing,
altered, conditional statement
to spray drywell

Altered conditional statement

Deleted Secondary Containment level
entry conditions and all level
control guidance

Altered wording of instruction

Altered conditional statement

Changed entry condition from
specific number to general
condition

Added Step

Altered condition to enter
Contingency ¹7

Altered sequencing

Altered conditional statement

Added instruction

35. C2-1

36. C2-1.2

37. C2-2

38. Contingency ¹4
ox (

C2-1

C2-1.3

C2-2

None

Altered instruction

Deleted prioritizing guidance

Altered instruction

Added instruction



SSES-EPG Ste

C/L-2,
C/P-4,

C7"3

40. Contingency ¹6

41. C6-1 Box 1

42. C6-1.1

43. C6-1.2

44. C6-1.3

45. C6"1.4

46. C6"1 '

47. C6-3 Box 1

48. C6-3.2

49. C6-3.4,
C6-3.5

6"4 Box 1

51. C6-4.3

52. Contingency ¹7
Box 1

53. C7-1,
C7-2

54. None

55. C7-2.1

56. C7-2.2

57. Cj-4

~EPG Ste

Contingency ¹5

Contingency ¹6

C6-2. 1, Box 1

C6-2.1

C6-1

C6-2.2

C6"2.3

C6-2.4

C6-5.2 Box 1

C6-3.2

C6-5.2,
C6-5.3

None

C6-6

Contingency ¹7
Box 1

C7-1,
Cj-2

C7-1 Box 2

C7-2.1

C7-2.2

C7-4

Deviation

Contingency procedure deleted

Contingency procedure resequenced

Altered and resequenced instruction

Altered instruction

Altered instruction

Altered instruction

Altered instruction

Altered conditional statement.

Resequenced instruction

Altered instruction

Replaced the conditions of
C6-5.3 with a new table

Added instruction

Altered conditional statement

Altered instruction

Altered instruction

Deleted instruction

Altered instruction

Altered instruction

Added conditional statement



B2.3
UNIT 1/UNIT 2 DIFFERENCES

The Susquehanna Facility is a dual unit, BWR-4 with a Mark II containment.
Initially ordered by PP&L in 1970, the units are based upon a similar design and
share a common control room. On going revision/modification of the main control
rooms has been done in order to eliminate any inconsistencies inherent in phased
construction, and are illustrated in programs such as:

o Detailed Control Room Design Review

o Safety Parameter Display System

o Reg. Guide 1.97 Control Room Instrumentation Augmentation

o Control Room Instrumentation Labeling Consistency/Upgrade

Analysis was performed to determine major differences in the methods by which
the operators would perform the required steps of the given procedure in the
different control areas.

The analysis, performed by the Core Group, included comparison of unit
setpoints, EPG Appendix C calculations, inplant operating procedures, and
control. room instrumentation. The analysis revealed the following:

o All Reg. Guide 1.97 requirements will be fulfilled prior to EOP implementation
for both
units, therefore instrumentation in both control areas will be the same.

o Unit 1 MSIV Isolation on Reactor Low Level occurs at Level 1 (-. 129")
whereas Unit 2 MSIV Isolation on Reactor Low Level occurs at Level 2
(-38"). This difference. will be eliminated during the Unit 2 outage
scheduled for September 1986, when both logics will initiate MSIV
Isolation at Level 1.

o Unit 1 has refueled with Exxon Fuel, where Unit 2 currently uses
all GE Fuel. It has been determined that the following
Appendix C calculations were affected to some degree:

17.0 Minimum Number of SRV's required for Emergency Depressurization

19.0 Minimum Zero Injection RPV water level and Minimum Single SRV
Steam Cooling Pressure

20.0 Minimum Core Flooding Interval

21.0 Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure



23.0 Maximum Core Uncovery Time Limit

24.0 Hot Shutdown Boron Weight

26.0 Core Decay Heat Data (Verified acceptable for Exxon Fuel)

As a result, procedural steps, in content, may differ between the two units.
Most of the'changes are insignificant. Those that are not, will appear as
changes in tabular values or action levels at which specific operator actions
will need to be performed. The EOP training program, described in Section 6
illustrates the .prepared methodology which will be employed to train
Susquehanna's operators on those differences.
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0 PREPARATION AND CONTROL OF

SYMPTOM ORIENTED EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
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1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this procedure is to provide the administrative and technical
guidance for the preparation and revision of the symptom oriented Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOPs) and associated contingency procedures.

2.'0 SCOPE

The procedure is intended for use in the preparation, implementation, and
subsequent revision of the EOPs and contingency procedures. The EOPs are
based on the Susquehanna-SES Specific Emergency Procedure Guideline (SSES-
EPG) which was developed from the Boiling Water Reactor Owners'roup
Emergency Procedure Guideline (EPG).

3.0 RESPONSIBILITIES

3.1 The preparer of an EOP shall be responsible to:
E

3.1.1. Prepare th'e procedure in ~accordance with the format guidance
provided by this propedur'e,.

3.1.2 Ensure that abbreviations, equipment designations, locations,
etc., adhere to standard SSES abbreviations and instrument
panel labeling. Use "Acronyms and Abbreviations", included
in'Attachment A.

3. 1.3 Prepare or revise the bases of the procedure if required.

3. 1.4 Assure Validation and Verification Programs take place if
required.

3. 1.5 Assure comments are incorporated into the EOP from the
Validation and Verification Programs.

3. 1.6 Prepare and distribute the procedure for PORC review.

3. 1.7 'esolve comments resulting from the PORC review.

3.2 The Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC) shall be responsible for
the review and approval of all new and revised EOPs in accordance with
Technical Specifications 6.5. 1 and 6.8.

R.R PREREIT I ITE

The procedure writer shall:

4. 1 Obtain a copy of the current revision of the SSES-EPG.
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4.2 Be familiar with, and understand the contents and intent of the current
revision of the SSES-EPG from which the EOP is to be written.

4.3 Have sufficient knowledge of plant systems and operations to understand
and convey, in words and symbols, the intent of the SSES-EPG.

5.0 DEFINITION

5.1 A Verb List is provided in Attachment B to this procedure to provide
guidance in the use of action verbs applicable to this procedure
effort.

5.2 Many terms and phrases with their specific meanings are listed in the
definition Section (1.0) of the SSES Technical Specifications. Usage
of terms specifically defined in Tech Specs should be used consistently
in EOPs.

5.3 Use of words shall, should, may:

5.3.1

5.3.2

5.3.3

Shall-denotes a requirement

Should-implies a recommendation

~Ma -implies permission, but not a requirement or a
recommendation

6.0 PROCEDURE

6. 1 Technical Guideline

6.1.1 Use of the Boiling Water Reactor Owners'roup Emergency
Procedure Guideline (EPG).

The generic EPG is applicable to BWR1 through BWR6
configurations and as such contains references to systems
which may not be incorporated in the Susquehanna plant
design.

a. Deletion of those nonapplicable steps shall be
permissible, however justification shall be incorporated
into the SSES-EPG for those steps. The justification
may be as brief as a phrase such as "Instruction to
initiate IC was deleted as this system is not
incorporated in the SSES design."
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b. At times it may be necessary to add steps for clarity or
amplification of a particular evolution, or simply due
to the presence of Susquehanna specific systems for
which no reference is made within the EPG. These
additions are permissible and shall be justified within
the EOP Bases.

6. 1.2 Use of the SSES Emergency Procedure Guidelines.

The SSES-EPG is the technical basis for the preparation of
the EOP flowcharts and bases.

, a- Modifications to the SSES-EPG.

All,steps in the SSES-EPG which are modified after the
initial Verification/Validation programs are complete,
shall be analyzed for Verification/Validation impact by
the EOP project Supervisor. At that time, the
requirements for additional Verification/Validation
shall be determined.

It is expected that many steps will be added to the.
flowchart that are not in the SSES-EPG. These steps
should provide additional information, clarification and
reflect Susquehanna operating practices.

6.1.3 Bases

The Bases for the Emergency Operating Procedures shall
provide explanatory information. Each EOP step shall have an
accompanying written Bases. Specific guidance is provided in
Section 6.6 of this procedure.

6. 1. 4 Organization

The organization of the EOPs should closely parallel the
SSES-EPG. Deviations from the organization of the SSES-EPG
are allowable as long as clarity and intent do not suffer.
The flowcharts should be grouped into general topics such as
those that appear in the SSES-EPG.

6.2 General Organization of a Flowcharted Emergency Operating Procedure

6.2.1 Cover Page

Due to flowchart configuration, there is no need for a cover
page, table of contents, or scope statement. The Bases
document will have a cover page.
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6.2.2 Entry Conditions

Entry Conditions shall appear at the top of the flowchart and
shall include those parameters which are unique to the
procedure which must be executed, as identified in Attachment
C.

6.2.3 Automatic Actions

Automatic actions may be included in a command step with a
heading such as "CONFIRM THE FOLLOWING:"

6.2.4 -Step Organization

Organize steps in a logical and usable fashion that
facilitates performance of the specified action in the
designated sequence, and provides all a)ternate success
paths.

6.2.5 Attachments to the EOPs

Graphs and tables shall be drawn on the flowchart sheet and
not attached separately.

6.2.6 Flowcharts

The flowchart will be an attachment to the Bases documents A
copy of each flowchart will be detached and modified per
Section 9.0 for use in the control room.

6.3 Procedure Interrelationships

See Figure 6.3. 1 on next page.
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6.4 Flowchart Format

6.4. 1 Format

The Symptom Oriented Flowchart EOPs and contingencies will be
written in a functional flowchart format, as illustrated in
Attachment D.

6.4 ' . Identification

a. Use a title that is short and concise and completely
identifies the procedure and its purpose. Use
abbreviations only from the title letter code, Figure
6.4.2.

Figure 6.4.2

FIRST LETTER
(OR CROUP)

DW DRYWELL
L LEVEL
PC PRIMARY

CONTAIlPKhT
R RAP ID
RC REACTOR ~

CONTROL
RR RADIOACTIVITY

RELEASE
S SCRAM

SC SECOhDARY
CONTAINMENT

SP SUPPRESSION
POOL

SECOhD
LETTER

BLOWDOWN

CONTROL
DEPRESSUR-
IZATION
FLOODING
HYDROCEh
LEVEL
PRESSURE
POWER

RESTORATION
TE.'P NATURE

TITLE LETTER CODE

b. Unit identification shall be as follows:

Unit 1

Unit 2
EOPs
EOPs

EO-100-xxx
EO-200-xxx

c. Designation and numbering of the flowcharts shall be in
accordance with Figure 6 ~ 4.2a.
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Figure 6.4.2.a - Procedure Identification

EO-100(200) -101
EO"100(200)-102
EO-100(200) "103
EO-100(200) -104
EO-100(200) -105
EO-100(200)-111
EO-100(200) -112
EO-100( 200) -113
EO-100(200) "114

Scram
Reactor Pressure Vessel Control
Primary Containment Control
Secondary Containment Control
Radioact'ivity Release Control
Level Restoration
Rapid Depressurization
Level/Power Control
RPV Flooding

d. Procedure flowcharts shall be identified in the title
block. The title block is illustrated in Figure
6.4.2.b, and shall contain:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Procedure Title
Procedure Number
Sheet Number
Number of sheets of the flowchart that comprise the
procedure
Station Name
Revision Number
Title letter code from Figure 6.4.2

FIGURE 6.4.2.b

PROCHXNE

TITLE
'LETTER CQK

SUSQkHhWh SES
E)CRIKEY CPERAT llC PltOCERRE

SHET NJCKR l
TOTK t4l%KR

I'HXTS

PROXRltE TITlE

STATiCN Nfl%

REV. tO.

TYPICAL TITLE BLOCK
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Revision information shall be located within the title
block in the lower right of the procedure flowchart.
Since the flowcharts are appendices to the bases
document, no authorized signature block shall appear on
the flowchart. However, it will exist on the cover
sheet of the appropriate EOP bases.

6.4.4 Page Layout for a Flowchart

Margins, line spacing, and placement of flowchart symbols
will be determined by the procedure preparer. He should
strive for a logical layout using the following guidance:

a.

b.

The document must be legible.

Cautions, notes, graphs, and tables should appear on the
page where they are needed and be adequately referenced.

The title block shall be placed in the lower right
corner of the page.

The first step of the flowchart shall be at the top of
the page.

~ ~6.4.5 Cautions and Notes

a. Referencing Cautions and Notes Within the Procedure.

Cautions and notes shall be referenced using the
identification symbol which appears in Appendix E and
contains the number of the referenced caution or note.
When multiple cautions and notes apply, list them in
numerical order and when appropriate, list them all in
one identification symbol. Placement of cautions and
notes is described in Section 6.7.6.

b. Developing the "Cautions and Notes" Area

All cautions and notes which are referenced by a number
in an identification symbol shall appear grouped
together in a region segregated from the flowpath. This
area contains the written cautions and notes and their
numbers in numerical order, that appear in the symbols
that are on the flowchart. Label this area with the
title "Cautions and Notes". Use capital letters and
underline the title. Cautions and notes may include
abbreviations, provided clarity and content do not
suffer. An example of the proper display format appears
in Figure 6.4.5.
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FIGURE 6.4.5 Caution and Note Configuration

CAUTIOHS Ale M)TES

OS 12
00 IClT THC)TILE ~I IlÃSIIC %LOI 2150 RPHo
OR RCIC TINSIIK %LCN 2200 RPH

O h RRPIO I~ IH IWECTIOH IHTO TIE RPV
tthY INXCK h LPRCE PCNDt EXQNCH htO
Rm.T IH SINSTAHTIRL CO% ONMRCE.

6.4.6

TYPICAL FLOHCHRRT CAUTION RNO NOTE OISPLAY

Placekeeping Aids

a ~ Use a "check-off box" beside each decision step, action
step, and caution symbol used in the flow path.

b. The box should appear to the left of all steps except
for decision steps. Decision steps will have a box
after each answer. Boxes shall not be placed to the
right oT prior to a step, oI in the case of decision
steps, prior to the answers. Figure 6.4.6 illustrates a

typical means of using placekeeping aids.

FIGURE 6.4.6 Placekeeping Aids
t

~oov I
ootisAc ~

<ott ato
LJo o

tot
Q wi ooI%V't

sdo

Igloo.the~ttitW
Ko. cot.ua

o lt

PLACSK"":?'HG Aioes AHD ST=P HUMBFR
PLRC=MSH

6.4.7 Emphasis Techniques

a. Alphanumeric labels may be emphasized by using heavier
density lettering than is standard for the rest of the
flowchart.



i
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b. An example of emphasis techniques is used in the Level
Restoration/Spray Cooling Flowchart where the flowpath
is divided into five catagories. The borders around the
catagories are labeled using bold lettering.

6.4.8 Flowpath Identification and Step Numbering

a. Flowpath identification symbols should be used at the
beginning of the major subdivisions of each procedure.
They should not be numbered.

b. Use unique letter codes and sequential numbering for
separate flowpaths that are to be followed concurrently.
These are identified in Figure 6.4.2. For example, the
Containment Control procedure has four concurrent
flowpaths: Suppression Pool Temperature, Suppression
Pool Level, Drywell Temperature, and Drywell

Prcssure'dentifications

would be SP/L, SP/T, DW/T, and PC/P.
The first step for suppression pool level control would
be SP/L-l, and the others would be SP/T-l, OW/T-l, and
PC/P-l, respectively.

c. Command (or action) steps, decision steps, and awareness
steps shall be numbered explicitly. Step numbers should
consist of a two, three or four digit alpha-numeric code
designation that provides the information relevant to
the procedure title and its sequence within the
procedures

d. Step numbers shall be placed below the lower left corner
or side of commands steps, decision steps and awareness
statements, as shown in Figure 6.4.8.d.

Figure 6.4.8.d Step Numbering Example

CCVTTSCL SSV
SSSSSCSYS 551ASl

lOTC 5510
QS-S

C3 (m)
CYCLllSTT

swo

CYSSl C3

NhWhLLY OpEH
NCV'5 TO
SSSVSHT
CYCLllST

5 STASH 1 SH
%PHtESS 1 CSI

50CL CXLllST
5 lS

PLACEKEEPING AIDES AND STEP NUMBER
PLACEMENT
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e. Step number si.ze should not be disproportionately large
to its importance. It should be at least two points
smaller than text, when possible.

Graphs, Tables, Calculations

a ~ Use graphs to present infomation that is useful to the
operator.

1. Titles for Graphs

Assign a functional title that describes the graph.
Place the title directly below the label of the x
axis of the graph.

2. Graph Axes Labeling

Axes should be labeled with the associated plant
parameter and shall include units displayed
parenthetically to the right of that plant
parameter, and be consistant with the unit division
on the control room indicators.

3. Graph Association

The graph should be connected to the corresponding
step by a dashed line.

4. Labeling

Label each region of the graph as either SAFE or
UNSAFE as appropriate. Unsafe regions wi 11 have
light red background, and the safe region will have
a yellow background. Figure 6.4.9.a illustrates a

typical flowchart graph.
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Figure 6.4.9.a Typical Flowchart Graph

ooo

o~t2yl
oo 4

oA ~
0

y ~) Mo

ooo

o «o too ooo ioo ooo ooo n» ooo ooo aoo i»o
RPV Pro»u~ (p+)

RPV SATURATION TEMPERATURE

TYPICAL GRAPH

b. Tables should display information associated with a
particular procedure step.

l. A title that describes the purpose or content of
, the table may be assigned. Place the title
directly below the table. Abbreviations may be
used as a parenthetical inclusion after the last
word of the descriptive title.

2. Labeling of Table Sections. Individual sections of
a table may be labeled. Each label shall identify
the parameter being displayed or a unique
characteristic of the set of procedure steps
contained in the table sections.

Units of parameters displayed within the table
shall be identified in parentheses to the right of
the labels

3. The table should be connected to the corresponding
step by a dashed line. Table 6.4.9.b provides an
example of the table format to be used with the
flowchart.

Table 6.4.9.b

NUNBER OF
OPEN SRV 'S

NIN. ALTERNATE
FLOOOINC PRESSURE

(PSIC)
100
(28
162
222
342
700

NINIMPI ALTERNATE FL(XOIIO
PRESSURE

TYPICAL TABLE
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4. The same table may appear in unique flowpaths or
charts as needed.

Calculations Within the Flowchart

1. The use of calculations shall be avoided whenever
possible. However, in those instances when
calculations must be performed, they shall be brief
and to the point. Locate them within reasonable
proximity to the step which requires them.

2. Label calculations with the name of the parameter
being calculated and the units of that parameter.
Place the label at the top of the calculation, and
underline it for emphasis.

3. Calculations should be displayed in a columnar
format. Space shall be dedicated for the purpose
of recording information

4. The middle column of'each calculation shall consist
of lines for recording calculated or constant
numbers.

5. The right column of each calculation shall contain
the units of the number displayed in the middle
column. Units may be followed by the parameter
name, and the instrument number.

6. Mathematical manipulations such as addition,
subtraction, and multiplication shall be spelled
out in the left column of the calculation with the
corresponding mathematical symbol appearing in a

parentheses immediately to the right, as shown in
Figure 6.4.9.c.

Figure 6.4.9.c Example Calculation

HIMJS
EQUALS
TINS
GXJALS
PLVS
EELS

I-)
)~)
LX)
I~ )

I+)
(~)

CONTA INNENT LEVEL
(IN FEET)

PSICi SLPP)KSSI(W Pm)L PRESRHE
PSICn ~ PASSSLI)E
PS IC
FT e/PSIC
FT.
FT.
FT.> COCAIM%ÃT LSVSL
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Referencing of procedures other than EOPs, (i.e., operating
or off-normal procedures) should only occur when no return to
the initiating procedure is required, or when two or more
procedures need to be performed simultaneously.

It may be preferable to include short sections of other
procedures if this minimizes the total number of procedures,
or if the inclusion clarifies or simplifies the sequence of
aciton steps. Specific details concerning content and format
for referencing are presented in Section 6.7.2.

6.5 Writing Style

Present information questions and conditional statements in-a
manner that i s short, clear, conci se, and easy to understand.
Maintain simplicity in order to obtain clarity of meaning.

b.

;
Divide steps and ideas in logical sequences. Decision and action
steps shall deal with only one idea. Complex evolutions may be
included within one step as long as actions are separated from
statements for clarity.

Specifically state which steps are operator actions.

Identify parameter units and components in a manner that is
familiar to the operator. Parameter units shall be the same as
used on plant instrumentation and shall not need conversion,
translation, or mental manipulation.

Expected results of routine tasks need not be stated.

Word meanings and abbreviations shall be consistent throughout the
flowcharts and be in accordance with Section 5.0 and Attachment A
of this procedure.

Omission of articles (e.g., "a", "the") is acceptable when it does
not effect the intent of the phrase.

h. Limit the use of 'notes and tables to's few as possible.

Minimize punctuation through careful word order.

Provide sufficient information to perform specific action steps,
based on prior procedural detail, operator knowledge and
familiarity with the 'action.
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6.5. 1 Units of measure

Units of measure should reflect those used on control room
instrumentation. Provide upper and lower limits when using a
parameter value - use tolerance bands that reflect the
magnitudes used for the divisions on the instruments and that
do not require interpolation.

Specific values which are normally used but are not easily
read from a scale may be used. However, do not use a

specific value if an approximate value is adequate. Example:
-161" may be expressed as TAF but should be used as a limit,
such as: "maintain water level above TAF (Saying "at TAF" may
be too restrictive to allow compliance with the procedure.)

6.5.2 Capitalization 8 Numerals

Only capital letters shall be used in the flowcharts.
Decimals and significant digits will be limited by the
parameter value units as found on the control room
instrumentation.

6.5.3 Sentence Structure

Use clear, concise sentence fragments for all types of
instructions

Command Step Sentence Structure

Sentence Structure for Command Steps is verb, direct
object, and indirect object.

1. Sentence Structure for Command Steps is verb,
direct object, and indirect object. "You," (the
operator), is the subject and is omitted because it
is understood.

2. Begin the command with an action verb. Use verbs
from Attachment B whenever possible. Otherwise,
use commonly understood verbs.

3. The direct object identifies the equipment on which
the action verb will operate.

4. An indirect object may be used for clarification of
the action.

5. A command step may be written such as "Terminate"
(verb) Boron injection (direct object) into the
vessel (indirect object)."
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b. Sentence Structure for Decision Steps

Use a format that consists of a question that uses a
verb and a subject. The question may also contain a

modifier such as an adjective or adverb. The question
should start with a verb such as is, are, can, or has.

1. The subject shall, state which item the question is
about.

2. The modifier "can be" is used for further
description of the manner, quality, degree, number,
etc., for the question, such as:

"Is (verb) the pump (subject) running (verb)
properly (modifier)?"

3. All questions used in a decision step shall be
answerable by a "yes" or "no" response.

6.S.4 Conditional Statements

Conditional "if/then" questions shall be structured with
the "if" preceeding the "then." (This prevents
inadvertent initiation of a wrong action resulting from
the incomplete reading of a step) ~

b. Avoid the use of time dependent actions whenever
possible (such as "when x, then y").

c. Conditional "when/then" statements should have the
"when" prior to the "then," and the wor'd "then" may be
omitted.

d. Underline the words "if", "then", "and", "when", and
IIo r I I

e. More than one conditional statement may occur in a
single step. Place logic connection words between the
conditions and present each condition with a "bullet" to
the left.
Action steps will normally be performed in sequence so
that a conjunction such as "AND" is not required between
the steps. However, in the case of combinations of
conditions the word "AND" should be placed between the
description of each condition. For example:





IF: o ZONE I OR III PRESSURE EXCEEDS
MAXIMUM SAFE OPERATING PRESSURE

AND
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o AN AREA RADIATION LEVEL EXCEEDS

MAXIMUM NORMAL IN MORE THAN ONE AREA

THEN RAPIDLY DEPRESSURIZE RPV

g. When used as a simple or compound conjunction the word
"and" need not be emphasized (e.g., to connect actions
in a step as in: If RPV WATER LEVEL CANNOT BE RESTORED

AND MAINTAINED ABOVE +13", MAINTAIN RPV WATER LEVEL
ABOVE TAF(-161") .

h. The word "OR" should be used to call attention to
alternative combinations of conditions. The use of the
word "OR" for conditions, should be in the inclusive
sense i.e., any one or all conditions may be present.
For example:

WHEN EITHER SLC TANK
LVL < 100 GAL

OR

ALL BUT ONE CONTROL
RODS INSERTED TO < 02

OR

971 LBS OF BORON INJECTED

ENTER RPV CONTROL

i. For alternative actions, the use of "OR" should be
minimized and priorities should be established where
possible. If priorities cannot be established, and
alternative actions are equally acceptable, then it is
necessary to specify the exclusive "OR" using an
approach similar to that illustrated in the example that
follows:

IF PC PRESSURE IS > 53 PSIG:
VENT PC OR SPRAY PC

This type of alternative action is not used
in the SSES - EOPs.
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j. The use of "AND" and "OR", along with "IF" and "THEN",
within the same step should be avoided.

6.5.5 Statements which present options may be constructed as
sentences or lists. Lists shall be formatted as a single
entry with "bullets". If no qualifying conjunction is
supplied, "or" will be assumed.

6.5.6 , Decision steps must include adequate alternative responses to
lead the operator to the right flowpath actions for existing
plant conditions.

6.5.7 Sequencing of Steps

6 ' Bases

6.6.1

6.6.2

6.6e3

a. Present steps in a logical sequence which reflects
actual plant conditions and makes them easily located
when required.

b. Place exit and entrance points c'arefully. Assure that
steps are not inadvertently omitted when a sequence is
re-entered via the procedure referencing techniques.

s

Each procedure must have its own "Bases" section.

The EPG and the SSES-EPG should be used for technical
guidance when developing a "Bases" section for a procedure.

Each procedure "Bases" section should include the following:

a. ~Cover Pa e — Use the standard cover page from AD-QA-101.

b. General - This section provides insight into the intent
of the whole procedure. It should present an overview
explaining the purpose of the procedure as a whole. In
.his section, highlight entry conditions, key steps and
the intent of the procedure.

Procedure Ste Section - This section provides insight
into the intent of each step in the procedures. It
includes the statement of the step, the step number
designation, and sufficient information to enable the
reader to understand the intent and purpose of the step.
This section may also be used for groups of steps when
required.

Bases will also include the SSES-EPG step number below
the EOP step number to indicate that this step was
derived from the SSES-EPG.
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d. Bases for Cautions and Notes

1. A stand-alone document, derived from the SSES-EPG,
shall be created that contains a listing of all
cautions and notes that appear in the EOP. The
format of this document shall include a statement
of the caution or note, and a discussion of each
one.

2. A Statement of the caution or note shall be written
in a section specifically designed for those
statements.

3. In the Discussion Section, describe the intent of
the caution or note. Also describe the direction
or warnings that are being provided. Examples
should be used to illustrate the importance of the
caution and note.

4., This document shall be referenced from the
procedural bases document described in Section
6.6.3.

e. The flowchart will be an attachment to the Bases

~ ~

~document.

6 '.7 Writing Style for Bases

Bases will be written in prose, and conform to standard
grammatical practices. Page layout should be in accordance
with AD-QA-33X.

6.7 Flowchart Construction

6.7. 1 Decision Steps

a. Decision statements shall be entered from the top.

b. Place the "yes" or "no" of a decision statement on the
right or left of the decision symbol, whichever makes
subsequent logic flow more clear and prevents flow lines
from crossing, as illustrated in Figure 6.7. 1.
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FIGURE 6.7. 1 Decision Statements

ACCEPTABLE
NOT

ACCEPTABLE

When a series of decision statements are necessary, use
a consistent format for the response "yes" or "no"
whenever possible (e.g., if the "yes" is on the left for
all consecutive decision steps, place the "yes" on the
left when possible.)

Exit Arrows and Decision Steps

a. Exit arrows should appear to the right of the decision
step being exited with the procedure and step to be
entered included within the symbol boundary, as
illustrated in Figure 6.7.2.a.

FIGURE 6.7.2.a

ACCEPTABLE
HOT

ACCEPTABLE
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b. It is generally unacceptable to cross lines, however, in
cases where this is unavoidable, do so as illustrated in
Figure 6.7.2.b.

FIGURE 6.7.2.b

Ancetable
Not

Acceptable

Exit Arrows and Command Steps

a ~ Exit arrows should appear to the right of the command
step with the procedure to be entered included within
the symbol boundary.

b. Exits may be from the bottom of a command step symbol,
however, generally accepted practice is illustrated in
Figure 6.7.3.

FIGURE 6.7.3

ACCEPTABLE
M)T

~ACCEPTIISL
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6.7.4 Concurrent Exits

At times, it is necessary to perform flowcharts concurrently.
The "concurrent exit and continue" symbol as shown in Figure
6.7.4 shall be used when an execution of this type is
required.

FIGURE 6.7.4

ACCEPTABLE
NOT

ACCEPTABLE

6.7 ' Concurrent flowpaths should be shown as follows:

'FIGURE 6.7.5

ACCEPTABLE

PERP CRH TlE R1LlWIIC
SECT IOO CCtCLI0%NLY

SECTICH

C

SECT'I

0
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6.7.6 Cautions and Notes Placement
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a. When cautions contain actions which modify the step,
place the caution in the step and use division lines to
seperate it from commands and statements.

b. Place note symbols to the right of the step to which it
applies, and connect the note symbol to the step with a

solid line that is not horizontal.

c. More than one number may appear within a note or c'aution
symbol.

d. In tabular steps, attach note to box near system to
which it applies. If it applies to the whole step,
place it at the top as shown below.

e. If it applies to one element listed among a group of
elements, attach the note symbol next to the system to
which it applies.

f. Example of Proper Caution and Note placement is as shown
here.

Figure 6.7.6.a Figure 6.7.6.b

Figure 6.7.6.e Figure 6.7.6.d
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a. Command steps may be, divided for emphasis, or to provide
clarity, prevent confusion or present tabular material.
An example of a division is illustrated in Figure 6.7.7.

b. Command steps may contain conditional statements such as"if . . . then" and "when . . . then"

Figure 6.7.7

MANUALLY OPEN SRV'S UNTIL
RPV PRESSURE OROPS TO

BETHEEN 700"920 PSIG

IF ~ ALL BUT I CONTROL ROOS

ARE NOT INSERTEO TO ~ 02
ANO

~ BPV'S ARE OPEN

0 scil-s

THEN TERMINATE PRESSURE

ANO, DECREASE AT 935 PSIG
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6.7.8 Decision Steps

6 '.9

Decision statements contain a question answerable by "yes" or
"no". Condition statements and commands should not appear in
a decision statement.

Entry conditions

a. Entry conditions, defined in Appendix C, are short,
concise, and easily memorized. They shall be contained
in the symbol designated in Appendix E,

Entry conditions should appear preceding the first step
of the procedure. Figure 6.7.9 illustrates a typical
entry condition to a procedure.

FIGURE 6.7.9

SLPRKSSICN POOL
HATER TEN . ) 90'

6.7. 10 Entry Symbols

Entry symbols should point only to the right. They should
include within them the procedure and step number that
indicates the procedure that initiated the entry. They
should not come into a step from the left, top, or bottom,
nor may they enter directly into a decision statement.
Acceptable examples of entry symbols are as follows in Figure
6.7.10.

FIGURE 6.7 ~ 10
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.8 Flowchart Symbols

Flowchart symbols appear in Attachment E, with an explanation of their
meaning and uses.

7.0 COLOR CONVENTIONS

7. 1 The following color conventions shall be used when creating the
flowcharts:

a. RED-Used for out of spec conditions and for statements
that apply throughout the entire procedure (awareness
statements).

b. BLACK-Statement lettering and connecting lines.

8.0 PRODUCING AND REVISING PROCEDURES

8.1 Production of Procedures

8.1.1 Flowcharts may be produced by either:

o Automated Graphics

o Manual Drafting

8. 1.2 Bases are to be typed in prose on an ATMS or similar system.

8.2 Procedures issuance, review, and revisions ar'e to be governed by AD-gA-
101 and this procedure.

9.0 USE AND MAINTENANCE

9.1 A complete controlled copy of all EOPs and Bases shall be located in
each control room, the training simulator, and DCC, and wherever else
deemed appropriate by Operations.

9.2 Flowcharts will be kept in a specially-designed rack in the control
room and simulator.

9.3 Flowcharts will have the following physical characteristics:

a. Semi-rigid,

b. Able to be marked on with grease pencil and erased

c. The size of a E-size print OR may be cut up into flip charts.

9.4 EOPs shall be maintained in a clean, readable, and usable condition.
If not in this condition, a replacement copy shall be a'vai lable from
DCC.
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These programs are discussed in Sections 4 and 5 of the Susquehanna
Steam Electric Station Procedure Generation Package.

REFERENCES

1. BWROG Emergency Procedures Guideline, Rev. 3

2. Technical Specifications

3. INPO 82-017 Emergency Operating Procedures Writing Guideline

4. NUREG-0899, Rev. 1, Guideline for Preparation of EOPs

5. NUREG/CR-2005, SAND 81-7074 Checklist for Evaluating Emergency
Procedures used in Nuclear Power Plants

6. NUREG/CR 1970, SAND 81-7070 Development of a Checklist for
Evaluating Emergency Procedures used in Nuclear Power Plants

7. Harbrace College Handbook, Rev. 8.
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ADS - Automatic Depressurization System
ALT - Alternate
APRM - Average Power Range Monitor
AR — Alarm Response
ARM - Area Radiation Monitor
ATWS — Anticipated Transient Without Scram
AUX - Auxiliary .

AVE — Average

BPV - Bypass Valve
BWR - Boiling Water Reactor

CAM - Continuous Air Monitor
COND - Condensate
CONT - Containment
CRD - Control Rod Drive
CST - Condensate Storage Tank
CW - Circulating Water
CWP - Circulating Water Pump

DEMIN — Demineralizer
DG - Diesel Generator

rywell

E - Emergency Action Level
EBOP - Emergency Bearing Oil Pump
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System
EOF - Emergency Operations Facility
EPB - Emergency Planning Boundary
EPIP - Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure
ESW - Emergency Service Water
EVAP - Evaporator

FC - Flow Controller
FCV - Flow Control Valve
FW - Feedwater

GAL - Gallons
GEN - Generator
GO - Gene) al Operating

HPCI - High Pressure Coolant Injection
HVAC - Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
HN - Heat Exhanger

I - Iodine
IAW - In Accordance With
I&C - Instrumentation and Control's Department
INST - Instrument

Intermediate Range Monitor
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L — Pounds
LCO — Limiting Condition of Operation
LOCA — Loss of Coolant Accident
LPCI - Low Pressure Coolant Injection
LVL - Level

MIN - Minute
MN STM — Main Steam
MR/HR - Mi lliroentgen per Hour
MSIV - Main Steam Isolation Valve
MSIV-LCS - Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control System
MSL - Main Steam Line
MSP — Motor Suction Pump
MWe — Megawatt Electric

NPSH — Net Positive Suction Head

ODCM - Offsite Dose Calculations Manual
ON - Off Normal Procedure

PC - Primary Containment
PCIS - Primary Containment Isolation System
PCO - Plant Control Operator

Pressure Control Valve- Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
P - Process Radiation Monitor
PSIG - Pounds Per Square Inch, Gauge
PWR - Power

RAD - Radiation
RBCCW - Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water
RCIC - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RECIRC - Recirculating
REV - Revision
RFPT - Reactor Feed Pump Turbine
RHR — Residual Heat Removal
RHRSW - Residual Heat Removal Service Water
RPS - Reactor Protection System
RPV - Reactor Pressure Vessel
RSCS - Rod Sequence Control System
RWCU - Reactor Water Cleanup
RWM - Rod Worth Minimizer
RX - Reactor

SBGT - Standby Gas Treatment System
SC - Secondary Containment
S/D - Shutdown
SDV — Scram Discharge Volume
SJAE — Steam Jet. Air Ejector
SLC — Standby Liquid Control System- Safety Parameter Display System

OS - Suppression Pool Temperature Monitoring System



Source Range Monitor
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S - Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
SUPP - Suppression
SW - Service Water
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T - Temperature
TAF - Top of Active Fuel
TEMP — Temperature
TGOP —

. Turning Gear Oil Pump

VSL - Vessel

" - Inches

' Feet

< - Less Than

> - Greater Than

< - Less Than or Equal To

> - Greater Than or Equal To

pproximately
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VERB LIST FOR EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

VERB

ACTION VERBS

MEANING/APPLICATION

Confirm To provide to be true. To confirm an action has occurred,
then, if it has not occurred make it occur, for example,
"Confirm turbine trip and generator lockout."

Control The action to regulate a parameter of process, for example,
"Control Drywell Temperature."

Establish To make arrangements for a stated condition, for example,
"Establish suppression pool cooling."

Isolate To separate or set apart from all other systems, for example,
"Isolate reactor water clean-up."

Maintain To preserve or retain, to keep within specified limits, for
example, "Maintain suppression pool level."

Maxim',ze To increase to highest or greatest possible value for example,
"Maximize drywell cooling."

M> ize

Monitor

To decrease to lowest or least possible value for example,
"Minimize the use of systems taking a suction from the
suppression pool"

To check periodically or watch over, for example, "Monitor
Drywell temperature."

Prevent To preclude the possibility of occurrence, for example,
"Prevent all injection into the RPV."

Restor e To return to normal condition or configuration, for example,
"When possible, restore RPV level to normal."

Runback

Shutdown

To reduce to a minimum, for example, "Runback Recirc."

The intentional cessation of operation of any equipment,
for example, "Shutdown Recirculation Pumps."

Terminate To bring to an end or stop operation of, for example,
"Terminate all injection."

Trl p To activate a semiautomatic feature or to shutdown for
example, "Trip the Recirculation Pumps."
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VERB

TRANSITIVE. VERBS

MEANING/APPLICATION

Can or
Can ... Be

To be logically able to, for example, "Can water level
be maintained?"

Is A state of being (singular-present), for example, "Is level
above 0 inches?"

Are

Has or .

Has Been

A s'tate of being (plural-present), for example, "Are all rods
fully inserted?"

To cause to be, for example, "Has level indication'been
restored?"

Was A state or being (singular or plural-past), for example,
"Was rod motion observed?"

Did Brought to pass (past), for example, "Did the SRV close?"
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RPV CONTROL RC

o RPV Water level < -38 in.

o RPV Pressure > 1037 psig

o Drywell Pressure > 1.72 psig

o Any condition which requires an MSIV isolation

o Any condition which requires a reactor scram and reactor power is
>55 or unknown.

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL PCC

o Suppression Pool Temperature > 90 F

o Drywell Temperature > 150 F

o Drywell Pressure > 1.72 psig

o Suppression Pool water level > 24 ft.
ppression Pool water level < 22 ft.

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL SCC

o An area temperature > maximum normal

o ZONE III HVAC exhaust radiation level > 2.5 mR/hr

o Pump Room Cooler differential temperature > maximum normal

o An area radiation level > maximum normal

o Zone I and/or Zone III Differential Pressure > 0" Water

RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE RR

o An Alert is declared due to Offsite Radioactivity Release.
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SYMBOL

APPENDIX .E

FLOWCHART SYMBOLS

MEANING AND USES

if'elatedactions; information may be separated
by using any of the following within a command block:

o line segments dividing the block into sections
o bullets
o other techniques that clarify or separate

information

Awareness Statement-identifies statements
which need to be checked frequently during procedure
execution and are generally applicable at all times
after they have been passed in the flow chart.

ES
o plant parameter
o operating condition

Entr Condition-identifies a condition that
requires execution of a procedure.

Flow ath Identification-identifies individual
flowpaths on a flowchart that has multiple paths;
internal lettering is used for identification or title.

Cautio'n or Note-specifies the identification number
of a caution or a note.

Continuation Block-identifies flowpath "end
of sheet interruption," and the spot on the flowchart
where the path resumes; both blocks should contain
the same letter.

Entrance or Exit S mbol-procedure number
from which or to which one is directed should be
listed within the arrow. The step number should be
listed below the arrow when applicable.
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Concurrent Exit and Continue S mbol-indicates
a point where two flowpaths should be executed concurrently:

o the steps which follow in the initial procedure
(vertical arrow)

o the referenced procedure and step to be entered,
(horizontal arrow)

Check-Off Box-provides a space to check of-
a completed step; contains no letter; appears to
left of all steps and beside each answer to a decision
step.
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Verification Program
for the

Susquehanna Emergency Operating Procedures
Revision 0

1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is to provide the guidance for the performance
of a verification program on a revision to the symptom oriented Emergency
Operating Procedures.

2. 0 RESPONSIBILITIES

The Verifier (Verifiers) shall be responsible for becoming familiar with the
following:

2. 1 The basis(es) for the procedure revision.

2.2 The scope of the procedure revision.

2.3 The verification process described within this document.

2.4 The applicable sections of the Writer's Guide (WG), the Susquehanna
Steam Electric Station Emergency Procedure Guidelines (SSES-EPG), and
the most recent NRC approved revision of the Boiling Water Reactor
Owners'roup Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPG).

3. 0 DEFINITIONS

3.1 Verification

For the purpose of this document, Verification shall mean the
systematic process of ensuring the guidance of the Writer's Guide has
been properly applied to revisions of the symptomatic Emergency
Operating Procedures and, that the SSES-EPG, as revised, still
correctly implements the intent of the most recent NRC approved
revision of the EPG.

3.2 Technical Accuracy

For the purpose of this document, Technical Accuracy is the assurance
that the information contained in the SSES-EPG and the EOP is
consistent with, and adequately incorporates the technical information
contained in the source documents.

3.3 Written Correctness

For-the purpose of this document, Written Correctness is defined as the
method by which the information in the EOP has been incorporated based
on the WG.
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APPLICABILITY
'he

guidance delineated within this document shall be applicable and shall
be incorporated whenever revisions are made to the Susquehanna Emergency
Operating Procedures.

5.0 PROCEDURE

5. 1 Selection of Verifier(s).

5. 1. 1 The Operations Department will request personnel from another
Department to perform an independent verification of either
the SSES-EPG or the EOP.

5. 1.2 - It may be desirable to elicit services of Verifiers who are
experts in specific fields to ensure adequate proficiency is
utilized in the verification process.

The Verifiers may be associated with one of the following
groups:

STA

Plant Technical Staff.

Nuclear Plant Engineering

5. 1.3 At times, it may be practical to use several Verifiers in
order to efficiently incorporate many distinct areas of
expert revi.ew, such as:

Human Factors

Technical (calculational)

Procedural

5.2 Level of Detail

5.2. 1 For those procedures which are classified as "New"
procedures, the entire procedure shall be verified, including
verification of the SSES-EPG and the EOPs.

5.2.2 For a revised procedure, only those procedural steps which
were revised shall need verification against both the EPG and
SSES-EPG.

5.3 Verification shall be accomplished in two (2) steps.

5.3. 1 The Verifier shall assure that all items written in the EPG

are included in either the SSES-EPG or the list of known
divergences.
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a. This review includes the review of the derivation of
information in brackets which may come from:

1. Calculations

2. SSES Design Parameters

5.3.2 The Verifier must assure that all information contained in
the SSES-EPG is contained in the EOP.

a. The Verifier shall assure that the symptom oriented EOPs
are technically correct - i.e., they actually reflect
the SSES-EPG.

b. The verifier shall. assure that the symptom oriented EOPs
are written correctly - i.e., they accurately reflect
the guidance of the WG.

5.3.3 If the criteria in 5.3. 1 or 5.3.2 are not met, Discrepancy
Reports (DR) shall be completed as described in 5.4.

5.3.4 The Verifier may use the attached check list as an aid, to
the verification process. (See Attachments F and G.)

5.4 The "Emergency Operating Procedure Verificati'on Forms" (A-C) shall be~
~

~completed fully, as appropriate, for each procedure.

5.4. 1 FORM A (Attachment A)

FORM A acts as a cover sheet and is completed for each
document reviewed. The Form is filled out primarily by
the Operations Department with: Document Title,
Document Number, Revision and Reference Material. These
are self explanatory.

a'. The center section of FORM A provides information on
document status - i.e., whether or not deviations exist
(Verifier Responsibility) and whether or not those
deviations were resolved (Operations Responsibility).

b. Operations signs this form only after proper disposition
of all discrepancies is accomplished.

5.4.2 FORM 81 (Attachment 8)

FORM Bl is used to document the verification of all steps of
the SSES-EPG as generated from the EPG. The Verifier shall
write each step number, caution number, etc., and shall-
either initial the "Acceptable" column, or record the
applicable DR Number, when assigned.



5.4.3 FORM B2 (Attachment C)
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a. FORM B2 is used to document the verification of the
Emergency Operating Procedures generated from the
SSES-EPG and written in accordance with the
SSES-Writer's Guide.

b. The Verifier shall write each step number, caution
number, etc., and shall either initial the "acceptable"
column, or record the applicable DR number, when
assi gned.

5.4.4 Discrepancy Reports (DR's) (Attachment 0)

a. Any time divergence is noted from either the WG, EPG, or
.the SSES-EPG, a Discrepancy Report is completed.

b. DR numbers are assigned by Operations Department upon
receipt of the DR.

'. Resolution to all DR's is mandatory. Evaluation by
Operations is required to determine if further training
and/or procedure validation is warranted.

d. The preferred method of DR form completion is to attach
a copy of the appropriate page to be corrected and

'ndicate any changes to that page in RED INK.

5.5 The Dispositioned DR

A copy of the dispositioned DR is sent to the DR originator.

5.6 Discrepancy Log Book (Attachment E)

All discrepancies are entered into the Discrepancy Log Book which is
maintained by Operations. (Form 0).

5.7 PORC Submittal

FORM A shall be included as part of the PORC Submittal for the prepared
procedure revision.



Document Title:

Document Number:

ATTACHMENT A
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE VERIFICATION

Return to Operations By:

Revision

FORM A

Scope of Verification:

References/Source Documents

BWR Owners'roup Emergency Procedure Guidelines, Rev. 3

SSES-EPG

Writers Guide

Rev

Rev

re anc ¹ Resolution Discre anc ¹ Resolution ¹ R

Verifier(s)
Date

Reviewed By:
Operations. Date





ATTACHMENT
B'OP

Veri ficati on

SSES-EPG REVISION

FORM Bl

STEP NUMBER,
CAUTION, OR

NOTE

ACC 8 OR 0
TECHNICAL ACCURACY



ATTACHMENT C

EOP Verification

Symptom Oriented Emergency Operating Procedure REVISION

FORM 82

STEP NUMBER,
CAUTION, OR

NOTE

ACCEPTABLE OR ¹
WRITTEN CORRECTNESS T CHN A A

ACCEPTABLE OR ¹



ATTACHMENT D

Emergency Operating Procedure
Discrepancy Report

(OR)

FORM C

Document Title

OR ¹

Step Statement

Nature of Discrepancy:
(include justification)

Verifier(s):

Resolution to Discrepancy:

Date

DateDispositioned By:

Training Required

Validation Required Validation Performed

Date:

YES NO

roved:
Operations

YES NO Training Performed



ATTACHMENT E

DISCREPANCY LOG BOOK

DR ¹ Descri tion Date Entered Resolved

Samp 1 e Page fr om the Di screpancy Log Book





ATTACHMENT F

Emergency Operating Procedure Project
Verification Checklist

CHECKLIST 1

Document Title

Verifier

Revision

Date

CHECKLIST 1 is applicable only when an EOP review to the Mriter's Guide is being
performed, or when an EOP review to the SSES-EPG is being performed.

The checklist is intended to be used only as a guide, and is not intended to be
all inclusive.

Use of the Checklist:

Review the procedure for each of the following items. If it possesses the
characteristic described in the item, check Yes; if it lacks the characteristic,
check No. Check N/A (Not Applicable) if the characteristic does not apply to
the-procedure.

Item

s the procedure format consistent for all
emergency operating procedure?

2. Is the title short and descriptive of the
emergency condition or purpose for which
the procedure is applicable?

3. Does each procedure page provide
the following identification information?

Yes No N/A

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.

Title/Letter Code
Procedure number
Revision number and date
Unit number
Number of pages

4. Is the 1 ocati on of page identi ficati on
information consi stent?

5. Is each page of the procedure clearly
identified by marking, (e.g., Page of )

6. Are the titles and numbers of all referenced
documents identified correctly and consistently?

oes the procedure provide a means to check off
that the "following were observed or performed?"



9. Is there consistent use of the following?

Abbreviations, acronymns and symbols
Methods of emphasis

a 0

b.

Item

Are instructions written in short, concise,
phrases as opposed to multi-step paragraphs?

P

Yes No N/A

10. Does each instructional step direct only one
action? *

11. Does each command step meet the following
criteria?

a ~

b.

ce

The action to be taken is specifically
identified (open, turn, shut);
Limitations are expressed quantitatively,
e.g., 2 turns, 80 (75-85) gpm.
Equipment and parts are identified clearly
and unambiguously.

12. If a step contains three or more objects of
an action, are they listed rather than imbedded
in the sentence? For example, if an operator is
directed to close three or more valves, they
should be listed rather than strung out
in a sentence.

13. Do the alignment instructions in the
procedure meet all of the following
criteria?

b.

Ea'ch item requiring alignment is individually
specified. (It is not acceptable to refer
personnel to previous steps.)
Each item is identified with a unique
number or nomenclature.
The position in which the item is to be
placed is specified.

14. Are cautions separate and easily distinguishable
in appearance from instructional steps?

15. Can the text of a caution be read without
interruption by intervening steps or page
turning?



Item Yes No N/A

o cautions avoid the use of action statements?
(Statements directing personnel to perform
actions must not be imbedded in cautions.
Cautions should be expressed i'n the passive voice.)

17. If explanations, i.e., notes, are applicable to
the performance of specific steps or series of
steps, are they placed with the step(s) to
which they apply?

, 18. Are explanations separate and easily di stingui sh-
able in appearance from instructional steps? For
example, are they enclosed in boxes, typed in bold
face letters, headed with the word NOTE-, etc?

19. Do explantory notes avoid the use of action
statements? (Statements directing personnel
to perform actions must not be imbedded in
explanatory notes.)

20. Are quantitative limits expressed as ranges
rather than single values?

Are limits in the EOP's compatible with those
stated in the SSES-EPG?

22. Are the contingencies provided for in the
procedure consistent with those specified in
the SSES-EPG?

23. If calculations are required, is space provided
in the procedure to perform the computations and
to record the results?

24. Do required calculations use formulas and values
that are compatible with the SSES-EPG?

25. Do graphs, charts, tables, and figures meet all
of the following criteria:

a.
b.

C.

e.

They are compatible with the procedure?
They are legible and readable under
expected conditions of use?
Can values be extracted or interpolated
easily and with required accuracy?
Are units of scale and measurement readily
available and usable to the operator?
Are titles descriptive of contents and use?



Item

re Graphs, Charts and Tables included
in the EOP consistent with SSES-EPG7

27. Are setpoints included in the EOP and the
SSES-EPG consistent with SSES Design?

28. Have color guidelines been incorporated properly
into the EOPs?

Yes No N/A



Document Title

Verifer

ATTACHMENT G

Emergency Operating Procedure Project
Verification Checklist

CHECKLIST 2

Revision

Date

CHECKLIST 2 is applicable only when the SSES-EPG is to be Verified against the
EPG.

The Checklist is intended to be used only as a guide, and is not intended to be
all inclusive.

Review the procedure for each of the following items. If it possesses the
characteristic described in the item, check Yes; if it lacks the characteristic,
check No. Check N/A (Not Applicable) if the characteristic does not apply to
the procedure.

Item

l. Are the required steps to be per formed
con s i s tent wi th the SSES des ign?

Are divergencies in the SSES-EPG consistent
with the intent of the EPG?

3. Is adequate documentation supplied to justify
the SSES-EPG differences from the EPG?

4. Are the limits, as specified in the SSES-EPG,
. consistent with the EPG?

5. Are the cautions, as specified in the
SSES-EPG, consistent with the EPG?

6. Are the quantitative ranges specified
in the SSES-EPG consistent with the
SSES design?

7. Are required calculations, specified within
the SSES-EPG, consistent with the intent of
the EPG?

8. Are the graphs presented in the SSES-EPG
consistent with SSES design?

9. Are the graphs presented in the SSES-EPG
consistent with the EPG?

Yes No N/A



Item

s all EPG "bracketed" information, pertinent to
SES design, incorporated in the SSES-EPG?

11. Are the results of the Appendix "C"
calculations directly incorporated into
the SSES-EPG?

Yes No N/A
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VALIDATION PROGRAM

for the
SUSQUEHANNA EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

REVISION 0

1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this plan is to desc'ribe how the Susquehanna EOPs will be
validated.

2.0 SCOPE

This plan was developed in response to Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737, Item
7.2b, (iii), Page 16.

3.0 DEFINITIONS~

~. 1 Control Room Simulator

A device that dynamically models- the plant functions as presented in
the control room.

3.2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs)

Symptom based plant procedures derived from EPGs directing operator
actions necessary to mitigate consequences of transients and accidents
that cause plant parameters to exceed reactor protection set-points,
engineered safety feature setpoints, or other appropriate technical
limits.

3.3 Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs)

Guidelines that provide technical bases for the development of EOPs.

3.4 EOP Source Documents

Documents or records upon which EOPs are based.

3.5 EOP Validation

The evaluation performed to determine that the actions specified in the
EOP can be followed by trained operators to manage the emergency
conditions in the plant. '
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3.6 Scenario

A structural plan of parameter and plant symptom changes that provide
operating cues for the conduct of assessment.

3.7 Simulator Validation

Method of validation whereby control room operators perform actual
control functions on simulated equipment during a scenario for an
observer/review team.

3.8 Table-Top Review

Method of validation whereby personnel explain and discuss procedure
action steps for an observer/reviewer in response to a scenario.

3.9 Control Room Walkthrough

Method of validation whereby control room operators conduct a step-by-
step enactment of their actions during a scenario for an
observer/reviewer team, without carrying out the actual control
functions.

4.0 APPLICABILITY

This validation plan applies to EOPs for Unit I and Unit 2 control rooms,
which are based on the same designs

5.0 OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the EOP validation program is to ensure the following
objectives are met:

5. 1 The EOPs are usable; they can be understood and followed by trained
operators without errors, delays, confusion, etc.

5.2 That there is a correspondence between the procedures and the control
room/plant hardware.

5.3 That the language and level of information presented in the EOPs are
compatible with the minimum number, qualifications, training, and
experience of the operating staff.

5.4 That there is a high level of assurance that the procedures will'work.
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6.0 VALIDATION METHODOLOGIES TO BE USED

6. 1 Simulator Exercises

6. 1. 1 Description of'ethodology

a 0 Using the high fidelity Susquehanna simulator, shifts
undergoing requalification training will be videotaped
during a number of accident scenarios'he accident
scenarios will be designed to fully exercise the new
EOPs. Multiple failures (simultaneous and/or
sequential) will be used. Conversation among operators
will be captured on the videotape.

b. Upon completion of a scenario, 'participants will retire
to a separate clas'sroom where they will view and
critique the videotape of their scenario. Their
comments will be captured on a tape recorder. In this
manner, insight into operator thoughts and actions will
be available.

C. The next step is the evaluation of crew performance. A
multi-disciplined evaluation team will simultaneously
view a video tape while listening to both the video
sound track and the separate audio tape. Performances
will be evaluated against pre-determined criteria. An
example of the type of evaluation criteria checklist to
be used can be seen in Attachment 2. This evaluation
will also be aided by a list of key expected actions by
operators (Attachment 1).

d. Performance deficiencies will be noted on the evaluation
form. An attempt will be made to determine the root
cause of the deficiency (inadequacies in training,
instrumentation, EOPs, etc.). Follow-up action will be
initiated to correct deficiencies.

e. Evaluation criteria checklists will be reviewed and a
determination of whether the validation objectives have
been met will be based on these checklists.
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6. 1.2 Participants in a scenario will be Operations personnel as
depicted in figure 6. 1.2. 1, and EOP Validation Team as
depicted in figure 6. 1.2.2.

FIGURE 6. 1.2. 1 Operations Personnel

Job Title Level
Area of

Res onsibilit

Plant Control Operators

Unit Supervisor

Shift Technical Advisor

RO

SRO

STA

Control boards

Unit responsibility

Provide information
from SPDS

Shift Supervisor SRO Overall Emergency
management

FIGURE 6. 1.2.2 EOP Validation Team

Conduct of Videotaping
in Simulator

'eview of Videotapes Evaluation
of Videota es

Simulator Operator
Human Factors Engineer
Evaluator
Camera Operator

Simulator Operator
Prompter/Eva 1 uator

Simulator Instructor
Evaluator
Human Factors Engineer

6.2 Control Room Malkthrough

The primary means of validation is simulator exercises,
howeve., if a walkthrough validation is more appropriate
under certain circumstances, the following description is
provided.

6 '.2 Operators will be briefed on the purpose of the walkthrough.
The validation team will provide scenario information.
Operators will walkthrough their response, describing their
actions, and identifying related information sources. They
will be asked to state expected system response and how the
response is verified.
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6.2.3 They will be questioned on their actions if the expected
response does not occur. This interaction wi 11 be videotaped
from which the procedure's usability and correctness will be
judged.

6.3 Table-Top Reviews

6.3. 1 If a scenario (or portions thereof) is beyond the capability
of the simulator,.a table-top review may be used for
validation.

6.3.2 This includes briefing the operators regarding an unfolding
scenario. Operators will refer to the EOPs and discuss their
actions. This discussion will be captured on audio tape.
This tape will be reviewed by the evaluators to determine
procedure usability and operational correctness.

7. 0 SCENARIO SELECTION CRITERIA

The following criteria will be used to select scenarios used in the
lidation:

. I Validation method compatibility

The complexity of the scenarios will be compatable with the validation
method selected.

7.2 Scope

The scenarios will challenge all critical safety functions, exercise
all symptom-based EOP entry conditions, and as many steps of each EOP

as practical.

7.3 Scenario

Impact on Critical Safety Functions - Each scenario will challenge two
or more CSFs within the scenario time frame.

7.4 Initiating transients for each Scenario

Each scenario will have a realistic initiating transient and may
include more than one simultaneous initiating transient.
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7.5 Failures for each Scenario

Each scenario may include at least two component or control failures
typically in different plant systems.

Examples of the type of scenarios that may be used if selection
criteria is met can be seen in Attachment 3. These scenarios were
originally used in PP&L's SPDS validation.

8.0 EOP EVALUATION AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

8. 1 Evaluation will be done using three methods:

8. l. 1 Operator guestionnaire

Upon completion of video- taping scenarios, questionnaires
will be distributed to operations participants. The
questionnaires will request positive as well as negative
comments, including any suggestions.

8.1.2 Evaluation by Validation Team

Experienced evaluators will view videotaped scenarios, noting
any problems on the evaluation forms (Attachment 4).
Evaluators will use corrective action guidesheets (Attachment
1) and an evaluation criteria checklist (Attachment 2).

8. 1 ~ 3 Operator Comments

Although some comments may come from scenario sections
requiring walthrough or table-top reviews, the majority
should 'come from the audio tapes derived from post-taping
review of scenarios.

8.2 Corrective Action

Corrective action can be taken in three ways: modify EOPs, equipment-
operator interface, o> revise training.

8.2. 1 Procedure Changes

a 0 Suggested improvements to the EOPs (accuracy,
readability, usability, and completeness), will be
evaluated and implemented if justified. This will be
done through the EOP task force, which is responsible
for development of the current set of EOPs.
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b. Minor changes may not require immediate revision, but
any major changes may require immediate revision and
revalidation.

c. Any changes adopted will be documented and validated to
ensure there is no unforseen negative impact.

d. The. new EOPs will be applicable in the Unit 1 and Unit 2
control rooms. Each control room will have a dedicated
set of EOPs.

8.2.2 Operator-Control Room Interface

PPEL has completed a detailed control room design review,
with submission of a summary report in November 1983. This
included a task analysis using a basic version of the present
EOPs. Instrument and control adequacy was addressed during
this review.

However, because the latest EOPs have changed somewhat over
the EOPs used in the original DCRDR task analysis, any
changes will be evaluated by:

a. Videotapes of scenarios - signs of inadequate
instrumentation and controls will be noted by the
evaluators.

b. Operator feedback - a lack of correspondence between the
EOPs and control room instrumentation and controls will
also be determined from operator questionnaires and the
audio tapes of operator comments and suggestions.

c. Staffing compatibility with EOP requirements will be
ascertained from videotapes, questionnaire response, and
operator comments.

8.2.3 Changes to Training

Apparent unfamiliarity with EOPs or incorrect use of EOPs
will be identified as a likely training problem.
Deficiencies in training will be corrected.
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9. 0 PERSONNEL UALIFICATIONS

Resumes of key members of the EOP validation team are included in Attachment
5. The following personnel may serve in the position indicated.

Simul ator Operator/Eval uator

Prompter/Evaluator

Human Factors Engineer

Camera Operator

Evaluator

John Alman, Art Fitch

Edward A. Heckman, Gary Boughman

Lynn G. Patnaude

Karen K. Kirchdoerfer

Gary Merrill, Richard Martin,
Pete Krane, Sandy Bergstein

REFERENCES

Emergency Operating Procedures Validation Guidelines (INP0-83-006).

Emergency Operating Procedures Generation Package Guideline
( INPO-83-007) .

10.3 Component
Verification and System Validation Guideline ( INPO 83-047).

10.4 Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 (Generic letter number 82-33)

10.5 Susquehanna Steam Electric Station SPOS Validation (May 1984)



Attachment 1

Transie -2
Loss of Off-Site Power with F s Of'll Diesel Generators

Plant Variable
Entr Condition
- Loss of off-site

power leading to
gen. trip and
reactor scram

D/G A,BpC, 8c 0
fail to start.

- SRV Cycl ing

- DG A&D returned
to service

- RPV water level
cannot be main-
tained above TAF
(below level 2

.and dropping)

RHR pumps B&D in-
jecting & RPV water
level recovering.

- Drywe I I press. in-
creas ing

Poo I tempe ra ture
exceeding 90 F
(RPV WL maintained)

Ste

1.0

2.0

3.0

3.1

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

Requi red
Action

o Enter reactor scram
proc. in accordance
wi th E0-100-101.- Place Rx. mode

switch in shutdown.

o Send someone to bring
D/Gs on-line, TO=~I min.

o Manually open SRV until
RPV press. drops to
between 700-800 psig.

o Stabilize RPV press.
below 1076 psig.

o Confirm the initiation
of RHR pumps A&D.

o Open al I ADS valves.
If'OS

va Ives cannot be
opened, open 6 SRVs.

o Restore & ma inta in RPV
water level between
+1 3ll 8 y54ll

o Enter EO-100-103 con-
tainment control proc.

o Transfer RHR pump B
from LPCI to pool-
cooling mode.

Taken
Inde endentl

Guided by Instructor Inter-
Ins ructor vention Point

o RPV press. reaching
900 psi or 1 min.
Fo I lowing Rx. Isolation.

o Instructor to
announce that D/Gs
are being checked.

o No intervention
required. Indicate
whether action to
eliminate SRV cycling
was taken or not.

o WL at TAF

o WL above (+45") on
narrow range.

o DW press. reaching
1.72 psig.

o Pool temp. reaching
95 F.
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ATTACHMENT 2

EVALUATION CRITERIA

I. USABILITY

A. LEVEL OF DETAIL

1. Is there sufficient information to perform the specified actions
at each step?

2. Are the alternatives adequately described at each decision point?

3. Are the labeling, abbreviations, and local information as provided
in the EOP sufficient to enable the operator to find the needed
equipment?

5. Are the contingency actions sufficient to address the symptoms?

Are the titles and numbers sufficiently descriptive to enable the
operator to find referenced and branched procedures?

ABILITY TO BE UNDERSTOOD

Is the EOP easy to read?

2. Are the figures and tables easy to read with accuracy?

3. Can the..values on figures and charts be easily determined?

4. Are caution and note statements readily understood?

5. Are the EOP steps readily understood?

II. OPERATIONAL CORRECTNESS

PLANT COMPATIBILITY

1. Can the actions specified in the procedure be performed in the
designated sequence?

2. Are there alternate success paths that are not" included in the
. EOPs?

3. Can the information from the plant instrumentation be obtained, as
specified by the EOP?
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Are the plant symptoms specified„,by the EOP adequate to enable the
operator to select the applicable EOP?

Are the EOP entry conditions appropriate for the plant symptoms
displayed to the operator?

6. Is information or equipment not specified in the EOP required to
accomplish the task?

7. Oo the plant responses agree with the EOP basis?

8. Are the instrument readings and tolerances stated in the EOP

consistent with the instrument values displayed on the
instruments?

9. Is the EOP physically compatible with the work situation?

lO. Are the instrument readings and tolerances specified by the EOP

for remotely located instruments accurate?

B. OPERATOR COMPATIBILITY

1. If time intervals are specified, can the procedure action steps be
performed on the plant within or at the designated time intervals?

, Can the procedure action steps be performed by the operating
shi ft?

If specific actions are assigned to individual shift personnel,
does the EOP adequately aid in the coordination of actions among
shift personnel where necessary?

4. Can the operating shift follow the designated action step
sequences?

5. Can the particular steps or sets of steps be readily located when
required?

6. Can procedure exit point be returned to without omitting steps
when required?

7. Can procedure branches be entered at the correct point?

8. Are EOP exit points specified adequately?,
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ATTACHMENT 3

SIMULATOR OPERATIONS FOR EOP VALIDATION TRANSIENTS

CLASS 3

1. Loss of Feedwater with Failure of High Pressure Core Cooling Equipment

Initiate at IC-18, 97% power EOL
Insert Malfunction ¹70-RCIC Turb. Trip
(Red Tag RCIC out-of-service)
Insert Malfunction ¹107-F.M. Master Controller Fails Low
(2 min. T.D.)
Insert Malfunction ¹75-HPCI Turb. Trip

2. Loss of Off-Site Power with Failures of All Diesel Generators

Initiate at IC-18, 97% power EOL
'nsert Malfunction ¹70-RCIC Turb. Trip

(Red Tag RCIC out-of-,service)
Insert Malfunction ¹157-D.G. A Fails to Start

sert Malfunction ¹158-D.G. D Fails to Start
sert Malfunction ¹191-D.G. B Fails to Start

Insert Malfunction ¹192"D.G. C Fails to Start
(1 min. T.D.)
Insert Malfunction ¹201 Bus 10 from S.U. Trans. 10'13kV Bkr. Trip
Insert Malfunction ¹202 Bus 20 from S.U. Trans. 20 13kV Bkr. Trip
After 14 minutes, remove malfunctions ¹158 and ¹192.

3. Turb. Trip with Failure to Scram

Initiate at IC-16, 50% power startup
Insert Malfunction ¹181-Failure to Scram
Insert Malfunction ¹51-CRD Flow Control Failure

'(go to full decrease)
Insert Malfunction ¹143-Main Turb. Trip
Afte r 15 mi nute s, remove ¹181.

4. SORY with Subsequent Failure to Scram

Initiate at IC-18, 97% power EOL
Insert Malfunction ¹181-Failure to Scram
Insert Malfunction ¹51-CRD Flow Controller Failure
(go to full decrease)
Insert Malfunction ¹194-ADS/SRV G. Inadvertent open
'After 15 minutes, remove ¹181..

ge1of 1
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ATTACHMENT 4

OBSERVATION SHEET-EOP VALIDATION

Transient Scenario
Date
Start Time

Evaluator
End Time Page of

TIME PARTICIPANT COMMENTS
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ATTACHMENT 5

EOP VALIDATION TEAM RESUME SUMMARIES
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ATTACHMENT 5

EOP VALIDATION TEAM RESUME SUMMARIES

Edward A. Heckman, Jr. Supervisor, Nuclear Operations Support, PP&L

Mr. Heckman, holder of several degrees in management and nuclear engineering,
has been involved in several aspects of verification and validation ~ The
supervisor of an eight member support group, Mr. Heckman has served in
capacities such as:

Project Manager for PP&L response to Generic letter 82-33
Validation team member for SPDS
Member of INPO Emergency Response capability,
NUTAC and Verification/Validation subcommittee
Co-author of INPO 83-047, "Component Verification
and System Validation Guideline"

Gary W. Boughman Nuclear Operations Support Coordinator, PP&L

His major responsibility in this position is to manage the Industry Events
Review Program and serve as the utility SEE-IN contact with INPO. Other duties
i e providing operational support to Susquehanna Plant Staff as required.
h also involved in performing initial testing and validation of Safety
Pa eters Display System.

As a BWR SRO licensed instructor, Mr. Boughman was responsible for instructing
senior reactor operator and reactor license candidates to prepare them for an
NRC exam at Susquehanna. Duties included both classroom and simulator
instruction, lesson plan and testing development, and simulator design
verification. Mr. Boughman was a previously licensed operator at Salem Unit ¹l.

Lynn G: Patnaude Human Factors'Engineer, PP&L

Mr. Pataude, a degreed Engineer coordinates all .human factors engineering'within
the Nuclear Department. This included the Detailed Control Room Design 'Review
Summary Report and Validation of the SPDS System.

SPDS Validation used similar methodology planned for EOP Validation. This
included usong a simulator, video-taping, operator review of tapes and final
evaluation'f crew perfirmance interfacing with SPDS.
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APPENDIX F

REFERENCES

1) Safety Evaluation of "Emergen'cy Procedure Guidelines, Revision 3",
NRC, November 23, 1982.

2)

3)

„
7)

NUREG/CR 3632/PNL 4927, Methods for Implementing Revisions
to Emergency Operating Procedures, May, 1984.

PPEL Response to Generic Letter 82-33, PLA-1621, April 15,
1983.

PPKL Ammended Response to Generic Letter 82-33, PLA 2131
March 14, 1984.

NUREG-0737 Supplement No. 1, Clarification of TMI Action
Plan Requirements, December, 1982.

NUREG-0899 Guidelines for the Preparation of Emergency
Operating Procedures, August, 1982.

1NPO 83-007 EOP Procedure Generation Package Guideline,
February, 1983.

8) INPO 83-006 EOP Validation Guideline, July, 1983.

9)

10)

12)

INPO 82-017 EOP Writing Guideline, July, 1982.

INPO 83-004 EOP Verification Guideline, March, 1983.

Evaluation of Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Fmergency Procedures Relating to ATWS ~

'valuationof SSES Deviations from BWR Owners'roup
Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Non-ATWS).




